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TO THE RIGHT HONOUUABLE THE LORDS COMMISSIONERS OF

HIS MAJESTY’S TREASURY.

THE TWENTY-FIRST REPORT
OP TUB

COMMISSIONERS

Appointed by tbe Act.s of the 1st & 2d Geo. IV. c. 90, and 3d Geo. TV.

c. 37, and continued by Commission under the Great Seal, Ibi the

purpose of inquiring into the Collection and Management ot the

Public Revenue arising in Ireland, and into certain Departments

of the Public Revenue arising in Great Britain.

posT-orFicinsrmwEr^J^j-ii^ kingdom.

Part IV.—England.

T'UOPENNY-PO.ST OFFICE.

I
N our previous Report, rtforriiig to the Establishment of the PosT-OrrxcE in

England, one of the principal objects brought under your Lordships’ conside-.

ration, in treating of the Inland-oflice, was the circulation of General-post letters

from and in the-Mc tyopolK—,_ ,

In that Report it was suggested that the .siibtastfng-nrrangements for this purpose

might be facilitated and improved by combining them with those by which the

collection and dcliveiy of correspondence through the Twopenny-post department

is provided for.

In pursuance of that suggestion, it seems desirable to afford a connected view of

all the official arrangements that relate to the receipt and distribution of correspond-

ence in London ;
and we therefore now propo.se, before proceeding to report upon

other offices of the English Establishment, the busine.'^,'; of which either extends

beyond, or is remotely, or in a much les.s degree concerned with these objects, to

call the attention of your Lordsliips to the department commonly called the.

Twopenny-post Department.

The suggestions and remarks which wc shall have to offer on tliis suhject will

become more easily intelligible, if in the first instance we advert to .some of the

statutable provisions particularly affecting the institution of this Establishment.

On its first establishment the conveyance of letters by tlie Penny-post (as it was

then called) appears, from the preamble of the 33 Geo. 2, to have liccn confined to 33 Geo.

“ the cities of London and Westminster, the borough of Southwark, and the

“ respective suburbs thereof,” ami to have been then extended to towns and places

94. A 2 within
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4 TWENTY-FIRST REPORT OF COMMISSIONERS

34. Geo. 3, c. 17

See, 6.

41 Geo. 3, c.

Sec. 3.

45 Geo. 3, c. 1

Appendix, No.

within the compas.5 of ten miles i-ouncl the city of Loudon, an addition of one

penny being imposed on all letters delivered beyond the original limits. An Act

passed in tlic 34 Geo. 3, empowered the Postmaster-General, at his di.'Cretion, to

extend the conveyance of letters by this Post, beyond the distance of ten miles from

the General Post-office in London, to which distance it is stated in that Act it

was then “ by law limited.’’ The rates of postage chargeable on letters sent from

London, Westminster and Southwark, and the respective suburbs thereof, and

delivered within and beyond the original limits, remained under this Act respectively

the same ;
but letters passing by this conveyance from places out of the said cities

and borough and their suburbs, to places within the said cities and borough and

their suburbs, become chargeable with au additional penny. The Act of the

7. 41 Geo. 3, c. 7, repealed those rates, and contained a provision that there should be

taken “ for the conveyance of every letter (not first passing by the General-post)

“ .sent by the said Post from any place witiiin tlie cities of T.nndon and Westminster,

“ the boroiii^h of .'soLithwavk, and the respective suburbs thereof, to any other place

“ within the same cities and borough, and the suburbs thereof, the sum of Twopence ;

“ and for the conveyance of every letter, put into .such last-mentioned Post-office, to

“ be forwarded by the General-post, the sum of Twopence.’’ This Act made no

provision respecting the delivery of letters by tlic Penny-post beyond the limits to

which its deliveries had been originally confined, as above stated ;
but in the same

Act the clause was introduced, which has given to it the name of “ the Fifth Clause

Act,” empowering “ His Maje.sty’s Postmaster-general, in his discretion, to under-
“ take the conveyance and delivery of letters directed to persons abiding in towns,

“ villages ami places (not being post towns), from the respective post towns to which
“

siicli letters shall be carried by the Post in the usual manner, and also the collec-

“ tion and conveyance of letters in and from sxich towns, villages and places, in

“ order to be sent by the post, and to take such sum or sums of money for such
“ extra service to be performed as shall or may from time to time be mutually
“ agreed upon by and between the Postmaster-General and the inhabitants respec-

i. “ tively.” By the Act of tlie 45 Geo. 3, c. 11, the sum of one penny was made
chargeable “for the conveyance nf every letter originally sent by the Post now
“ known by the name of the Twopenny-post, aud not first passing and afterwards

“ to pass by the General-post, directed to or sent from places beyond the delivery

“ of the General-post letter-carriers; and twopence for the conveyance of every
“ letter originally passing by the General-post, and afterwards delivered by the
“ Twopenny-post.”

Some enactments, it will be observed on referring to the statutes, have been made
applicable generally to the Penny-post established in difl'erent parts of England ;

others to the Londoji establishment only.

It has been the custom to consider this latter as a distinct department of the Post-

ofHce in London, to take separate accounts of the revenue derived from it, and to

9 ' maintain an official ostablislnnent for the conduct of its particular business. From
an Abstract officially furnished to us, and included in the Appendix, the gross receipt,

the net income, and the charges of collection in this department, in the three years

ended the ,5th January 1829, appear to have been as follows:

YEAUS
cii ded

!
Giois Receipt. Net Iiiciune,

Rato pel- cent, of

Clinrge uf CoHeclion.

Alh Juimary

i

£• 5. rf. £. s. d.

1

£. s. d.

i8=, - - '18,743 16 3 78,94' 12 33 m 4i

1828 - - 115,800 8.114 75,866 17 74 34 0 8J

1829 - - 117,205 8 24 77 t3 i 7 7 94 34-72

The revenue levied under this head by deputy postmasters in the country forms
no part of the above Statement

;
nor have the Twopenny-post establishments which

are annexed to post-offices in the country any connection or communication with
the Twopenny-post department in London, to which establishment, for the reasons
already stated, our present Report is exclusively confined.

The
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OF REVENUE INQUIRY.

The distinction implied in the title of this department is not strictly applicable.

Tire postage which is accounted for as part of this particular revenue is levied, as

your Lordships arc informed, at diSbrent rates (namely 2d and 3d, according to

different circumstances)
;
and besides this inconsistency, the revenue arising upon

General-post and Foreign letters, whatever may be the various rates of charge

according to the respective scales, is collected by this department upon such letters

of either dcscriptiou as arc forwarded for delivery through it, or ofwhich the postage

is paid on being transmitted through the Twopemiy-post-officc, to be subsequently

forwarded from the other branches of the Gcuerul-post establishment. The amount

of revenue from such postage, levied through the Twopenny-post department, within

the above mentioned period, will be seen in the subjoined fStatement :
Appendix, No. 10.

INL.UJD.

j

FORlilGN. TOTAL,

£. s. il £. S. d. £. S. d.

1827 - - 36,525 1 1 5,484 '311 42,009 15 -

1828 - - 35,520 15 6 6,714 0 9
1

41,235 2 3

1829 - - 35.920 12 7 5,775 8 -
1
41,696 - 7

The addition of these receipts to those of the Twopenny-post revenue stated

above, as forming part of the revenue actually collected by this department, would

reduce the geucral charges of collection to the following rates in the respective

years

£ . s. (1.

1827 - - . - - - 24 15 2

1828

25 8 7

i82() - -— - - - 25 2

making an average rate of collection of about 25 per cent.

The only peculiarity of the Twopenny-post department consists in the limited

circle within which correspondence is received and circulated through the offices

belomTiug to it
;
and as far as relates to the distribution of letters, the business of

this depa^nent differs from the Inland and Foreign offices only in the periods and

extent of the deliveries.

On examining the details of the duties of the several offices which compose tlic

establishment of the Twopemiy-post department, your Lordship,s will, we tlmik,

concur in our opinion, that there exists no reason for a separation of these offices

from those of the General establishment, but such as might arise out of considerations

of convenience—in—effecting a division of labour. In providing for the general

discharge of corresponding services imill the departments, it will wc think be found

consistent with those considerations and conducive to eeonoi^q to put an end to

nominal distinctions which unnecessarily occasion a separate officiaViiirpcrintendence,

and to apportion amongst the same offices all the duties which are substantially of

the same nature.

The establishment of the Twopenny-post department, which witli these general

views we now proceed to observe upon, is divided under the following heads, vir. the

Comptroller, Sorting department, Accountant, Collector.

Besides the offices included under these heads, there are in London 148, and in

the country 202 receiving-houses, which are to be considered in some respects as

forming part ofthe official establishment of the Twopenny-post department. There

are also retained for the services of this department, 224 town letter-earners, 189

country letter-carriers.

Your Lordships will find in the Appendix a general Return of this separate esta- Appendix, No. 5

blishment, the several branches of which will lie noticed in the orde m which they

arc enumerated above.

The following is the establishment of the office of the Comptroller.

94. A 3
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Eighteenth Report,

p. 46.

6 TWENTV-FIRST REPOIIT OF COMMIS.SIONEUS

COMPTROLLER.

SALARY.
OTIIF.n

f3iClLl aii:nt.s.

total SA 1.AIIV

KMOLl'MiiKlS.

Comptroller

Profits on allowance of i /. 1 per diem
"j

when (?iii|iioyet! on surveys in the

cotiiiiry disUicts - - - -J

Compensation for services in the Alien 1

(le|iartinent . - - - -J

Apartments, witli coals and caudles.

£. s. (I.

500 - -
£. s. d.

20 - -

333 « 8

£. S. d.

1

853 6 s

Clerk
Fees on letter-carriiirs’ and receivers’ I

bonds
Sale of waste paper . . _

Apartments, with coals and candles.

200 — —

10 - —

First Assistant Clerk . - - -

Proportion ofTreasury giant -
80 - -

() 18 - I I I
1

86 iS -

Second Ditto ----- 80 - - . . 80 - -

£. 866 18 - 368 6 8 1,235 4 8

It is Heccssai-y to observe that tlie genera! otlicial cstnblislihicnt of tlie Two-
peniiy-post department, wbieij lias beo]! referred to above, is divided into two
brandies; the accoinmodatioii of the public and official convenience Imving
suggested the necessity of slot contining tlie dispatch of the whole of the business

of this department to a single office, but of assigning to separate portions of its esta-

blishment, stationed at distant parts of tlie town, the duty of receiving and
circulating the eorrespoiulence within certain limits prescribed to each of its two
divisions, wliich are distinguished as the Lombard-street division, and the West-
minster division; the corrcspondonce of the former being distributed throindi the
principal office in Lombard-street, and tliat of the latter through another jn-incipal

office ill Gen-iird-stvect. To eacli of these divisions, besides the portion of the
metropolis wliich it comprises, arc annexed certain districts of delivery (or Rides as

they are called) extending beyond the precincts of the town to different distances
within a circumference of fifteen miles.

Over both these divisions, and over the wliolc of the establishment in its separate

parts, the Comptroller i.s considered to have and exercise a general control and super,

inteiidence, under the authority and direction of the Postmaster-General. 'I'he

following is Sir Francis Freeling’s summary of the duties of this officer :
“ The

“ Comptroller has the entire management of the department, under tlie Postinaster-
“ Genera], to whom he reports upon all necessary questions

; he attends to the
“ coiTcspoiidcncc of the office, and the applications of tlie public, superintends the

operations of the two principal ollices, and receiving-houses in the country,
“ checks and controls the expenditure, and signs all accounts of receipt and
“ expenditure.

“ In liis office all salary bills and warrants for payment of monies and statements
“ of revenue are drawn up, as far as relates to the Twopenny-post, and all the
“ charges against the receivers in town and country made out and sent for
“ payment. The performance of the rides is also checked here.”

Ihe general ordinary business in the department of the Twopenny-post is so
similar to that which occurs in what is called the Inland-office of the General Post-
office, as we^ have already remarked, tliat it will be sufficient for us here to refer
your Lordships generally to the notice of that office contained in our Eighteenth
Report, reserving for observation, under the head of the “ Sorting .Department,”

such
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OF HEVENUE INQUIRY.

sucli cliffbrcnces, either lu the business itself or in the official practice concerning

it, as inav require detailed explanation or particular attention.

To the special provision made for the conduct of this business by a single officer,

styled a Comptroller, considering this officer to have (as he is described by .Sir Appendix, No. i.

Francis Freeling to have) “ the entire mauagcnicnt of the department, under the

“ Fostmastci'-Gcneral,” and to be required really to “ superintend the operations

“ of the two principal offices,” there are some very obvious objections. The
Comptroller resides in Gerrard-street, and there are no fixed periods for his

attendance in Lombard-street, althougli the larger portion of the business is

transacted, and the greater mmiber as well as the most responsible of the officers

(or clerks) of the establishment are employed tbei'e. Mr. Musgrave states that he Eighteenth Report,

goes there “ generally every alternate day, about three days a week.” Mr. Bridges, p, C77,

the senior clerk, who appears to share equally with his principal in wliat is

called the general superintendence of the department, describes himself as the

“ organ of"connmmication between the Comptroller and the various officers in Appendix, No. 45.

“ Lombard-street, as well as Gerrard-street.” He states that the Comptroller is

generally in Gerrard-street when he is there, and that the hours of his own

attendance in Lonil)ard-streot are variable.

It must be observed that the pressure of business at both offices occurs within the

same hours, and during a considerable part of each day’s current business these

officers are absent from one of the offices.

Mr. Musgravc describes his personal superintendence in Lombard-street to Eiglueentii Report,

consist in receiving there, three times a week, the reports of the president (of the Appendix, No. 23.

Sorting department), and in making every inquiry that is necessary to be made.

He states, too, that there is a constant communication between the two offices, and

that it is a part of his duty to see tlie presidents of the Twopenny-post-office, and

to consult with them, both in Lombard-street and Gerrard-street, with respect to

every thing of importance that may occur in the course of the day, The Collector

and the Accountant of the Twopemiy post department, who are both stationed in

Lombard-street, are visited by him occasionally, but at no fixed periods, 'ihe two

assistant clerks, as they arrcaffi!tfrwh&-(.ffi^ senior clerk) make up the establish- Appendix, No. 45.

ment of the Comptroller’s office, are botli statioucitiTt Lmnbard-street, and of course

subject only occasionally to the personal superintendence of their superiors.

Whilst it is admitted that mider this arrangement there is much loss of time m
passiu'’’ backwards and forwards between the separate offices, it is evident that at

neither is any sufficiently permanent or certain provision made to secure the control

of a constant inspection by the Comptroller or his principal assistant, or their

immediate personal attention to duties which arc described as belonging to this

office, such as receiving applications from the public, and atteiuling to references

and coiTCspondence, which must arise equally in both branches of the department.

Upon complaints verbally made, the president of the yorting department m
Lombard-street states that he carries on a constant correspondence }

and m m.any

cases such complaints are not brought under the notice of the Comptroller.

Written applications to the Comptroller arc of -eoiirse laid before him. The presi-

dent also states, that he corresponds frequently with the letter-earriei's and charge-

takers in the country, sometimes writing a dozen letters in the course of the day.

A great part of the Comptroller’s duty, Mr. Musgrave states, ” consists in cor- Eiskteenih Report,

the SccAtary on representations that are made by the public on Appoudix, p. 681.

“ „oi Its comiceted with the business of the Twopcmiy-post-ofiice. Every thing

dftimt ilcseription is rcferrciUo the Comptroller of the Iwopenny-post-office,

“ for him to n-.aUc .t report upon it.”

In our Eighteenth Report, wc hsil occasion to point at the circuitous and ddatory

system of carrying on business of daily occurrence that attends a similar course with

an inferior officer ;
and the iiieonvenicnce of the established arrangements in the

Twoiieniiv-post department may he inferred, by adverting to Mr. Bridges explann- Appendix, No. 46 -

tiou of the ordinary proceeding in the simplest case that can occur, and one

wliorcin delay should be especially avoiilcd. If a refcronco were made flora the

cod ofBcc in 1 .ombard.strect by the .Secretary, upon an application respecting a

letter which should have been ilclivorcd in the Louibiiril.street division ot the

Twopenny-post dciiarlinent, instead of being addressed to the superior officei

rcsciit under the same roof, this would be directed to the Comptroller, by

1,4.
A 4
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8 TWENTV-riRST REPORT OE COMMISSIONERS

would be vcfbvrod to tlie presidc'nt of the Sorting department of the Twopenny-post-
office ill Lombard-street, wlio would report to the Comptroller in Gerrard-street
who would thereupon report to the Secretary in Lombard-street, whose duty it

would be (if the occasion were deemed of sufficient importance} to submit the result
in a report to the Postmaster-General. References received in Gerrard-street
when the Comptroller is in Lombard-street, Mr, Bridges states, are submitted to

him there.

This circuitous cumulation of business is not compensated by any additional
security arising out of it. A direct report to the Board from the president of the
Sorting department on the spot (if an inquiry through the inspector of letter-

carriers were not deemed a more proper course) would be equally satisfactory, and
materially abridge both the time and labour bestowed on such an occasion.

Other examples of the circuitous j'oiitine of the ordinary business of this depart-
ment may be adverted to in the mode of conducting the accounts, as described in
the evidence of the accountant and the collector

; and in noticing the several other
offices through which the accounts pas.s between the ascertaining of the charges,
which is sub.stantially effected in the Sorting department, and the payment to the
Receiver-general, we shall show that the intermediate process is for the most part
sitpei'Hiious.

A portion of the business arising in the Gerrard-street division belonging to the
Comptroller’s office, corresponding with that which in Lombard-street is discharo-ecl
by the Gomplrollor’s assistant clerks, is performed by tbo president of the Sorting
department in Gerrard-street, in consequence of the Comptroller’s clerks not being

•, present there. To the presidents in both divisions, or to clerks in the Sorting
. department, the control over the attendance and the ordinary superintendence o*f

the letter-carriers appears to be committed. It is considered to be the duty of the
presidents of the Sorting departments to report tlie absence of letter-carriers to the
Comptroller, but his interference is only occasional. Tiie Comptroller appears to con-
sider tlie presidents responsible for tlie performance of the duties of the Sorting-offices,
without any fixed or regular personal .superintendence on liis part. It is stated
indeed by Mr. Sumpter, 011c of the acting presidents at Gerrard-street, that the
Comptroller, although resident on the spot, is never present in the Sorting-
office there. The real superintendence of the operations of the Sorting-offices,
therefore, can scarcely be said to rest with the Comptroller.

With the exception of a periodical examination, extending, as the Comptroller
states, to very little more than an annual examination of the by-gone accounts with
the vouchers, we do not find that the accounts of receipts are subject to any kind
of revision in the Comptroller’s office. His attention to the current accounts of
the Collector, he says, is confined to the sums allowed to be retained by this officer
and the sub-collectors. Points of revenue, Mr. Miisgravc states expressly, do not
so immediately come under his attention as many others; and the evidence of
Mr. Bridges, the senior clerk, confirms the view wc have taken of the very little
control or superintendence that is essentially exercised by this officer over the
general accounts of this revenue. He states distinctly (whilst he considers himself
a superintendent over the presidents), that it is the business of the president to
superintend the performance of the whole duty of the Sorting-office, and that
nothing is known in the Comptroller’s office of tho accuracy of”tIie accounts but
what is derived from the presidents, on whom the Comptroller relies. It is liowever
stated to be the duty ofthe Accountant and the Collector to report to the Comptroller
deficiencies arising upon the letter-carriers’ accounts; but the presidents ha4 prior
cognizance ofthese deficiencies, and the interference of the Comptroller, as described
by himself, seems to be too retrospective and doubtful in its character for the purposes
of an accurate and prompt control.

^

With respect to the final process of accounting, your Lordships will observe, in
the evK ence of Mr. Musgrave himself, that he referred us to the Accountant, as
better able to give us information on that point, being, as he states, a part of this
officer s business not coming under the Comptroller’s cognizance. Although it is
stated in Sir Francis Freeliiig’s summary of the duties of this officer, that he “ signs“ all accounts of receipt and expenditure,” and that in his office all “ statements of“ revenue arc drawn up,” we are informed by the Accountant, that the annual

accounts
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accounts for audit are prepared and sworn to by him, though signed by the Comp-
troller. The Collector states that the discharge of his receipts is not superintended Appendix, No. 51.
by this officer. Jlr. Miisgravc states that his interference on this point amounts
only to an annual comparison of the credits taken by the Collector, witli vouchers
sustaining those credits; ami upon the whole it has not appeared to ns that
any substantial control is exercised by the Comptroller over the receipts of this
department.

In Ins summary of this oflker’s duties, Sir Francis Freeling also states, that he Xo i“ checks and controls the expenditure.” This control, as far as it concerns dis-
biirsements not of certain occurrence and fixed amount (as salaries, wages, &c.)
seems only to extend to a general comparative view or estimate of the cliaro'e with
reference to previous similar disbursements. .Mr. Musgrave says the bdls are No. 40.examined by the proirer officer (meaning his chief clerk or the architect or the sur-
veyor, us the c^e may be) tijat they are correct

; the accounts are transmitted
to him, together with the form ot a warrant; he examines the accounts and
endeavours to ascertain whether the expenditure Ls nearly in ihe same ratio as the
ordinary expenditure for the usual supplies of the office : if he finds it is so, he
signs the account ami prepares the waiTunt. This rule of allowance, which seems
to pass over the question of actual service or consumption, of the necessity of such
service or consumption, and the consideration of the fluctuation of prices, and con-
sequently of such curtailment of expense as circumstances might prescribe or admit
of, constitutes, in our opinion, a very loose and superficial species of “ control
over heads of expenditure in themselves necessarily variable. With respect to
the salaries and other official I'enmueration of diftcreiit kind.s, fonuing part of the
expenditure of this establishment, the Comptroller’s interference is limited. Tlie
wages of the letter-carriers, which aiuomit to a very large weekly .sum, Mr. Aius-
grave states undergo no control by him, but are checked by the jiresidenls of

*

the Sorting-oflices. The allowances to the receivers are also checked in the
Sorting-offices. In the allowance of the salaries, Mr. Miisgmve states, that these
being established on fixed principles, they merely require that he should see that
the salary bills correspoi^d with those of the previous quarter, conforming witii any
intei-vening alteration of the" uWcntb-t.y>tiJ.li^|jment.

The evidence of the senior clerk, Mr. Bridges, is, that the disbursements are a a- v
checked partly in the Comptroller's office, but chiefly in the Accountant’s and in the
Sorting-offices.

The Collector, who defrays all charges, states that all tradesmen’s bills arc si>med
by the Surveyor, and the Accountant charges himself witli the duty of “auditm<>-”
all such bills.

.

°

From the evidence above referred to, it is apparent that aitlioiigh the cheekinn-
and controlling of the expenditure is enumerated amongst his duties, the Comptroller
contributes veiy little towards any investigation of the necessity of the expenditure
or of the accuracy of the charges

; and though it is stated that the warrants for the
payments prepared in the Comptroller’s office pass through the Secretary’s office
and are seen by the assistant secretary, they do not seem to have been subject to the
scrutiny or control of any superior officer.

We see no reason why the disbursements of every kind in this dei)artment should
not fall under the same authority and examination as those of a similar description
in other branches of the establishment; nor do we think that the office of a separate
Comptroijer for the Twopeniiy-post department, as at present constituted and dis-
charged, is either necessary or attended with any certain advantage to the service,
independent of the objectionable local arrangements which have placed the persons
who execute the duties of such separate general superinteiuleuce at a distance from
the principal scat of the business. The reason assigned for this is the want of
accommodation for the residence of the Comptroller in Lombard-street. The
absolute necessity for his residing cither there or in Gerrard-street is not obvious

;
nor does the circumstance of his enjoying a residence in the latter situation prescribe
on any official ground his attendance there in preference to Lombard-street : at all
events it was to have been expected that in employing an assistant in the duties of
general superintendence, to the extent in which the senior clerk, Mr. Bridges, has
participated in such duties, arrangements would have been made to secure the
constant presence either of the principal officer, or of his representative, uniformly at

94- B each
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10 TWENTY-FIRST REPORT OF COMMISSIONERS

each of the separate oiilces. M'e do not, however, intend to imply that the general
exercise of the functions of an officer having “ the entire management of this
“ department, under the Postmaster-General,” could under any circumstances be
properly delegated to a clerk.

In the case of Mr. Bridges this delegation has gone the length of embracing
correspondence, the signing of accounts, the inspection of country sorting and
receiving-houses, the ordering of articles charged as incidents, and it has extended
to him practically the privilege of franking, which the Comptroller has (as to Two-
penny-post letters,), and wliicb he lias assumed by the authority (as he represents) of

Appendix, No. 45. the Comptroller.

No. 4':. This privilege Mr. Musgrave describes to be unlimited (for official purposes)
within the Twopenny and the Threepenny deliveries, as to the transmission of letters

from London, and it is permitted to be used by the four presidents, as well as by
the chief clerk. This recognized extension of the privilege implies a delegation of
the duty of correspondence to an objectionable extent

;
and from the evidence of Mr.

iMusgrave it does not appear that there is praeticaliy any sufficiently ascertained
re.striction upon the further use of the power of exemption from postage upon
letters dispatched from the Sorting-offices. He states, however, that he is not aware
of any change, or of any abuse, in the practice, since he succeeded to this office. At
the same time it must bo observed that Mr. Musgrave has evidently bestowed little if
any attention upon this subject. W ith respect to the exemption upon Twopenny-post
letters received by persons belonging to the establishment, your Lordsliips will
observe he \vas unable to give us any certain information, and appeared to consider
the j)rcsidents and the Secretary (of the General Post-office) responsible for the
due limitation of such exemption.

In this respect, therefore, tlie revenue has derived no protection from the existence
of a Comptroller.

Amongst the duties of the Comptroller, Mr. Musgrave describes that of attending
No. 21. to applications for missing letters. On referring to the Retiirji in the Appendix o£

tlu! number of siicli applications for letters rontaining propci-ty, made annually iu
the last three years, j’our Lordships will observe a very remarkable difference :

they are stated to have been us follows :

—

Number of Lelters. Amount.

In 1S27 - - - 289, containing f. 4,975 13 7
182s - - - 114 - - 929 5 8
1829 - - - 101 -

. 3,5g, 1 2

Of the letters claimed in the first of tliese years, 40, containing £. 2,763. 1 9 j. 6 d.,
are stated to have been recovered

;
of the appropriation of the contents of 240^

.alleged to have amounted to £.1,905. 9^. 1 r/., no trace .aj>pcars to have been
obtained

;
the contents, either wholly or in part, of the remaining nine, amounting to

£. 306. 5 have been ascertained to have been negotiated. I'he property, therefore,
claimed and unaccounted for in this year amounted to £.2,211. 145. 1 d.

In the two succeeding years it appears that no j^art of the property claimed has
been proved to have been misapplied

;
but the number of letters claimed as missing

and not accounted for, and the amount of property contained in them, were as
follows :

—

Number of Letters. Amount.

1 S2S - - - 87 £. 430 9 6
1829 * - - 74 2^223 10 5

Appendix, No. 43. On this subject Mr. Musgrave states in his evidence, “it is perfectly impossible
“ to arrive at any definite knowledge of the actual amount of loss sustained by the
“ public. In the first place we are not sure that the property has actually come

into the lost-office. Several instances have occurred of representations havin«'
•• been made of letters containing property having been put into the Post-office,
“ which afterwards have been proved never to have been put in at all.”

Ibid. It is however admitted, as your Lordships will observe, that in the year 1827,
sufficient grounds of suspicion attached to persons in the department of the Two-

penny-
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.

penny-post, to wan-ant, in conjunction witii tlie appai-enfc extent of the deficiencies,

an imputation of delinquency in at least several instances.

The dimimition of loss in the subsequent years, Mr. Musgrave attributes

apparently not so much to the fidelity of the office, ns to the public having been
impressed with “ the absolute necessity ” of adopting precautions to make the

official regulations available for their security. The means of detection or pre-

vention, in addition to those precautions, can only be found in a system of minute
vigilance and strict investigation on the part of the superintending responsible

officers.

Amongst the duties performed by persons belonging to the establishment of the

Comptroller’s office, but without any direct superintendence by this officer, is that

which arises upon bye-letters, that is, letters di.spatched from offices in the country

districts, and which do not pass through either of the London offices. This
corref-poiidence is perfectly similar to that of the “ Cross-posts ” out of LondoJi,

which are considered a part of the General-post establishment. Consistently with

the principle we propose to pursue iu suggesting alterations of practice, namely,

that where no great difference calls for a dilferent mode of management, all

corresponding services should he brought under the same system and course of
administration and control, we recommend that all byc-letters should hereafter be
treated alike, and that the check upon the accounts of that portion of such letters

which is now subject to a separate and different mode of management in the

department of the Twopenny-post, should be exercised in the General Bye-letter

office, upon the plan which, in treating of that office, wc shall submit for con-

sideration.

The details and extent of this service will be found fully described iu the evidence

of Mr. Bridges, the principal clerk iu the Comptroller’s office, to whom the superin-

tendence of it seems to have been altogether entrusted.

Your Lordships will bear in mind that the division of this department into two
branches, with an apportiojijnentof the daily business to be transacted in both at the

same time, umSt require the emptoVTliCut w£.±wn pfffynns for the efficient discharge

of all the duties incident to a personal su|)ei'mtciidcnce oT that business. Tliese

duties, we conceive, the presidents of the Sorting departments, consulercd on the

same footing as the presidents of the Inland-office in the General-post-office, should

be competout to perform, whilst all other matters requiring the exercise of superior

power or discretion should be managed, as in other branches of the establishment,

by the immediate agency of the Board, with the aid of the Secretary and the proper

officers charged with the personal supermtemlence of the accounts or other services

of the establishment respectively.

As it is our intention to propose the discontinuance altogether of the office of

Comptroller of the Twopenny-post department, we must advert to the very
important duty, wliich is described as belonging to him by the senior clerk, of
regulating “the town and country letter-carriers’ walks, to see what altemtion can
“ be made for the benefit of the public.”

In the observations prefixed to our Eighteenth Report, wc have alluded to “ the

“ plan which defines or should define the extent and course of the circulation of the
“ Post-office in all its branches,” {is a consideration of fundamental importance,

which should especially and constantly engage the attention of the Board (or other

autliority) presiding over this establishment.

In the recent applications to Parliament, and other reju'esentations within your
Lordships’ knowledge, complaining of the partial and defective arrangements for

the distribution of letters at present through the Twopenny-post department, and
in the acknowledged insufficiency of those arrangements, your Lordslrips ivill, we
think, find exemplified one of the observations contained in that Report with

reference to the exercise of the powers of the Postmaster-General, that “ there is no
“ sufficient evidence that the attention of the Postmaster-General has been bestowed

to anticipate such applications, by an unsolicited exertion of his authority in
“ extending the arrangements for the circulation of correspondence, to meet the
” grow'ing exigencies, or to conform to altered circumstances.”

Whilst limitations exist, affecting the plan and. extent of the deliveries, ’svhich are

. inconsistent uith a fair distribution of the advantages that might be afforded thi-ough

94. B 2 this

Appendix, No. 46,

No. 45.

EigUteeiiUi Report,

p. 5-

Eighteenth Report,
p. 13-
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12 twenty-first report of commissioners

this department, under the sanction and at the pleasure of the Postmaster-General,

we find that in those details of arraiigement, which might be in some degree, perhaps,

properly left to be suggested by the skill and activity of a zealous departmental

officer, and which are considered to fall within the province of the Comptroller,

suitable care has not been systematically applied towards amendments and alterations

prescribed by local changes.

Eichteenth Report It is stated that, notwithstanding the vast increase of buildings, there has been no

J^ppendijc, p. C84;’ general revision of the walks (or districts) comprised within the limits of the Two-

also Appendix, penny-post deliveries, since the year 1794. Different expedients have been used,

No. 45 - casually adding new walks or increasing the number of letter-carriers, to obviate

the inconveniences arising in particular districts from this cause j
but according to

Eighteenth Report, the evidence of Mr. Burt, a clerk employed in the superintendence of the Two-
Appendix, p. 604. penny-post letter-carriers, the inequality of the districts has been such that some

690. letter-carriers have three times the ground to go over that others have, and it may

happen that the letters of one district may be delivered in half the time requisite

for the delivery in another-. He states, too, that some of tlie walks have been

formed without being surveyed.

Appendix No 45 The Comptroller, it appears, has been called upon by the Postmaster-General to

’ consider the facilities which the removal to the new Post-office will afford to the

public, so far as concerns this department , and a general revision of the n-alks is in

No, 55. prepai-ation, without however altering the established line of boundaries.

The expectations of the public, and the interests of the revenue, as it appears to

us, demaiid the, adoption of a move comprehensive, as well as a more equal and

better digested plan of circulation than is at present acted upon for the accommo-

dation ofthe metropolis and its environs. Different principles and considerations,

independent of the arbitrary one of the local site ofwhat is called the General Post-

office, must in our opinion be necessarily decided u;^)on in proposing such a plan, and

on this subject we shall offer some general observations in the sequel of this Report.

This view, however, will not aft'cet the ndmiuistrative system of the offices comprised

in the establishment of the Twopenny-post department. With respect to that of

the Comptroller, it remains for us finally to recommend, as we have before intimated,

that it should be dispensed with altogether
;
and in treating of the duties of the

several offices which have been hitherto considered subordinate to him, we shall

submit to your l^ordships the mode in which we propose to provide for their execution

and for the superior control necessary to be maintained over them respectively in

future.

The salaries and emohimeiits enjoyed by the several persons classed under the

head of the Comptroller’s office, it will be seen by the prefixed Statement, have

amounted to about £. 900 per amuun, exclusive of the expense of residences and coals

and candles allowed to the Comptroller and his senior clerk.

Besides his salary of £. 500 a year as Comptroller of the Twopenny-post clcpart-

nieiit, Mr. Musgrave is in the receipt of £.333. 6 s. 8 d. per annum, an allow-

ance which he informs us was given to him as a recompense for his services in

another office, which he ceased to hold in consequence of its being “ put on a new

“ principle.”

We advert to this circumstance for the purpose of observing that we presume the

salary assigned (together with a residence) to the Comptroller of the Twopenny-post

department was fixed as adequate in itself, without contemplating that the person

filling this situation would enjoy any other public emolument.

Upon the other items of pecuniary receipt in this office, we have only to remark

Eiahteenth Report
letter-carriers bonds, and the produce of the sale of waste pape^

p. gi,
’ received by the senior clerk, fall within the objections offered in our Eighteenth

Report to similar sources of extra official profit.
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SORTING OFFICB.

Principal Clerk . - . _

As registrar of bonds - _ .

Fees on stoppage of bankrupts’ letters

Two Senior Clerks :

1st at - . . _ _

Fees on stoppage of bankrupts’ letters

2nd at -

1

OTIlEll TOTAL SAL.ARY
SALAHY. i

KMOLUMENTS. EMOLUMENTS.

£. S. (1. £. s. d. £. s. d.

280 - - .

]• 300 10 620 - - -

- 10 6 J

240 - -
1 8 9 }

241 8 9

j

200 - - 200 — -

Seven Assistant Clerks

:

1st at -

Fees on stoppage of bankrupts’ letters

Sale of waste paper - . _

Proportion of Treasury grant -

2nd at - - -

Fees on stoppage of bankrupts’ letters

Sale of waste paper _ - .

Proportion of Treasury grant -

3rd at . ... .

Extra duty at 1 0 s. 6 d. per week
Sale of waste paper _ _ ,

Proportion of Treasury grant -

4th at . . - - .

Sale of waste paper - - -

5th at — _ -

Sale of waste paper
6th at - - -

From East India Company
7th at - - - -

Proportion of Treasury grant

Fourteen Sorters :

Scale of increase

;

Under seven years, 90/.
Seven to fourteen, 110/.

Above - -120/.
1st at -

Proportion of Treasury grant

From East India Company
2d, 3d, 4th, gth- and 6tli, at

each
ytli at ----- -

As foreign charge-taker

Proportion of Treasuiy grant -

Sth at ----- -

Proportion of Treasury grant -

As foreign charge-taker

gth at ----- -

Proportion of Treasury grant -

loth, 11th, I2lh, 13th and 14th, at\l

90 /. each - - - - J

Seven Junior Sorters

:

Scale of increase

;

Under three years, 70 ?,

Above - - Bo 1 .

Four at 80 1. each - - -

Three at 70 1 . each - - -

Three Cheque Clerks, at 60 /.each

Carried forward

94.

110 1.'

550 -

90 -

10 -

44 17

90 -

34 30

10 -
90 -

6 18

450 -

189
1 10 -

27 6 -
12 - -

1 10 -

l 10 -

11-

iSG 4 -

141 10 -

141 10 -

}
141 j -

^
148 12 6

117 19

560 -

144 J?

134 30

1}
96 18

73 36 G 4,084 5

B3
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Appendix, No. i

Eighteenth Report

p, 46.

TOT.AL SALARY
SALARY.—
£. -S, d. £. s. d. £. s, d.

Brought forward _ - - 4,010 8 6 73 16 6 4,084 5 -

Nine Sub-sorters ;

Scale of increase

;

Under seven years, 70 1.

Above - - 80 /.

Three at 80 1. each _ . - •240 - - - 240 - -
Six at 70 1. each _ - - - 420 - - - 420 - -

Eight StampeJ‘3

;

210 - - 1 . 1

jExtra duty, 7 1. i6 s. each 33 8 -

4th at ----- -
!

70 - - -

1Extra duty _ - - -
7 16 -

? 105 2 -

For examining copper coins 27 6 - J

5thl.at 60 /. each - - - - 120 - - I

etijExtra duty, 7 ?. 16 s. each

1 120 - -
15 12 - j- 135 “

60 reach - - - -
[

1-20 - -

£. 5,190 8 ()
1

147 18 6
1

5.338 7
-

Oftlie duties distvibutccl amongst tlie several officers and persons included in tlic

above Statement of tbe establishment of tliis department, we have received from Sir

Francis Freeling the following description :

“ There are two principal offices, one in Lombard, .and the other in Gerrard-

.
“ street. The duties of each are the same

;
they commence at seven in the morning,

“ and end between nine and ten o’clock at night
;
they consist of checking the

“ mimher and amomit of letters as they are received from the paid window and the
“ receiving-houses, and after they are .stamped, sorting them for the town delivery,

or inland or foreign mails, distinguishing the amount of it. The letters for country
“ letter-carriers are sorted into boxes, the amount of each box expressed in
“ a general account, and also a letter bill, with which they are inclosed in the proper
“ bag, and dispatched twice a day by ride, and some by mail-coaches, where it is

“ practicable to do so.

“ The town letters when stamped arc sorted into divisions, and then given to the
“ letter-carriers for delivery in the respective walks. Tliere being six delivcides per
“ diem, letters received at the office in Lombard-street for the deiivei-y of the
“ GcrrarJ-strect office, and vice versa, are transmitted six times a-day on lior-scffiack

“ to and from each of those offices. Paid letters are received througliout the day
“ at the ])aid windo'v, wlierc tliey are })roperIy stamped and given to the sorters

“ from time to time, accompanied by a letter bill of their amount.

“ In addition to these duties, the dead letters are inspected, and returned in all

“ practicable cases to the writers
;
the letter bills are cast, and entered and checked,

“ with the daily abstracts from which letter charges are formed in the Comptroller’s
“ office against the town and country receiving-houses,

“ The Sorting-offices are under the immediate inspection of four presidents
“ selected from the senior clerks, who attend alternately, one at each office.”

Upon a comparison of the duties of the office here described with those which
belong to and have been detailed in our Report upon the Inland-office of the

,
General Post-office, your Lordships will observe that the business of both, although
arising upon different portions of the public correspondence, is substantially the
same.

In the Sorting-office of the Twopenny-post department, as in the Inland-office,

letters are directly received from and dispatched to the country (in some instances

by mail-coaches), the distinction lying only in the distance of the points of communi-
cation.
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cation with tlie two offices, but this tlistinctioii is not uniformly establisliecl, the

Inluml-oflice beino- in communication with several places not more distant from

London than some of those to which the rides of the Twopcmiy-post department

extend. Lettei-s received in this department directed to parts of the country tliat

lie bevoml the boundaries of its own deliveries are treated as General-post letters, •

and transmitted to the Inland-office to be forwarded ;
and on the other hand, other

portions of the correspondence which is distinguished as “ General-post letters,’

that is letters received in the Inland-office from places beyond the boundaries of

receipt in the Twopennv-post department, are transferred to this department

for distribution, if addressed out of the limits ofthe General-post delivery m London,

and within the more extended circuit of that of the Twopenny-post department.

Thus, although different accounts and a separate system of control exist for the

distinct offices (of the General-post and tlie Twopenny-post departments') here

alluded to, your Lowkhtps will y«i'oeive that in their ojicrations they are connected

with, and* to a certain degree dependent on, each other, besides the general

resemblance of their duties.

The services performed by these two separate official establishments (that is, the

Inland-office ami the Sorting-offices) being so similar, we shall confine our obser-

vations to such parts ofthe general conduct and practice of the Sortmg-oflices of the

Twopenny-post department as seem to recpiirc attention with rcterence to the

principles and arrangements which we have suggested as suitable to be adopted in

the manar^einent of tlie Inlaiid-offico, in furtherance of our design to endeavour to

effect a more simple and extended co-operation of the two branchesm the transaction

of the difterent portions of the general business,

These observations may be directed separately,

1st To the arrangements concerning the extensive correspondence which is

collected and distributed through the offices of this department exclusively

;

aclly. To the practice with respect to letters passing from this department for

circulation tln-nugh othw-ofiices of the establishment:

from other offices to be
idlY. To the system of transferringTHleH ,

delivered through the Twopenny-post department.

Letters falling under the first of the above divisions are received in the two

Sortlnw -offices of this department through the letter-boxes placed at each of them

respectively, from the receiving-houses in town and from the rcceiviiig-houses m
the country.

A clerk is in constant attendance at the window of the Sorting-office, where the

letter-box is placed, whose business it is to take an account frmn time to time ot the

letters, both paid and unpaid, nhielt are received there.
^

Tliese letters are sent

forward (seventeen times a day) hy tins elert, accompained by a docket of the

number and amount of the paid and impaul letters, file dockets are given to the

check clerk, and an officer is directed to tell the charge, and he reports the amount.

These dockets are afterwards deposited ivith the president, vvho sees that tliey agree

with an abstract account which the window-man furmdics to him of each day s

letters • by these means the charge against the wmdow-maii for paid letters of whicli

he has’reLived the postage is ascertained, and this is subsequently cominnmcated

through the Comptroller's office to the Collector, vvho through the sub-collector

receives the amount from the window-man.

The letters wliicli puss through the receiving-houses in town are collected by the

lctter-e,irriers from the respective stations; they are brought m six times a day ;

each collection is accompanied by a hill or account, prepared by the i

specifying the number and the amount of postage of paid and unpaid lette s
,

these

bills ale compared with the letters by clerks of divisions, andf
the president (or letter-hill clerk, as he is termed, with reference to

. ‘’“W;

An attract account of the several collections of each day is furnished cMy bj each

receiver, and it is the duty of the letter-bill clerk to examine the bills with this

abstract, and to correct the abstract according to the mmibev and ainount stated in

the bills. The abstracts are then entered in a book, and brought

amount. Preparatory to the monthly settlement, the accounts of postage and

allowance of tenths (that is, the town receivers’ peripmsites) are made out, the lattci

oj. B 4 «
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being deducted from the postage received during the montli
j

these accounts pass-

through the offices of the Comptroller and the Accountant, to the receiver, who
pays to a letter-carrier the balance claimed; a form is made out for the Collector and
sub-collector, and sent through the Comptroller’s office, that they may know the

amount to be received from the letter-carrier on the receiver’s account.

With respect to letters transmitted from country receiving-houses, which are

brought in twice a day, the following is described as the course of proceeding. In

each of the country districts, which form the conutry divisions that are annexed

to the separate head offices in London (as in the town districts) there are

different receiving-houses, the principal of which are Sorting-offices. The letters

are collected by the letter-carriers from the receiving-houses and brought to the

Sorting-office, where there is a charge-taker, who receives the letters from the men,

tells them up in one general number, and scuds them in a sealed bag, with separate

acccounts for each receiving-house, and a general account, to the London office.

Betailcd accounts ai'c furnished weekly of country paid letters, and an abstract

account of the number of letters, and the postage received with paid letters, is

forwarded to town weekly, from each walk.

These accounts undergo examination in the same manner as those of letters

brought in from the town receiving-houses, and accounts are prepared and checked

in like manner in the offices of the Comptroller and Accountant, and furnislied to

the collectors.

When the letters thus I'cccived through the window, the letter-boxes, and from

the receiving-houses in town and country, have been examined as above described,

if no error be reported to the president, they are stamped by persons whose
particular duty it is to stamp on them the respective rates of a d. and 3 d., prepara-

tory to which they are separately classed by the clerks, who severally examine the

collections as they come in
;

they are then sorted into divisions by clerks called

Sorters, who separate the letters to be sent for circulation through the General-post,

that i.s, the Inland and Foreign offices. The sorters, under the direction of the

president, tell the amount of the cliarges against each division, and enter them on
slips, which are given to the cheek dcik. 'i'he letter-carriers who are called

Charge-takers of the respective divisions, come into the Sorting-office, and tell the

letters, and report the amount of their tellings to the check clerk ; if they are correct

each charge-taker takes out the letters of his division, and they are sorted by the
letter-carriers of that division to the several walks (or districts) comprised in it

;

if any letters have been mis-sorted to a division, they are reported to the president,

and told by a clerk, and then transferred to the proper division, the charges being
corrected accordingly. The charge-taker having finally ascertained the total

amount of the several charges for the walks included in his division, reports the
same to the president, and if it correspond with the amount entered by the check
clerk, he makes himself responsible by signing the charge-book. This process occurs

on the occasion of each of the six daily deliveries.

In accounting for the charge thus raised against each division, it is the duty of
the charge-taker to collect the amount due from the several letter-carriers of his

division, and to pay to the sub-collector three times a week. It is stated, that in
the case of a letter-carrier not being prepared to pay punctually to the charge-taker
the araoimt due, his deficiency is reported to the president, and an explanation is

required prior to the charge-taker’s payment to the sub-collector, who also keeps an
account of deficiencies, which is shown to the president upon the close of the day’s

account.

That part of the correspondence which is to be distributed beyond the town
walks is sent down in sealed bags, each containing the letters for a district, to the
Sorting-office of that district, where the letter-carriers meet to divide the letters for

their respective walks. A letter bill accompanies each bag, and the charge-taker
remits the amount of the charge to the sub-collector, who is apprised of the amount
he is to receive through the Collector by the Comptroller. If any difference occur,
it is the charge-taker’s duty to send up the particulars, which are submitted to the
Comptroller.

On comparing the practice described above with the method pursued in the
corresponding services in the Inland-office, as detailed in our Eighteenth Rejjort,

the
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tlie former appears to differ from tbe latter, and to be more effectual for the

purposes of control in some respects.

Your Lordships will have remarked that accounts are taken of the whole of the

correspondence to which that practice applies, immediately on its being received in

the Sorting-offices, although, as in the Inlaud-officej the practice of framing one
general account to check tlie total of the separate charges has ceased. It will be
observed, too, that an arrangement for establishing upon the first sorting a general
charge against a particular officer for each division, is acted upon in the Twopenny-
post department j that no supplementary accounts (such as those which wc have
recommended should cease to be kept in the separate office of the superintending
president of the Inland-oftice, for tbe adjustment of the divisional accounts) arc in

use in this department, this adjustment being ascertained here by the president,

prior to the dispatch of the letters
j
and that the deficiencies of the letter-carriers

ai'e more promptly brought under notice than in the Inlaud-office, by means of the
charge-taker, who is responsible for the licjuidalloii of the charge against liis

division
;

it may also be remarked that the tellings of the clerks of divisions in this

department are checked.

The existing practice of tlie Sorting-offices of the Twopenny-post department in

these respects is adduced as countenancing the recommendations submitted in our
Eighteenth Report, on those points to which the preceding observations are
intended to point your Lordships’ attention.

One part of the business of this department appears to be attended witli unne-
cessary labour. Tlie number of reeeiving-honse.s in town is 148, and in the
country 202 ; the letters from the former come in six times a day, and from the
latter twice.

It has been stated that each collection is accompanied by an account. The
number of these daily accounts, according to the above data, may he stated to be
1,292, each containing the number and amount of the paid letters and of the unpaid
letters

;
these are fcdloived by abstract accounts, made out at different periods.

These accounts are the 'iTTTjPn of »'hliii"i_jj^iiiiiiiiiiiiinii| and calculations, under
different forms, in the Sorting-offices, the Comptrollef’s office and the Accountant's
office. It is quite unnecessary for any purpose of the Sortiug-officc to check the
daily accounts with the abstracts. It is upon the former that the charge to be
accounted for through the Sorting-office is ascertained

;
the latter are instrumental

to the control upon the liquidation of that charge, and this (as with respect to tlie

similar service arising upon the correspondence in the Inland-office) we recommend
should be scpai'ated from the duties of the Sorting-offices, both for the purpose of

abridging the unavoidably extensive business of these offices, and of establishing

a more distinct system of account and control.

It is likewise unnecessary for the objects of this department to take notice of the
town receivers’ monthly claims, which are introduced in the abstracts, and, it is

stated, are checked in the Comptroller’s office and again in the Accountant’s office.

These claims, consisting of an allowance of a penny for every tenth letter taken in,

ai‘e allowed in the monthly settlement of each town receiver’s account, when he
receives or pays the difference between them and the amount of tbe postage levied

by him upon paid letters within the period of the account.

The mode of remunerating these receivers, which is at present partly by salary

and partly by the allowance of tenth pennies above nientioncd, and which atids to

the repeated entries and calculations, will be more particularly observed upon in

our subsequent notice of the receiving-houses
;
but upon whatever footing this

may be placed, we should propose to remove altogether from the Sorting-offices the
business of checking such claims, ami to confine its duties (.0 the ascertaining the
accuracy of the letter bills, and establishing in the first instance the charges accruing
thereon against the receivers and others responsible for the revenue upon the letters

included therein. It seems indeed to be admitted that the duty performed in the
Sorting-office, with respect to the accounts, is to a certain extent the Comptroller’s
duty. "What we have proposed above accords with the principle of that arrange-
ment, ami with the recommendation contained in our Eighteenth Report, for the
more eft'ectnal superintendence of the discharge of the accounts out of the Inland-
office.
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We have next to advert to that portion of the corrcspomleiice received in the
Sorting-ofHees, wliicii is destined for circulation beyond the deliveries of the Two-
peimy-post departmout, and for this purpose tmiisiriitted to other oiHces ; this

consists of inland and foreign letters; the former are sent to the Inland-office, the
latter to the Foroign-ottice in I.ombard-street. Mr. Musgravc estimates the
number of inland letters sent daily from the Twopenny-post to the General Post-
oflice at about 3,000, or rather more. He states that they are received from the

country districts at a little after five o’clock, they are forwarded without being

sorted to the Inland-office, and there disposed of in the manner described in our
Eighteenth Report.

The course of proceeding is similar with respect to the foreign letters trans-

mitted to the Foreign-office, wlieiice they are dispatched for their respective des-

tinations. They arc sorted in the Foreign post-office, and the amount of the

Foreign postage (which is always paid) is sent witli a docket accompanying the

letters.

The above correspondence creates certain accounts between the Twopenny-post
department and the Inland and Foreign offices, which will lie more fully noticed

hereafter, as they iiichule also that part of the general correspondence whicli is

classed under the third head, and remains to be adverted to, namely, that which is

transferred (vice versa) from the above offices to be delivered through the Two-
pemiy-post depai-tment,

This consists of General-post letters, addressed beyond the limits of the deli-

veries of the letter-carriers who are specially attached to the Inland-office, but
within those of the Twopenny-post department, whether in town or country, and of

foreign letters in like mamior addressed out of the more partial circuit of the
deliveries of the letter-carriers who belong exclusively to the Foreign-office.

Two sorters belonging to the establishment of the Twopenny-post department
attend every morning in the Inland-ofllce in Lombard-street, at six o’clock, to .soit

the GentTiil-post letters that arc to be delivered through this department. The
average number of such letters is estimated at (i,uuu daily. A clerk of this

department attends to tell the number of them, they are told up in numbers of
about 100 or 120, the telling is checked by a clerk of the General Post-office and
the letters are then conveyed with dockets in a locked box to the Twopenny Post-

,
office in Lombard-street, whence such of them as belong to the Westminster
division are brought by a carrier to the office in Gerrard-street.

The same routine is followed with letters passing from the Foreign-office. They
are fii-st sorted, and the amount is told by the officer in the Foreign-office - a clerk
of the Twopenny-post establishment is in attendance, who checks the amount, and
sorts the letters into divisions, and brings them to the Twopenny Post-office in

, Lomb.-Ji-ci-Street. I'lie carrier who takes the Twopenny-post letters carries also the
foreign letters to Gerrard-street, for delivery in the Westminster division.

Ship letters also aj-e occasionally circulated through the channel of the Twopenny-
post depjirtmeiit. They generally pass tlirough the lulaiul-office

; but in case of
their arriving (by steam vessels) in the middle of the day, after the charge of the
Inland-office has^ been dispatched, they are sent direct from the Shlp-letter office
under the same forms as from the Foreign-office.

The accounts which arise out of the reciprocal transactions between the respec-
tive offices above described, occasion, as it appears to us, considerable unnecessary
labour, and are complicated by maintaining an useless distinction under the sepa-
rate heads of Inland, Foreign and Twopenny postage.

On referring to our Eighteenth Report, your Lordships may observe that the
superintending president of the Inland-office and the Comptroller of the Two-
penny-post department were both unable at the time of their examinations,
annexed to that Report, to explain how the intermediate account between these
two departments^ was adjusted. From a recent further examination of these
officers, the practice seems to be as follows

:

_

The^ account, so far as it relates to the separate portions of the revenue
(i. e. 1 wopenny-post and General-post revenue), consists of charges made by the
Inland-office against the Twopenny-post department for the postage of General-

post
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post letters delivered by tliis department, which postage is received (with the

additional rate of -2 d. or 3 d.) by tiic Twopenny-post letter-carriers. Against

this postage, credit is taken by tlie'Twopeiuiy-post department for the Twopenny-

postage of unpaid General-post letters transferred from the Twopenny-post

department to the Inlaml-ofiice for transmission to the country, This Two-

penny postage forms part of the collection of the deputy postmasters in tlie

country, to whom tlic letters arc fonvardod for circulation, and is included in tlie

gross cliarges raised against them in the Inland-office. Tlie amount ultimately .so

accounted for is admitted as a charge against the Inland-oflice, and deducted from

the actual receipts of the Twopenny-post Icttcr-carrier.s. The balance arising in

this way forms what is called the Inland charge, which is paid over to the lleceiver-

geiierul by the collector of the Twopenny-post department, In accoimtiiig for

the revenue composed of the two rates of po.stagc levied together by the 1 wopeiiny-

post letter-carriers, distinct accounts ai'e raised through the two departments

with the Accountant-general and Receiver-general of the General Post-office,

and with the Accomitant and Collector of the Twopenny-post department. For a

further under,standing of the complication and intricacy of the accounts connected

with and ari.sing out of the distinctions maintained between the T'wopemiy and the

General postage, we may refer your Lordships to the evidence of Mr. Read, to

whom Mr. Musgravc rel'eiTcd us as especially convcr.sant with these accounts.

The accounts produced by this oHicer appeared insufficient to show the liquidation

of the charges which are set down in them, lie admits their want of exactness in

general
;
and we have observed in them entries miaccouipanied by any explanation

of their nature, and under descriptive heads that have no correspondence with the

real nature of llie charges.

On calling for a Return of the amount of Twopenny postage credited (as being

collected by the Inland-office) to the Twopenny-post department, we were

informed by the Comptroller that no accounts had been preserved for tbe years

iS27uud 1S2S; and from the evidence of the snperiiitcnding president of the

Inland-office, it appeal's that the accounts necessary for furnishing such a Return

are in existence only for a^Tlud uf livt*-ar.,six mouths ; they' are destroyed as being

considered useless, and the account which' is' 'tincen daily for the purpose of

preserving the above-mentioned distinction is described by Mr. Stow as being

“ a nominal account and nothing more.” The result oi this arrangement is, that

the Twopenny postage actually received by the deputy postmasters is accounted,

for by tliem us General postage, and an equal amount of General postage actually

received by the Twopenny-post letter-carriers is accounted for as Twopenny

postage.

The lettens upon which the accounts above alluded to arise, it may be observed,

are a further cause of unncces.sary labour, as they undergo a twofold taxation. To

the charge of the Inland-office upon letters scnt_ to the Twopenny-post depart-

ment, the Twopenny postage is added in the Sorting-office of the Iwopenny-post

department. The taxation in the Sorting-office upon letters sent to the Inland-

office is confined to the Twopenny postage, and the General-post rate is added in

the Inland-office. These separate services, perlornied only for the purpose of dis-

tinguishing different portions of the revenue levied upon the same letters, should

cea.se. The whole of the postage chargeable upon each letter should be affixed by

a simde taxation
5
there should be no intermediate settlement of accounts between the

respective offices, that is, the Inland (and the Foreign and Ship-letter offices, which

have similar accounts) and the Sorting-offices ;
but the charges raised upon letters

transmitted for circulation reciprocally from one office to another, should be liquidated

through the letter-earners’ department, upon the plan suggested in our Eighteenth

Report by which arrangemeut much of the establislnneut now maintained as being

essential to the system of separate accounts, in tlie department of the Twopenny-

post, may be (as we shall hereafter show), iu our opinion, beneficially dispensed

with.

Such further observations as may arise upon the business transacted in the

Sorting-offices may be offered in noticing the distribution of the duties which we
shall next advert to.

The title of Pi-esident, which Sir Francis Freelhig, in his Summary referred to

above, as given to the clerks who superintend tbe Sorting-offices, and which they

also assume, does not appear in the Return of the establishment. The duties per-

94. C 2 formed
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formed by tliesc clerks are, however, nearly the same as those that ale d.schaiged by

the officers so called in the Inland-office ;
and the biismess of the respective offices

is in all respects so similar, that the same system ot adnlmistration and superm-

teiideiice must be equally well adapted to each.

In the Sorting-office of the Twopenny-post department there is no officer whose

situation corresponds with that of the Supermtendmg President in the In and-olhec.

The Comptroller is the immediate superior, and the clerk acting as president in the

, rv No .-r Sortinw-officc is described as responsible for the doty, being presumed to bo there

'

as the”officcv acting under the Comptroller, whose decision it is represented is

considered to be delinitive. The Comptroller, however, does not .appear to coutri-

biito to any system of superintendence by Ins presence in either of the Sorting-offices.

Ho Inas an office both in Lombard-street and Gerrard-street. At the former,

Mr ymitli, one of the clerks who acts as a president of the Sortmf^-office there,

Ibid states that the Comptroller gives attendance at twelve or one o clock (whilst tho

business of the Sorting-office begins at seven o clock), three days m a weeMo

receive reports (or letters requiring reports) from the Secretary, the Sortiiig-ottice,

or any other department, and for the purpose of a general superintendence ot the

Appeiidk, Ko, 54- department. Tlie evidence of Mr. Sumpter, who acts as a presicknt in Gerrard-

street is, tliat the Comptroller is never present m the Sorting-office there ; and.

thoiudi he states that he has communication with him daily in Gerrard-street, ho

appears to have been under the impression that the Comptroller was in attendance

at the office in Gerrard-street till eleven or twelve o’clock, and aftenvards in

Lombard-street, every day, professing himself however unable to speak to ms actual

attendance at the respective offices.

Hence, and from the detail of the president’s duty as given in the evidence of

No. 55. Mr Smith, it is apparent that tho practical superintendence of the duties of the

Sorting-offices is coiffidcd altogether to the clerks acting as presidents, and ihat

the suggestion already submitted, that the office of Comptroller should be abolished,

iniglit be adopted without prejudice to the present system of internal management

in these offices.

No. 54, 55.

EiglUceiuti Repoi t,

75-

Eighteenth Ileport,

Appendix, p. bSS-

The iiresWeilts, it is stiiteil by .Sir Fnuicis Freeling, are selectcil from the scilior

clerks tlie persons acting as such at present consist, according to the establishment,

of the principal clerk, of two senior clerks, and one assistant clerk. Two of

these are allotted to each of the separate offices in Lombard-street and Gerrard-

street, who attend at their respective stations on alternate days, from seven 0 clock

in the morning till nine o’clock in the evening, averaging a time in the week equal

to seven hours a day.

Considering the superintending clerks of the Sorting-offices in the same light as

those who preside over the lulaud-ofliee, wc need only refer to our observations

concerning the latter in our Eighteenth Report, with regard to the selection and

the confidential nature of the duties of these officers ;
and proposing to place the

persons who may lieveafter officiate as presidents of the Sorting-offices in the same

relation to the Board as those of the Inland-office, that is, one of direct responsibility

for the proper management of the offices placed under their inspection, wc conceive

that they should be of superior rank to clerks.

The plan of attendance fonnerly was, that each president should take a part of

each clay’s duty, instead of being recpiired to be present throughout the whole period

of business, oil alternate clays. The former appears to us to be the preferable

arrangement, since it seems too much to suppose that an iiidividual can give unin-

terrupted attendance and vigilant attention during the thirteen or fourteen hours

(that is, from seven in the morning till past eight in tho evening) to which the

periodof the daily duty extends} and the ordinary business is so defined as to admit

of an easy division according to the former practice, with little risk of a confusion

of responsibility. One objection to the present routine of attendance,^ which is

supposed to have been introduced for the accommodation of the officers, is, that it

facilitates engagements in other than official employments, which it is, in our

opinion, inexpedient to sanction.

Besides their duties as presidents, those who officiate as such have particular

^ jendix duties which are considered to be distinct, and performed in their capacities of clerks.

Nos. 45, 4(3- 55- those of the letter-hill clerk, and the clerk of dead letters. The former of

these seem to have been somewhat irregularly transferred from the Comptroller’s

office
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offi ee ro the Sorting-office, like the similar duties uhicli are performed liy clerks of
the IiihuKl Office, hut in the distinct office of the General-post department called
the “ Letter-bill office.” On referring to tlie evidence of the superintendent of
this last-mentioned office, in the i'\ppeiulix to our Eigiiteenth Report, it will he Eighteenth Report,

seen that although the Twopenny-post department in London is kept distinct, the P- 59i.

letter bills of the Penny-post establishments in the counti y ai'e transmitted to this

office. Tliesc, though forming part of the accounts of the dofaity postmasters, are
separate from their General-post letter bills, and are represented to amount in
juiinher to 732 dail3^

It u-ill be for consideration, in noticing the system of accounting for the revenue
collected by the deputy postmasters, how far the labour of preparing and examining
such a multiplicity of separate documents may be usefully abridged. At present,

however, we have to recommend that the same course should be followed in the

checking of all letter-bill accounts, and that the examination of the letter bills and
abstracts of the Twopenny-post department in T.ondon, so fir as this may be neces-
sary for the final adjustment of the accounts, should accordingly form a part of the

future business of the General Letter-bill office.

With the same view, we have to recommend a variance of practice with respect to

what are called the Slips. Tliese are the accounts taken by the clerks of the divi-

sions (in the same coui’se of proceeding as i.s followed in the Inland-office, with the

exception already noticed, that in the Twopenny-post department the telling.s are

checked, whilst in the Inland-office they are not) of the letters for tlie “ Rides,”

that is, the country districts. Tlicy are given to the president, from whom they

pass to the slip clerk, one of the clerks of the Sorting-office, wlio attends extra to do
this duty. The slips belonging to each ride are reduced into an account by this

clerk, showing the amount to be accounted forbyeach country charge-taker, which
account is transmitted to the Collector for his information. There is also a commu-
nication from the Soi'ting department to the Comptroller, in whose office the slips

are subsequently collected
;
and from this latter officer to the /Vcconutant, who

apprizes the Receiver-general of the amount to bo paid in by the Collector. The
abridgment of this complurnted cauike-iaf in'occcding. so far as it occurs in the Sort-

aiig-oliice, which we wish to suggest, is, thaTTlft dipwhere should be disposed of in the

same way as the General-post letter slips, that is, sent to the Letter-bill office, and.

that the superintendence of tlie liquidation ofthe charges raised upon the slips should,

be provided for out of the Sorting-office.

Your Lordships will see, on referring to the evidence of Mr. Smith, that towards Appendi.'c,

ascertaining the fidelity of the charges, nothing would be lost by this change, inas- No. 55.

much as he states that the president and clerk do nothing towards checking them,

that the officers of divisions are responsible for them, and that no responsibility-

attaches to the president beyond seeing that the slips are put into the proper form.

Amongst the duties requiring more particular observation, is that of the " Deud-
letter Clerk.”

Letters styled Dead letters are such as it is found impossible to deliver according

to their addresses, or from want of proper addresses, after sucee.ssive attempts have

been made by different letter-carriers. The number of such letters is represented

by Mr. Smith, who till a very recent period officiated as dead-letter clerk (l>eing

also an acting president), to be about 450 a day, of which he calculates that three

contain property.

His evidence supplies the following description of the practice within his expe-

rience :

When the letter-carrier returns a letter for the reasons above stated, and obtains

credit for the postage, it is given to a sub-sorter, and then to a stamper to be

stamped as a dead letter. It is returned to the sub-sorter, who places it in an open

box, which is locked up every night, and the president takes the key
;
on the following

morning the key is given to the sub-sorter who gives it to the dead-letter clerk

(or inspector), who takes the- letters from the box. His business then is to examine

whether the delivery has been sufficiently attempted, which lie infers from the

signature of at least two letter-carriers on each letter, and if it have, to open the

letters and send them to tlie writers in every possible instance, making an entry of

such letters as enclo.se property. If the contents ot the letters do not enable the

dead-letter clerk to effect the delivery to the writer or other party, they remain in

94. C 3
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No. 56.

No. 41.

No. ao.

No. 56 .

his ciistoily for six mouths, when tliey are transferred to tlie Deud-lctter office of the
General Post-oliice, and an acknowledgment is obtained from a clerk of that office
in the registry-book kept by the dead-letter clerk. Your Lordships will find it

admitted in tlie evidence referred to, that with respect to such letters all specific
responsibility has been lost sight of, after passing from the hamls of the letter-
carriers as “ dead letters that during the interval of six months, the disposal of
the accumulated property has rested entirely with the dead-letter clerk

; that neither
the Comptroller nor any superior officer has superintended the acquittance of this
clerk,_ or the registry of the property. “ It is a matter,” Mr. .Smith states,
“ resting entirely with the dead-letter clerk.” As a president, though adinittim*
the ab.scncc, but at the same time the necessity, of an established clieck, he .states

that he has not felt it hi.s duty at all to control the practice, considering that “ it
” rested with the Comptroller to make such inspection as he thinks proper beino-
aware, however, that in fact it was not the ]u'acticc of tlic Comptroller to do any
tiling upon tlie subject. Tlie evidence of iMr. Musgrave is, that there has been
no record of such letters but that which the dead-letter clerk himself is expected
to keep

; that they have not been “ under the supervision of any other individual j”
and that the contents of such letters might have been misappropriated without
detection. The amount of jiroperty .so accuimdated, Mr. Smith estimated at 200 1.
half yearly. Jly a Return furnished to ns, it appears that the amount of property
ammally accounted for within the last five years was as folloivs :

1825 -

1826 -

1827 -

182S -

1S29 -

£. s. d.

4.227 14 3
2,065 15 4
5,679 11 2

3.895 6 1

r

3.940 6 9 i

Tlie exemption of the dead-Ictter clerk from control in the Twopenny-post
department, under the practice above described, appears to call for particular obser-
vation

;
and the inore as the duty lias been confided to a clerk giving only the

ordnuiiy security ofi'. 200. .Some iieu- rules affecting both the General-post esta-
blishment and the Twopeimy-post department have been introduced recentlv
coueeraing dead letters, but they appear to concern principally the letter-carriers*
department.

We propose that all letters coming under the description of “ dead letters ” in
the department of the Twopenny-post, should immediately form a cliaro-e ao-ainst
a responsible officer that it should not be left to this officer to account foi”such
letters at Ins discretion at remote periods

;
but that after remaining a limited time

not exceeding a montli, they should be transferred, under the sanction and with
the cognizance of the Accountant-general, to the General Dead-letter office and
placed III the custody of the oflicer who may be properly re.sponsible for the final
dispo.sal of uueJaimetl correspondence, under the direction of the Board.

Witli re.spect to property contained in such letters, there appears to us to be no
sufficient reason for its not being paid over at short periods, probably weekly to the
Receiver-general, a sufficient registry being kept thereof to facilitate lawful claims
for restitution.

The transfer of the duties above alluded to, arising upon the letter bills, slips,and de<^I letters, from the Sorting-offices, besides diminishing the business of
these offices, will contribute to the desirable object of confining them to what
concerns the receipt and dispatch of correspondence, and the raising of the proper
charges m the first instance against the several Accountants. The services incident
to this latter puipose, under the superintendence of the presidents, should be con-ded to the senior clerks, from whom the check clerks and window-men should be

separately, or. in detail, upon the general
dut.es that are divided amongst the various inferior officers in the Sorting?officcs,

different titles of Assisrant-clcrks. Sorters,

1 een
They are altogether similar to those which have

iistrilm^
‘><=*™bed m our Repo. t on the Inland-office. The only peculiarity in the

distribution of duties is, that the business of sorting in the first instance^is per-

formed
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formed exclusively in this dei)artment by sortei-s, without the aid of lettci'-cai'riers,

as ill the Inliuul-oifice. Tlie employment of letter-carriers in tin's service, fi'om the
personal knowledge of localities acquired iii the perforniance of their other duty,
appears to us to be desirable iiiuler proper superintendence, and equally admis-
sible in both departments. The mnwbcr of sorters, junior sorters and sub-sorters,

according to the establislnneut, is thirty, which \vc conceive, under the proposed
arrangement respecting the letter-carriers, may admit of some reduction.

Hero, as in the Inland-office, some of the most material duties arc assigned to

clerks of the lowest class
;

for example, the check clerks are paid at a lovver rate

than the majority of the stampers, whoso services are little more than mechanical.

The evidence ot one of the sub-sorters also deserves notice, as it shows the Eiglncenth Report,

delegation of the duties of control to inferior officers; lie says, “ the jiresidents Appeiulix, p. (>87.

“ used to be considered as inspectors of letter-carriers, but in consequence of the

great increase of duty they could not attend to it, and there was no jierson to

“ attend to the letter-carriers, and we, as being the lowest nearly in the office, have
“ been told to go into the letter-carriers’ office to see that there was proper order
“ kept

;
and that has led on from one thing to the other, till we are now considered

“ in a great degree responsible for tliat which is done there, in addition to our

“ general duty —

“

we report every thing to the president, but he never goes into Ibid. p. 690.
•' the letter-carriers’ office, nor superintends them in any other way but from the
“ representations made to him.”

ft must bo understood that the superhitenclence here alluded to as exercised by

a sub-sorter has no reference to the clicckiiig of the letter-carriers accounts, but

principally relates to their attendance. The practice is to make them write down
their names, but it is admitted that the time of their presence is not stated.

The evidence of the senior clerk of the Comptroller, though he states that he Appendix,

considers the letter-carriers under his control as assistant to the Com))troller, No. 45.

accords substantially with the above, and shows that the inspection and regulation of

the attendance of the letter-carriers is entrusted essentially to the sub-sorters

;

a duty attended with conaWdwibie conlidence as regards the regularity of the

service, and the claims for pecuniary allowances -to the letter-carriers, which will be

hereafter noticed, as well as the footing of subordination upon whicli vve propose to

place tlie latter.

Referring to the observations already offered upon the plan of attendance in the

.Sorting-ollicos during the whole of the alternate days, which extends to the clerks

as well as the presidents, we may notice the consequence us described by a window- Appendix, No. 58;

man, and by one of the sub-sorters, the latter of whom states that they are “without also E^hteenth Rc-

“ time to get either breakfast or dinner,” and obliged to get their victuals and do
^*^*^*'

their duty at the same time, in confirmation of our ))revious reconnnemlation on

this point
;
to which wc have to add, that the same rule should apply to all, wlicreas

now a daily attendance is required from some of the junior officers.

The instances of emoluments derived otherwise than from fixed salaries in this

department are few, and require to be alluded to only as it seems to us desirable to

include them in the rule of prohibition which we have projiosed to introduce in

other branches of the Post-office establishment.

The disparity between the rates of the remuneratiou of the officiating presidents

in the Inland-office, and in the Sorting-offices of the Twopeuny-post department,

is not to be traced to any corresponding difference in the responsibility, the nature

of the duties, or the extent of the labour of the respective officers.

In the Inland-office, the emoluments of the senior president (not the superin-

tending president) exceed £. 1,500 a year, In the Soi-ting-oft'ice the bigliest_ remu-

neration of an acting president is one fifth of that amount
;
the following being the

emoluments of the several persons officiating in this capacity :

—

£. s. d.

Principal Clerk .... 300 10 6

First Senior Clerk ... - 241 8 9
Second Ditto - - - - 200 - -

One Assistant Ditto , . - - 202 2 C

94. C 4 The
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The principle iilready laid down for the regulation of the establishment of the

Sorting-ofiiecs, namely, that as their duties are perfectly similar to those of the

Inland-office, and by the adoption of the suggestions which have been submitted

for extending the co-operation of these now separate offices, would in fact become

the same, and consequently the same plan of arrangement must be equally suitable

for both, makes it unnecessary to add any detailed remarks on the several subor-

dinate classes of assistant clerks, sorters, junior sorters and sub-sorters, into which

the present establishment of the offices, like that of the Inland-office, is nominally

divided.

Consistently with this view and intention, we pi-opose that the provision for

control, and for the execution of the duties of the Sorting-offices, should be placed

on the same footing as the Inland-office, the scale of their establishment being

of course made to vary comparatively in proportion to the quantity of business

assigned to them respectively.

Were it thought expedient to act upon the suggestion above alluded to, the

Sorting-office of the Twopenny-post department in Lombard-street would be

merged in the Inland (or Sorting) office of the General-post there, and the

transfer of a large portion of the present business of the latter office to the

Western-office would admit of the discontinuance altogether of the establishment

of the present distinct Twopenny-post Sorting-office in Lombard-street, whilst the

establishment of the Western-office would require to be adapted to the whole
quantity of the increased business which such an arrangement would throw into that

office. An equivalent diminution of establishment in the Lombard-street depart-

ment must naturally be concomitant with the augmentation of that of the Western-
office. It would be impossible otherwise than by experience to obtain sufficiently

accurate data for calculating the proportion ofbusiness which such a division would
produce to either branch

;
we do not, therefore, risk any attempt to limit the

respective establishments.

Accountant -

First Clerk -

Second Clerk

ACCOUNTANT’S OFFICE.

SAI./\.RY.
Ol'HEB.

EMOLUMENTS.

TOT.AL SALARY

EMOLUMENTS,

£. s. d. £. s, d. £. s. d.

- 400 - - - -
,

400 - -

- 140 - - - 140 - -

- 100 - - - - . . 100 - -

£. G40 - — ' - - G40 - -

Appen(li:r, general summary of duties, Sir Francis Frceliiig describes those of this
No. 1. officer as similar to the duties of the Accountant-general (of the General-post

establishment): “The only difference,” he states, is, that the Twopenny-post
Accountant “ fui-nishes the Accountant-general with a return of the gross and
“ net produce, and charges of management, or other payments in the Twopenny
“ Post-office, to be incorporated in the general accounts of the Post-office, which arc
“ annually laid before Parliaineiit.”

Without entering into detail, it may be stated that the duties ofthe Accountant-
general above alluded to relate to the checking of the accounts of receipt and
e^)cnditure ofthe establishment at large

; and the remarks which we propose to
ofter on the office of the Accountant of the Twopenny-post department! will have
reference to the question, how far, in his corresponding and subordinate situation,
tins officer contnbutes to the control of the receipt and expenditure of this particular
branch of the establishment.

No. 47. Mr. Alexander Baillie, the Accountant, says his duties “ may be comprised in the
registering and computing the different accounts that come from the different

“ departments
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“ departments of the Twopenny Post-office ;
in making out general accomits for the

“ Auditors of Public Accounts and for Parliament, for the Accountant-general, and
*' various subsidiary accounts

;
the auditingall the tradesmen’s bills, making com-

" parative statements for the Secretaries, and a vast variety of accounts.”

The check intended to be exercised in this office with respect to the receipts,

appears to consist in a comparison of accounts furnished from the Comptroller's
office, but originating in the Sorting-offices, of what the Collector should pay to the
Receiver-general, with the actual payments vouched by the acknowledgments of the
Receiver-general. The practice, however, does not appear, from the evidence of the
Accountant, to ascertain by any means conclusively the object of this check, namely,
that all is paid in that should be. On being asked whetlier he considered it any
part of his duty to compare the receipts with the amount which the Collector should
pay, he answered that he did not consider it so

j
that as the Collector “ pays on

account,” the exact balance cannot be struck ; that he gives the Collector credit for

the receipts produced to him, without. considering whether they are for the whole
amount that lie should pay

;
that it is the duty of the Comptroller to take

cognizance of the Collector’s balance, and not his. In speaking of the Collector’s

balance, here the Accountant must be understood to allude only to the limited sum
which the Collector is allowed to reserve for the understood purpose of meeting
outstanding warrants. The Collector states explicitly that he never has any com-
munication with the Comptroller as to the discharge of the general balances of
account, and the Accountant further states that tlie account is never balanced till the
end of the year.

It is not to be understood, however, from the evidence here referred to, that there
are no intermediate statements of balances ; on the contrary, “ a weekly check,” as

it is called, is prepared and signed by the Accountant and the Collector, and
furnished to the Comptroller and the Secretary, purporting to show the receipts

and paymcnls of the Collector out of the revenue arising in each week. An
examination of a series of these accounts (or weekly checks) has suggested some
remarks which we think it right to offer with a view to the introduction of a more
exact and consistent system, iu the management of this part of the business than
that examination leads us to suppos^liaS^'been-sstablished.

The charge against the Collector is composed miiformly of a balance bi-ought
from the preceding week’s account of sums entitled ” receipts ” for postage 011

letters passed through the Twopenny-post department within the period of the
account, and sums described as ‘'increase or decrease of debts clue by letter-

carriers” in the same period.

Tlic sums entitled " receipts ” for postage on this week’s letters, are not such
receipts, but represent the charges arising within the week for postage to be
accounted for by the letter-cariuers and others. This is never i-eceived in full

witliin this period. This inaccuracy requires notice, because, as your Lordships
will hereafter see, there is on the face of this account an apparent liquidation of the
whole charge, whilst in fact there are invariably arrears. It is upon tliesc arrears

that the entry before mentioned, of increase or decrease of debts due from letter-

carriers and receivers, arises. If there has been an increase, the amount of the

increase is deducted from the amount of the " receipts” .^that is, properly speaking,

the gross charge)
5
and if a decrease of such arrears, a cori’esponding addition is

made. In this mode of stating the account, neither the amount of the actual receipt

on account of the postage charged as (“ receipts”) in the account, nor the gross

amount of the arrears really unaccounted for, is brought under view
; and with

respect to the sum deducted or added, as increase or decrease of arrears, your
Lordships will find, on i-eferring to the evidence of Mr. Baillie, that it undergoes

no examination in his office, and that, were it erroneously reported by the sub-

collector, such error would not be detected there.

The amount of arrears not specified in the account, the Collector states, may
amount occasionally to £. 700 or £. 800.

Against the charge formed as has been explained above, the Collector is allowed

credit ander the head of “ payments ” for incidental warrants, weekly wages and

allowances, and payments made daily or otherwise, within the week, to the Receiver-

general.

The first head of credit, Mr. Baillie states, is sustained by wai’rants of the Post-

master-General. The next, that of weekly wages and allowances, is not a sum

94. n disbursed
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rVwbursBd by tlie Collector, but retained by tlie letter-carriers and others out ofthen-

receipts, in accounting with the Collector (or sub-col ector) ;
the crcdrt .s given on

Se authority of the C-o.nptrollev, and the Collector is not required to innduce any

voucher to Low that the claims have been defrayed to the full amount allowed.

Under this head claims are sometimes included for “ extra duty, which do not

annear to undergo any examination by the Accountant, nor to be authoiised with

sufficient formality, as will be hereafter more particularly shown.

The further credits given to the Collector in the check accounts, consist of

nayinents made on account to the Receiver-general, for winch acknowledgments

ire produced to the Accountant ;
and the check account is closed by a gross balance,

of tfo component items of which balance a statement is subjoined to the account.

These are stated to consist of cash in the hands of the Collector and the two suh-

collectors ; .and this statement, like the preceding account, is signed as examined

bv the Accountant. From the evidence of this officer, and of^ the Collector, it is

nlain that the certificate of examination by the Accountant is merely a nominal

sanction of the Collector’s own statement. The Accountant says he does not

investisrate nor is he aware that any other officer investigates, the component sums

of what the Collector is allowed to deduct. It is admitted that that portion of this

m-oss balance which the principal Collector stands charged with is systematically

inaccurately stated in “ the Collector’s explanation ofhis balance, which he annexes

to the check account after it has received the Accountant s certificate of exami-

nation.

This last-mentioned, balance is uniformly resolved into three items
j

the first

stated as follows ;
“ Of this balance, has been paid for petty incidents £.—

Mr. Ferguson, the Collector, fully admits that the sum inserted under this head is

rarely the exact sum that ‘q^as been paid; ” and he gives an explanation of the

reason for tins variance, namely, that if it were not so, he “ should be obliged to

» take a receipt from the Receiver-general for an odd sum,” winch appears alto-

gether frivolous and not binding upon him.

Afvain, this sum is included in that which is stated by the Collector, and vouched

by tTie Accountant, as “ cash in the Collector s hands. Phese inaccuracies are

.adverted to here principally to prove that the Accountant’s check cannot have

extended to any bond examination beyond the arithmetical accuracy of the

results of the figures, we have no reason to believe that they have been persisted

in by the Collector with any corrupt intention. The amount of the overcharges

has been so inconsiderable as not to suggest suspicion, but the practice is too

irregular to be passed over without remark, in noticing what is called a check

“ account.”

Besides the amount of the charge for incidents, a sum is always retained by the

principal Collector to meet warrants that may be afloat; and his balance is formally

discharged in the check account by an entry couched as follows, “ paid Rcceiver-

genera), next day, £. .” The period of the weekly check commences

with Wednesday and ends with Tuesday, but tlie account is made up and sent to

the Postmaster-General (that is to say, to the Secretary or his assistant) on the

succeediim- Friday. In the mean time, according to the practice, the sum entered

as above “and taken credit for by anticipation, bas been paid to the Receiver-

general.

Tlie result of this mode of managing the weekly check accounts is, that the total

charge of each successive week would appear to be liquidated on the day after its

termination, minus the sums allowed to be retained by the Collector and his sub-

collectors, whilst a considerable balance in addition to those sums is permanently

unaccounted for. There is in fact “ a running account,” as the Collector observes

;

“ the letter-carriers may pay for the last week out of the revenue of this week,

“ and thus create a new debt and this system may proceed aud does proceed

interminably.

As a “ check” within the department of the Accountant, this account appears

to us imperfect; and as a mode of information to the Postmaster-General, or the

Secretary or the Comptroller, it is objectionably defective, if not fallacious, in omi^

ting the material fact of the amount of revenue unaccounted for ;
whilst each

account presents upon inspection a formal liquidation of the charge it contains.

The practice is moreover extremely unsatisfactory on the ground of delay. It is

supposed
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supposed, according to the Collector’s evidence, that the postage (or a part of it) Appendix No 51,
arising on Saturday and Monday is paid to the Receiver-general on Wednesday,

>
• '

and each weekly check under the head of payments commences with this day. The
account is not prepared till the Friday in the succeeding week ; and thus twelve
days elapse between the receipt of a portion of the revenue and the report to the
Postmaster-General, or Secretary, ofthe payment of it into the hands ofthe Receiver-
general. There is, indeed, some reason to doubt, from the previous evidence of No. 50.
Mr. Ferguson, whether the postage of Saturday and Monday is paid in so soon as
is mentioned above.

Sir Francis Freeling, in stating what be describes to be “ the only difference” No. 1.

between the duties of the Accountant of this department and those of the
Accountant-general, has omitted to advert to one distinction in practice, which is

important as it regards the system of control over tlie revenue collected in the
Twopenny-post department. The Accountant-general, in pursuance of the Act
46 Geo. 3» c. 83, is required to ascertain, by a daily examination of the Bank book, 46 Geo. 3 c. 83.

that the Receiver-general has made the proper lodgments in the Bank. The check
of the Accountant (such as it has been above described to be), upon the payments
of the Collector of the Twopenny-post department, ends with the production of the
receipts of the Receiver-general for such sums as have been paid to him. The
Accountant-general is apprized by the Accountant of the sums so paid (but at what
precise times seems, from the evidence of this officer, rather uncertain), and it then Appendijc,

becomes the duty of the Accountant-general to see that these sums are lodged in

the Bank, but there appears to be no sufficient check to ascertain the correspondence
of the lodgments with the sums actually due or collected. The Accountant of the
Twopenny-post department, as has been before observed, does not consider this

a part of his duty
;

the Receiver-general, according to the evidence of his

principal clerk, “ knows nothing how much this department ought to pay, nor
“ whether they pay the right sura and the Collector states that the Accountant- No. 49.
general is apprized “ not how much should be paid, but how much has been paid
“ by him.”

The Accountant is inei^y au mleniiudrate person between the collector and the
Accountant-general, and appears to us to effect notliing more towards the control
of the receipts than as he compiles certain accounts wdiich are incomplete for that
purpose, if not altogether superfluous. The Accountant himself seems to admit that No. 47.

the Accountant-general might as effectually check the Collector’s receipts without
his intervention as with it

;
and of this we entertain no doubt.

With respect to the disbursements of this department, the Accountant’s inter-

ference scarcely extends beyond an arithmetical revision of the accounts, a duty
which appears to us to be unnecessarily separated from the general responsibility of
the Accountant-general concerning the accounts of expenditure.

It is amongst the Accountant’s duties to keep and furnish to the Comptroller
quarterly statements of the letter-carriers’ deficiencies, which he is enabled to do by
reports furnished by the sub-collectors

;
but neither in the settlement of the defi-

ciencies, nor in checking the claims of the letter-carriers in reduction ofthe charges
against them, does he exercise any control.

The necessity of compiling successive quarterly statements of such deficiencies

implies a systematic postponement of the settlement of the letter-carriers’ accounts,
whicli we think should not be sanctioned, whilst such statements, if necessary, might be
more promptly and directly furnished from the letter-carriers’ department. Another
dutjr of the Accountant is to prepare periodically accounts which are furnished to the
receivers, wherein their balances are stated and adjusted, This agrees with the
practice in the General Post-office with respect to the deputy postmasters, who are

similarly furnished by the Accountant-general with accounts showing the balances
claimed to be due by them. The effect of this practice, besides the labour attend-
ing it in the office of the Accountant (or Accountant-general), is to exempt the
officer who is responsible for the revenue from responsibility for the fidelity and
accuracy of the account upon which he obtains his acquittance

;
and in this respect,

on this ground, we are disposed to think the general system ofaccounting in the depart-
ment of the Post-office is in principle objectionable and insecure. The risk in the
department of the Twopenny Post-office is indeed comparatively a trifling considera-
tion: The rule of convenience, it appears to us, must be the same in both branches

.94. D 2 of
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of the establishment j
but if this should be found, upon examination, consistent with

the existing system, wc should still be of opinion that a separate Accountant was

quite unnecessary for the purposes of the Twopenny-post department, and that

the duty liere alluded to might be fully provided for by the employment of a clerk

(or clerks) in the office of the Accountant-general.

Upon the whole we are of opinion that the interposition of the Accountant’s office

isnroductive of much circuitousness in the adjustment of the accounts. The charges

to be accounted for arc ascertained in the Sorting departments, fhe liquidation of

those charges should, we think, be superintended in the manner suggested m our

Eighteeath Koport. Eighteenth Report, with respect to the letter-carriers mid receivers, under the

coW of the Accountant-general, and the disbursements should be checked

throiu^h the same channels and under the same authorities as those of every other

branch of the establishment, One ground for the maintenance of a separate

Accountant for the maimgcmcot of the accounts of this department may perhaps be

suDDOsed to be the custom of treating the Twopenny-post revenue as a distinct

reUnue For this distinction there seems to be no continuing reason : it lias occa-

sioned trouble and confusion, as your Lordships may observe on referring to the

evidence of tlie Collector and the Accountant, and the extent to which this depart-

ment has become subsidiary to the General-post establishment has so far blended the

operations of the tivo departments as to add to the inconvenience, as well as the

inconsistency, of adlicring to this nominal distinction.

The Aecomitaiit’s attendance and that of his clerks is given exclusively in Lom-

bard-street, but his duties extend equally to the establishment m Gerrard-strect,

whence he is supplied with the materials for compiling and revising the accounts

coiicerniiit^ receipts and expenditure there. Hence it is evident that the necessary

statements might be completed without the interference of the Accountant, and

transmitted directly to the Accountant-general, or other proper officer, from the

Gerrard-street establishment.

On the several grounds which liavc been stated, we do not hesitate to recommend

the discontinuance of the Accountant’s office altogether. This recommendation

makes it iiiinece.s,sary to add any further observation upon the attendance of the

officers, the distribution of the duties, or the emoluments, which however, it may

be proper to state, do not comprehend any irregular or extra official receipts or

advantages.

COLLECTOR.

SALARY.
OTHER

EMOLUMENTS.

TOTAL SALARY

EMOLUMENTS.

£. s. d. £. S. rf. £. s. d

Collector ----- 220 - - . 220 - -

Three Sub-collectors

:

One at ----- 130 - - -

1

As dead-letler clerk _ _ -

As secretary to the committee for..

40 - -
1 196 - -

the inspection of models for public 1 - 26 - -

monuments . _ - -J

One at ----- - J30 - - 130 - -

One at - 100 - - - 100 - -

£. 620 - — 25 - - 646 - “

loDeiidix
“ officer,” according to the Summary of Sir Francis Freeling, “ receives

1 ,

' “ the whole of the revenue from the Twopenny-post and the general and foreign

“ postage
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“ postage of letters passing tlirough that department, which he pays daily to the
“ Receiver-general.

“ He examines and checks the accounts of the sub-collectors, and makes out a

“ weekly statement for the Accountant of all receipts and disbursements. He pays
“ the officers’ salaries, tradesmen’s bills, and also the salaries of upwards of 300
“ lettcr-roccivers, and prepares a detailed annual account for the auditors, and such

“ others as may be required.

“ The duties of the sub-collectors are, to receive the postage collected by the
“ letter-carriers, which is paid to the Collector on the following days

;
to report

those letter-carriers who are in arrear; to receive the amount of paid letters

“ taken in at the town receiving-houses
;
and to pay the weekly wages to super-

“ mnnerary letter-carriers, stampers, S:c. &c.”

As in the preceding instance of the Accoimtaiit’s office, we shall here aj>ply such

remarks as occur to us, first to the practice affecting the receipt of the revenue, and

secondly to wliat concerns the disbursements made or allowed by this officer.

With regard to the former it seems only necessary to describe the course by
which the postage received in this department finds its way into the Exchequer,

and to compare it witli the mode pursued in the General-post establishment, in

order to satisfy your Lordships that this practice is attended with much unnecessary

labour and circuitousness.

The method of ascertaining the charges against the letter-carriers (that is,

the amount of postage to be collected by them severally, and to be accounted for

through the appointed charge-takers) has been explained under the head of the

Sorting-offices, and resembles the eoiTcsponding process in the Inland-office.

Your Lordships will bear in recollection that from the last-mentioned office

reports pass directly to the Receiver-general and Accountant-general of the sums

to be accounted for by the charge-takers, who pay in their charges immediately to

the Receiver-general.

In the Twopenny-post department statements of the charges are sent from the Append!*,

Sorting-offices to the Comptroller, who transmits tire accounts to the Accountant, +9'

and to the Collector, who forwards them to the sub-collectors. The Receiver-

general is apprized by the Accountant of the sums which the Collector is to pay

under the arrangement described in our rcmai-ks upon the Accountant’s office, and

the Accountant-general is, in like manner, informed of what the Receiver-general

is to account for.

The chai-ge-taker, instead of paying directly to the Receiver-general, accounts

to the sub-collector, who pays over to the Collector, by whom payments are made

on account from time to time to the Receiver-general. In tlie course of this

routine nothing occurs to check the fidelity of the charges originally ascertained in

the Sorting departments. The interference of the sub-colleetors, the Collector,

and the Accountant, appears to be superfluous towards the control of those charges

(excepting so far as regards the reports made by the sub-collectors of letter-carriers’

deficiencies), and we recommend that the intermediate accounts between these

officers should cease altogether.

We have been unable to discover any reason why the respective charge-takers of

the General-post establishment and those of the Twopenny-post department should

not account to the same officer, and in the same way
j
why, whilst the General-post

charge-taker in Lombard-street pays directly to the Receiver-general, the Two-

penny-post charge-taker at the same place should send his money circuitously

through the hands of a sub-collector to a Collector, to be by the latter transferred

to the Receiver-genera! ; or why tlie adjustment of the accounts of the letter-

carriers of this department should not be managed in the manner suggested in

our Eighteenth Report with respect to the General-post letter-carriers, to which Eighteenth Report,

we beg leave to refer your Lordships. The paid postage collected by receivers p. Go.

might bo brought to account through the window-men, in the same manner as

similar receipts are accounted for through the window-men of the Inland-office.

The separation of the Twopenny-post department into two divisions, each haying

a distinct collection, lias occasioned the stationing of a sub-collcctor in eadi division

of the establishment. These are really the efficient officers in the Collectors

gq. D 3
department
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department in collecting the receipts
j
and the principal Collector seems to he (so

far as relates to the receipt) only a cliaiinel for bringing together the total amount

of the two collections prior to its lodgment with the Receiver-general, as a part of

the system, under wliich what is erroneously called the “ Twopenny-post revenue ”

has been treated as a distinct revenue. This object, as it appears to us, might have

been attained, had it been desirable, without an additional separate establishment of

Accountants and Collectors, by the simple exjiedient of directing the Accountant-

general to observe the required distinction in the nianagcmciit of the accounts.

This suggestion would become applicable only in the event of your Lordships not
sanctioning our recommendation that this inconsistent distinction should be abolished,

a recommendation which we cannot advert to without repeating it. The objection

which the Collector will be found to have offered to the plan of direct payment by
the charge-takers to the Receiver-general, would be obviated by employing a cleric

of the Receiver-general to receive from tiiein in tlie Gerrard-street branch of the
estoblishinent

;
and your Lordships will observe, on referring to a former part of

this officer’s evidence, that he concurs in the practicability of dispensing with the

services of the Collector in-the transfer of the revenue to the Receiver-general, and
of effecting the payments for the town collections directly by means of the charge-
takcj’s.

Tlio receipts from the rides or country districts we think should be directed

through the same channels as those of country post-offices, from which (locality

excepted) they differ principally in name, considering each sorting-office of a country
district to stand in the place of a country post-office. By this observation, however,
we do not moan to express our concurrence in the classification or arrangement of
these districts, which will he the subject of remark hereafter.

With respect to the disbursements of this department the Collector is placed in
a situation similar to that of the Rcceivei'-general in relation to the General-post
establishment. He defrays incidental charges under warrants, the salaries of the
officers, and other claims upon tliis department. The warrants are pi'Cjjared in the
Comptroller’s office, wlience they go to the Po.stmastcr-Goncral through the
Secretary’s office, where it is stated that they are seen by the assistant secretary
for the purpose of ascertaining that they are signed by the Comptroller, but they
ai’e not countersigned in the Secretary’s office. All tradesmen’s bills, he states, are
signed by the surveyor. Upon this subject we have already observed, in treating
of the Comptroller’s office.

From the enumeration of the principal Collector’s duties, already quoted from Sir
'

Francis Freeling’s Summary, it might he inferred that considerable trouble -was
incurved by him in paying the salaries of numerous {300) letter-receivers. That
part of the remuneration of these persons which consists of the tenth-pence (already
explained) is adjusted without any interference of tlie Collector or sub-collector, by
a deduction in their accounts, in like manner as the claims of the letter-carriers for
wages, for which the Collector takes ci'edit as payments, are adjusted througli the
charge-takers,

Tliese and other similar duties are not such as to require tlie superintendence of
separate officers, but should undergo the same uniform control as the corresponding
services in the General-post establishment

;
and we feel .satisfied that in dispensing

with the distinct establishment of the Collector’s-office of the Twopenny-post
department, whilst the pocess of accounting will be expedited by the means already
proposed, the system of control, both of the receipts and disbursements, will be in
otiier respects simplified, and at least equally well secured.

The sum which it has been already remarked the Collector has been pennitted to

retain permanently, as a fund to meet warrants supposed to be outstanding or
issuable, your Lordships will find, on referring to Mr. Ferguson’s evidence, was
reduced about two years ago from £. 500 to £. 300, This alteration was not occa-
sioned by any change in the extent ofthe probable demands for warrants, but, as the
Collector states, upon the suggestion of the assistant secretary.

The amount as at present fixed appears large, in comparison with the similar

reserved fund in the office of the Receiver-gener.al
; indeed it does not appear to

us that any such fund is requisite under the arrangement that lias subsisted, whereby
the receipts of one day are always in the hands of the Collector or sub-collectors,

who,
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who, like the principal officer, are also permitted each to retain a sum, small in

amount, but not precisely limited, for the understood purpose of defraying casual

claims.

The mode of providing for all payments of the description here alluded to will

necessarily occur for consideration hereafter in reporting upon the office of the

Receiver-general ;
and, as we have already recommended the total discontinuance

of the office under consideration, it is unnecessary here to pursue this subject, or to

add any further observations with reference to the duties or emoluments of its

existing establishment.

RECEIVING HOUSES.

The Appendix to our Eighteenth Report contains “ a List of all the Twopenny- Eighteenth Report

” post Receiving-houses, their situations, and the expense incident to each,” classed Appendi.Vjp. 336.

under the separate heads of “ Town” and “ Country ” The total number of houses,

and the total amount of salaries and allowances incurred under each of the heads,

are there stated as follows

;

N' of Houses. Salaries and Allowances.

In Town 148 - £. 2,881 6 4

In Country - 203 1,865 - ~

£.4,746 6 4

No material alteration has taken place to affect our remarks on this general

arrangement.

The first observation that occurs on an inspection of this Return is the want of

rule in the classification : Knightsbriclge and Harrow, Goswell-strcet Road and

Hampton Court, are equally classed-w bdongiug to “country” districts.

We have failed in our endeavours to obtain from Mr. Mus^rave any satisfactory

definition of the above distinctions. The consideration which he mentions as Appendix,

suggesting the rule, namely, whether the letters are conveyed by letter-carriers on No. 41-

foot or on horseback, does not appear to afford a reasonable explanation of this

arrangement in other respects. Places situate in town districts and in country

districts are both subject to the higher rate of postage (3^.) of this depart-

ment, but the difference in classing them, Mr. Musgrave states, creates a difference

in the mode of accounting and in the number of daily deliveries.

Tlie observations suggested by this explanation, and the further evidence of Nos. 43, 44.

Mr. Musgrave, with reference to the plan of circulation, belong to a future portion

of this Report ;
but the inconsistency of the arrangement is noticed here, because

the same system is applied to situations totally different in some instances, whilst

others relatively standing under similar circumstances are differenliy treated, in the

routine of official management ;
to which principally, in the first instance, it is our

intention to apply our remarks under this head.

The collection of the letters from the town receiving-houses is effected by means

of the letter-carriers, who bring them to the Sorting-offices, accompanied, as has been

before stated, with an account made out by each receiver, which is checked in the

Sorting-office. A daily abstract or recapitulation of the account of the several

collections, stating the number and amount of paid and unpaid letters, is furnished

also by each receiver, which also undergoes examination in the Sorting-office, and

subsequently in the Accountant’s office, where monthly statements are prepared and

furnished to each receiver, showing the balance (that is, the difference between the

amount of postage he has received and the amount of allowance to him) winch he

is to pay to the letter-carrier, to he by him accounted for to the sub-collector, who,

receives from the Collector transcripts of these accounts, furnished to him by the

Accountant, to inform the sub-collector of the sum to be received.

It is so desirable, throughout the system of accounts of this establishment, to avoid

a superfluous multiplication of labour, that with this view, as well as to exemplify the

circuitous complication of the present system, we are tempted to call your Lordships

94. D 4 attention
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attention more particularly to the effect of the arrangement by which the settlement

with the town receivers is accomplished.

Eighteenth Report, The number of town receiving-houses is 148, according to the Return before
Appendix, p. 326. alluded to, and each of these sends daily to the Sorting-office successively six

accounts of the collections, that is, upon the whole, 888 ;
such accounts are sent

every day. These are followed by daily abstract accounts, or recapitulation of the

six successive accounts of the collections of each receiver, which are compared and
checked in the Sorting-oflice. At the expiration of each successive period of four

weeks, a statement is prepared by the Accountant for each receiver, consisting of
a compilation of the twenty-four daily abstracts furnished by each of them within

that period, or 148 statements are compiled monthly from 3,552 daily abstracts.

Tims in the course of a year more than 277,000 accounts of collections and 46,000
daily abstracts are furnished by the town I'cceivers alone, and compared and checked
in the Sorting-offices ;

from wliich latter accounts, i,goo monthly statements are

compiled by the Accountant, which are sent to the receivers.

On the occasion of each settlement a voucher equivalent to a receipt is passed by
the letter-carrier

;
whilst, to meet the system of official control, various other

accounts under different divisions are created
;

for example, one styled an abstract

account of paid letters in town is prepared, containing no less than six separate

entries for each of the 148 receiving-houses.

Appendix,
Ko- 13, 14.

In this process there is included, in each monthly statement and abstract, a cal-

culation of the tenths (that is, a penny for each tenth letter collected at each
receiving-house) allowed, and this involves the necessity of a previous enumeration
and statement of the number of all letters thus collected, and of a casting and com-
puting and checking of the numbers. The result of this operosc I’outine is to

ascertain and bring to account the difference between those allowances and the

gross amount of postage levied by each receiver. This in about two thirds of the
number has not exceeded £. 5, and in some instances it has fallen short of £. i per
month. The total amount of revenue thus accounted for, upon an average of the
three months of September, October iiiid November 1829, was £.761. 95. 8 rf.,

being at the rate of £. 9,000 per annum.

It has been before observed that the accuracy of the credits given by the
receivers in their abstracts is checked in the Sorting- office, and the subsequent
compilations arid entries and examinations in different offices avail nothing towards
establishing the fidelity of those accounts ; indeed, upon the principle before
adverted to, that by the adopted mode the receiver is exempted from responsibility

for the correctness of the account stated against him, on which the settlement takes
place, the revenue is exposed to the risk of errors in these voluminous compilations,
which might be dispensed witli, by adopting the same method in the Twopenny-
j)Ost town receiving-houses that i.s pursued in the General-post receiving-houses,
from which the paid postage is transmitted with tlie letters to the Inland-office,

rvhere it becomes a charge against the window-man, as explained in our Eighteenth
l^igliteenili Rcfioif, Report. Tlie objection arising out of tlic frequency and minuteness of these

receipts might be met in some degree by confining the practice to a single daily

transmission with the abstract : But referring to the amount of revenue received

through this channel, we arc doubtful whether the degree of convenience to the
public, in the option of paying this lowest rate of postage, be a sufficient reason for

incurring the official inconvenience and cxpence of keeping and checking various

accounts, which in a limited extent must still attend the continuance of that option,

at all the receiving-houses.

The numbei'ing of the letters sent from each receiver, besides being necessary for

the calculation of the allowances, was probably designed to facilitate the taking of
a general account of all letters received in the Sorting-offices, which practice it has
been already remarked has ceased : a.s a check upon the amount of jjostage it cannot
be perfect, unless those letters which become subject to the charge of 3 d. be dis-

tinguished from those hearing the rate of 2 d., which distinction is not observed in

transmitting the letters, and we are not aware of the utility of this operation at pre-
sent, otherwise than for the purpose already explained of calculating the allowances
of tenths.

The collections in the country districts have been already described, as lias been
also the method of accounting to the sub-collector for the revenue arising from

paid
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paid letters sent tlience for delivery in London, It remains, liowevcr, to be

observed that the country receiver retains no jDortioii of this revenue in his liancls,

the practice being for him to account to tlic charge-taker of the sorting-office in

his district every time that he receives money, and he has no direct account mth
the Sorting-office in London, to whidi, liowever, the accounts of each collection are

sent as a check upon tlie receipts to he remitted by the cliargc-taker. Here your
Lordships will perceive the course wliich has been suggested above with respect to

the town receiving-houses, namely, that of an immediate transmission of the money
received for paid postage, is followed. The country sorting-office (or sub-sorting

office, as it may be called) stands in a similar situation, relatively to the country
receiving-houses, as the London Sorting-offices to those in town, and wc see no
reason for this difference in tlie arrangements.

There are 202 receiving-offices within the country divisions. As their collections

are less frequent, their accounts would be much less inmierous than in the town
divisions, wore not the periods of accounting less distant. It is needless to pursue

the routine of these accounts
;

like those of the town receivers, they form a muss

which, in the process of checking and examination, adds to an unprofitable detail of

business. The amount of paid postage brought into account from this source, and
under such control, calculated upon the same average as that applied above to the

town districts, may be stated at about £. 8,000 per annum. TliCvSC accounts have no
connection with the checking of the remuneration of the country receivers, who,

contrary to the practice with the town receivers, are paid exclusively by salaries
; and

with the exception of the paid postage, we doubt whether the accounts furnished by

tlie country receivers contribute with any certainty towards any established check

upon this revenue.

AVith a view to abridge the number of accounts, it certainly would be desirable

that the option of paying the postage of letters should he limited both in town and
country to one or two offices in each division, where the duty of accounting at once

may be provided for as suggested above, through the means of a person officiating

like a window-man, and the circuitous process which has been described above

might be avoided. Upon that process, however, it maybe further observed, tliat it

is unnecessarily complicated and protracted for its puipose. It is in a comparison
of the paid letters with the account that accompanies- them that the whole check

really consists. If the retention of the postage by the receiver create the necessity

of a further account, it should be furnished by him at each appointed period of

settlement, and checked by an examination with his original accounts
j

all others

being dispensed with.

The material difference between the town and country divisions is, that in each of

the latter there is a sorting-office, where a delivery of letters sent from London is

superintended, as well as the collection of letters to be foiuvarded to London (and

elsewhere) for delivery. The country sorting-office, in fact, resemble,s what is called

the post-office in a country town in its general duties, and in the regulation of those

which concern the delivery of letters we see no reason for any difference,

According to the established practice, as represented by Mr. Musgravc, the

revenue received in the country receiving-houses (and sorting-offices), ?. e. tlie paid

postage, is accounted for weekly, through the charge-taking Ictter-carrior : the

receipts of the town receivers are discharged monthly. The limitation which we

have proposed would preclude (with the exceptions provided for in our recommen-

dation) the receipt of such postage
;
and unless it were found expedient (as ive have

no doubt it is practicable) to effect some sorting at the receiving-houses, we are not

aware that any accounts that w'ould essentially contribute to the purposes ol control

could be procured from them, whilst the preparation and examination of nominal

accounts adds unnecessarily to the duties of all concerned, and must tend to retard

the circulation.

The receivers in town and country should act under similar obligations and

responsibility ; at present all ai-e sworn, but security is taken only from tlie town

receivers. The reason alleged by Mr. Musgrave, that the latter arc allowed to

retain for a time the portion of the revenue received by them, would cease for the

most part under our suggestion.s, but we are not disposed to dispense with security

in the case of any receiver, since public property (without reference to the revenue)

must under any arrangement pass through his hands, for the safety of which some

pecuniaiy responsibility should we think be provided beyond his own.

94. E The

Appenclir,

No. 41.

No. 17.

. No. HI.

Ibid.
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EightccnthReport,

Appendix, p.

Eighteenth Report,

p. 73.

Ibid.

Nos, i8, ij).

The total numial veniiiiieration of tlie various tovviu-ecetvcn-s (arisiiii.- from u salary

fixed almo.st unifonnly at £. J, and from the tenths before explained) has varied, ac-

corditi'*- to the Kctuni already referred to, from £. ;j. 1 2 s. 7 d. to £. 69. o s. 8 f/., and

in about a fourth of the instances has not exceeded £. 10. To earn this remuneration,

a letter-receiver must become accountable I'or 20,000 letters iu a year, a responsi-

bility which we think cannot be considered more than adequately compensated at

tills rate, independent of the trouble of furnishing the accounts required under the

present routine
j
and to the assessment by tenths \vc should see no objection, were it

unattended with a compilation and checking of minute accounts, not otherwise

subservient to the purposes of control.

No such allowance is extended to the country receivers, though the principle

would seem applicable alike to both. The lowestrate of the fixed annual cmolinncnt

to a country receiver appears to be £. 2, the highest £. 4-> to nearly^ three

fifths of tliem the allowance falls short of £. 1 0. In those cases also the confidence

reposed seeiu.s to us to be at least fully equivalent to the stipend.

The adoption of the proposition submitted in our Eighteenth Report for cfFeeting

the collection of General-post letters and Twopenny-post letters at the same

receiving-houses, by allowing a reduction of the number of recciviu<y-liouses upon

the whoTe, would admit of some addition to the receivers’ stipends in some cases,

where it might be expedient to grant it, without an increase, and probably with

a diminution, of the total chai-ge under this head.

Upon the subject of the duties at present performed in the receiving-houses, we

beg to refer your Lorilships to some suggestions contained in our Eighteenth Report

as applicable to the practice of the General-post receiving-houses. Amongst those,

we stated our opinion, in opposition to that of the superintending president and

other ofllcei'S, that it would be practicable and useful “ to effect a preparatory

“ sorting of the letters at the receiving-houses.” Since tlie publication of that

Report, General-post receiving-houses, under the name of “ Sub-offices,” have been

established at Charing-cross, Vere-street and Lombard-strcct, where, in accordance

witli the above suggestion, all unpaid lettei's received are .sorted (being first stamped

and taxed) to tlie clivi.sioiis to which they lielotig, piior to their being transmitted

to the Head-olfice to lie* dispatched upon the various roads. By these meams we find,

from a Return obtained from the Genera! Post-office, that in the six days from the

7th to the 1 2th December inclusive, 35,40 1 unpaid letters, (about 6,000 daily,) were

sent through these offices to the Head-office, having undergone much of the prepa-

ratory process for their dispatch to the country. In the same period no less than

£. i ,078. 5 A'. 6 d. appears to have been received through the same chaimels for inland

and foreign post-paid letters, to which the sorting does not extend. The result of

this experiment has been that the Head-office has been i*elieved by these three

offices (with I’espcct to the unpaid corre.spondcncc) of the business of stamping,

taxing and sorting to the divisions, about one-seventh of the daily correspondence,

whilst groat acconnnodaiioii and benefit in point of time have been aiforded to the

puldic. M'e are inclined to think that by introducing the practice now mlopted in

receiving-houses in other situations, these advantages may be .still further secured,

and that the pi'inciple of the arraugement may he pursued into further details. In

expressing our hope that the convenience of this practice will induce an extension

of it, we clo not pretend to decide how far, and under what modifications, it may be

consistently carried in fonvardiiig the circulation of Twopenny-post letters
;
but we

entertain no doubt that under such skilful divisional arrangements as might be

devised !)v the proper officers of the establishment, the business of tlie chief Sorting-

offices might be very considerably abridged, and the service expedited upon the whole.

The evidence of the acting officer at the General Post-office at Charing-cross

seems to favour, on grounds not hitherto urged by us, our recommendation to unite

tlie duties of collecting the General-post and Twopenny-post correspondence at the

same receiving-houses. The business coimeetecl with the General-post correspond-

ence commences at a late period of the day, prior to which there is little employ-
ment for the ofticiating persons. It is within that period that the greater portion of
the Twopemiy-post correspondence is received •, in disposing of which, the services

of these persons, now partially lost by being made applicable exclusively to the

business of the General-post, we conceive might be made usefully available.

Without entering into more minute details of the duties pciTormed in the Two-
penny-post receiving-houses, it would occur to us to propose a reduction of the

total number of receiving-houses, and the establishment of at least one in each

divisioa
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division which should be considered a sub-sorting or sub-office, wliere a sorting

mio'ht be efi'ected (if not by a receiver) by letter-carriers attending for the purpose,

as suggested in our Eighteenth Report, or by other responsible persons belonging

to the establishment.

This, perhaps, might be arranged upon a plan of assimilating the practice of the

town divisions to that of the country divisions, already explained, so far as relates to

the collection of the letters of each division, but at present the country letters

undern'o no sorting prior to their arrival at the chief Sorting-office in London,

contrary to the recommendation we now submit,

On tlie subject of the duties now performed in the receiving-houses, we have no

further observation to offer. The control exercised over those in the country, and

especially the sorting-offices, by personal superintendence of any superior officer,

appears to be quite casual, There is no regular inspection, periodically or- other-

wise, of tliese offices, which being, as before observed, very similar to country post-

offices, should be subject, we think, to a similar supervision by the surveyors, who

should report, at periods probably not fixed, tlie results of their inspection.

LETTER CARRIERS.

413 Letter-carriers

;

For tho
(

'*
a' 03/ p' wool. ea.

T?"" { ,60 - - a' 00/ -

For the

Country
,

delivery;

-Go, mil a. charge-1 , , .

takers - - J
*

2 (on incidents) a’ 23/

05 ' “’20/ -

8 (on incidents) a 20/

24 extra, assistants, at from 3/6 to

16/ p’ week ea.

40 Supernumeraries

:

33 . . - a' 10/p’ week ea.

7 (on incidents) a’ 10/ -

When in full employment they receive at the

rate of 19/ per week each, the additional g/

being, in special cases, paid from the re-

venue on the extra-duty bill, but generally

defrayed by absentees.

Christmas Gratuities, on an average of seven

years

:

1 Letter-carrier - £. 40 -

1 Ditto

1 Ditto

25 Ditto

8 Ditto

Town ; (
24 Ditto

18 Ditto

24 Ditto

14 Ditto

46 Ditto

^12 Ditto

30 -
20 -

. 10 each

5 -

4 -
3 -

- £. 2. 10/ each

a

- 10/ -

Country;^

'30 Letter-carriers •

16 Ditto

16 Ditto

20 Ditto

50 Ditto

33 Ditto

£. 10 each

7
-

5 -

4 -

3 -
2 -

£.

WAGES.
OriJER

EMOLUMENTS.

TOTAL WAGES

EMOLUMENTS.

£. s. d. £. *. £. S. d.

1,070 8 - 1,076 8 -

8,320 - -
312 - -

8,320 - -

312 - -

3,58s - - . . . 3,588 - -

iig 12 -
4,940 - -
416 - —

-
;

11912 -
4,940 - -

416 - -

858 - -
182 - - : :

858 - -
182 - -

: : :

40 - -

30 - -
20 - —
250 - -
40 - -

()6 - -

54 - -
6o - -
28 - -
46 - -
6 - -

40 - -

30 -

20 - -

250 - -
40 - -
96 - -

54 - -

6o -
28 - -
4G - -

6 ~ -

: ; :

300 - -
112 - -
80 - -
80 - -

150 - -

66 - -

300 - -

: :
80 - -

150 - -

66 - -

19,812 - - 1,458 - -
1

21,270 - -

E 2

lighteentii Report,
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The cstiiblislinient of lettei'-cavriers is divided into two classes, one cluu-gcd with

the collection and distribution of letters within the town delivery, the other with

similar services performed in the country divisions of this department. The former,

it will be seen, consists of 184 regular letter-carriers, to wliomure attached 40 super-

numeraries. These arc divided between the two branches of the establishment iu

the following proportions

;

Lombaud-street Division.

Regular Letter-carriers . . -

Sujiemumeraries . - - - -

GEllRAnD-STllKET DIVISION.

Regular Letter-carriers . - -

Supernumeraries - - - - -

The number of country letter-carriers is 165, besides 24 extra assistants, as tliey

are styled in the Return. The supernumeraries, however, are considered available

either for town or country service.

The duties of these persons need not description, beyond that which has been

given generally above, and will be found move particularly in observing upon the

plan of the .arrangements for the collection and delivery of the correspondence.

The attendance of the town letter-carriers is required daily, during three deli-

veries and three collections, which each has to effect in his particular walk. The

time occupied in this service way be estimated on an average at eleven hours a day.

The labour, however, differs materially in different walks.

The fixed emoluments of the Twopeimy-post letter-carriers, consisting of weekly-

wages, arc rated higher than those of the Genoml-post catablishment
;
but the latter

have enjoyed vai-ious perqiii.sites and a participation in funds created by such means,

which have rendered their situations much more lucrative and permanently advan-

tageous than those of the Twopenny-post letter-carriers, who, so far as we are

informed, receive no gratuities but Christmas-boxes.

It appears from the evidence of Mr. Bridges that the service of the town
delivery is carried on systenvatlcally by what is called extra duty, The business at

particular periods of each day is greater than at others
;
on these and other occasions

the snpentumeravy letter-carriers, as they arc termed, are called in
; and besides

their aid, that of regular letter-carriers is employed upon an extra allowance.

Tlie permanent allowance appearing iu the Return of the establishment to a

supernuinerary is i cts. a week, but wlien fully employed an addition of p-''- is made.

i\t otlier times, Mr. Musgravc states tlie.se iiersoiKs earn 1,5 i-. or ui,s. a week. If

a supernumerary be employed in consequence of the absence of a regular letter-

carrier, tliis sum of'9.y. is m-dinarily deducted from the weekly pay of 20*'. of that

letter-carrier, who is allowed to receive the otlier n ,y.
;
but it happens also that this

charge is sometimes defrayed as an additional one upon the revenue, in like

manner as the payments for the extra duty to regular letter-carriers, wlio after

having completed their assigned daily duty are employed to assist others, and
receive a shilling for so doing. This establishment and the arrangements for its

.superintendence and remuneration seem to require some revision.

Formerly, it appears, the letter-carriers were appointed by the Comptroller, but

the appointments are represented as having emanated within the two or three last

years from the Postraaster-Geiieral
;
a change which your Lordships ivill approve,

as attaching responsibility for a due limitation of the number, where it ought to

rest.

We have before observed upon the delegation of the superintendence of the

town letter-carriers to inferior officers of the Sorting department, to a certain extent.

The divided responsibility for their general superintendence, and the very limited

participation of the Comptroller iu it, are unsatisfactory and ill calculated for the
purposes of discipline and control. It would follow of course from the adoption of
our recommendations respecting the incorporation and employment of the several

classes

100

-6
125

84
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-classes oI‘ letter-caiTiei'S, that those of the Twopenny-post dc{)aitnieiit would be

nliiced under that common system of inspection and management wliiclilias been

suggested in our Ei^hteeiath Report, and which we again recommend for your Eiglueenth Report,

Lordships’ consideration. A temporary arrangemeiit has been made recently,

under which a person officiates as an inspector of letter-carriers in this department,

there bcin'>‘ no sucli officer permanently recognised on this establishment, as there

is on the General-post estahiishment
;
and we have only to add our opinion that

such an officer should be responsible for the conduct of this sci-vice at each point of

despatch, upon the plan already referred to.

Appendiff,

No. 4U

There seems to he some inconsistency in maintaining pennanentlya large number

of ptersons styled supernumerary letter-carriers rated upon an inferior scale of

remuneration on the establishment, whilst they are in the habitual receipt of higher

pay
;

in the allowance of which a discretion is used, which is not satisfactorily

controlled. There is a class of snpemumeraries alluded to by Mr. Musgrave, called

“ probationary supernumeraries,” who are paid altogether discretionally. The neces-

sity of “ snperniinicrarics” is in some part owing to the absence, from unavoidable

or other cause, of regular letter-carriers. Of these, Mr. Musgrave states there are

no less than 25 recommended for sup)eraniiuation, and he admits that five or six

have been absent for years, who have continued to receive 1 1 6'. a week as “ sick

“ money,” whilst the residue of the weekly allowance of each has gone towards

the jxiyinent of a supernumerary. There is an objection in priucipdo, wc think, to^

this division of pay l)etvveeii the absentee and the efficient officer. The former, it

incap>acitated pjermanently or momentarily, should retire, or have leave of absence,

iipion such allowance as his service may have earned or circumstances may justify
;

find oi>portimity should not be arlbrded of participating liabituaUy in an advantage

sought possibly upon an insufficient pretext. In the objections oflered to the

princiide of this arrangement we are strengthened by its results in practice, as Eighteenth Report,

shown in the evidence of the officiating inspector. He states that in some instances Appendix, p. G88.

the wages of the absent established letter-carriers have been habitually pwid over to

tlic supernumeraries doing they* .duty, who “ arc supposed to poay tlie 1 1 s. to the

“ letter-carrier who is incap)able of duty.” TJie sup)ernumorary is not retpiiived,

he states, to pn-oduce the receip^t of the absentee. Every Friday “ the letter-car-

“ riers make themselves deficient to the amount of £. 1 in their payment, that

“ bein" their wages.” “ All the supernumeraries are entered in a hook, and it is

“ explained for whom they arc doing duty, but whether those persons are living or

“ not, it is out of my power to say.”

The Compitroller .states that he relies “ in p)avt” npmn the prc.sulent to_ check

this expjenditure j
and, as your Lordshipis will see on referring to his evidence, Appnidix,

adverts to the “ receipts ” of the claimants in proof of a bon/i fide proper disburse- No. 41.

luent, which receip^ts (though as ho says “ sp)eaking a little at random )
“ he

“ conceives arc in the hands of the presidents.” The Collector, who takes credit

.in the check account (before c.xpdained) for the claim.s of the letter-carriers, as if No. 50.

defrayed by him, states that he produces no voucher in proof of the actual dis-

bursement. He has a general order from the Compitrollcr up) to a certain sum,

and if there is any increase upon that sum, tliere is an additional order; the claim,

he says, “ is a credit article.” Besides the want of proof that the sums allowed are

p)aid to those for wliose use they are received, in the cases of absentees, there is

another objection to this p)raetice, since each letter-carrier is permitted to deduct or

make himself deficient 205. a week for wages, whatever may be his deficiency on

the score of postage.

We have before alluded to the chai'ge distinguished as for Extra duty
;
and in

order to ascertain what proportion of the whole cxpence of the letter-carriers’ esta-

blishment is made up of other than fixed payments, that is, such as are discretional

and exceed the permanent provision on the establishment, we have called for

a Return which will be found in the Appendix, and which shows that in three months

the expenditure in this establisliraent was as follows

:

94 - E 3
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.Appendix,

No. 46.

No, 7.

3S

WfcMy \Vitgc3, ICstra Duty.

£. s. (/. £. s. d.

Regular Letter-carriers 2,032 S - 167 10 6

Supernumeraries i5> - - 61 16 10

Absentees ----- 148 12 - —

£. 2,332 - - 219 7 4

£. s. d. £. s. d.

Regular Letter-carriers - - - 2,035 4
- 15 18 -

Supcrmimeraiies - - - - ' 89 - - ~
Extra Assistants - - - - 1G3 6 -

Absentees ----- 97 18 - -

£.
1

' 2,222 2 - 179 4
-

From the statement, it will be seen that the total charge for extra duty beyond the
allowances on the establishment, in the twelve weeks included in tlie Return, was
f. 398. 1 1 s. 4rf., being at tlie rate of£. 33.4*'. 3 r/. per week, or£.i,7'27, 2s.
per annum,

Tlie mode of incurring, defraying and autliorizing tliis expense of extra duty, is

described by Mr. Rrldgcs. He states that it is left to the president to decide what
letter-carriers are sutiicient foi- the service, as it occurs, upon the representations
made to him by the letter-carriers, and a calculation of tlie number ol' letters tliey

have to deliver. On the authority of the president’s signature, the Collector pays
the amount charged for “ extra duty.” An account kept by the president of the
charges so authorized by him is certified weekly by the Com])troller’s chief clerk
(Mr. Bridges), and at the end of each quarter the Comptroller certifies

j he sees that
the weekly charges correspond with the amount of the quarterly extra-duty bill,

and if it should exceed wliut he may consider a reasonable sura, he would examine.
The extra duty, as it is called,occurs in every week, and generally amounts to pretty
much the same.

From this description it is clear that the president of the Sorting-office is the
officer who really judges of the necessity and warrants the charges

;
in dointr which

it is material that the labour of each lettei’-carrier should be impartially measured, and
no unfair or unnecessary indulgence granted. The subsequent periodical inspections
of the president’s account by the chief cleric and by the Comptroller, are worth
little towards enforcing any actual limitation of expense; and it appears that what
from its title might be considci*ed as merely incidental and occasional, is become
a permanent head of cliarge.

The Return before alluded to shows, that besides the payment for extra duty
already observed upon, the sum of £. 246. 105. was allowed within the period of
that Return to absentee letter-carriers who did no duty. This is at the rate of
£.1,068.35'. 4<f. per annum. On referring to the Return, it will be seen that the
number of absentees varied little weekly

j
and that upon the whole about one ninth

of the regular letter-carriers were absent during that period.

It is of the first importance that this establishment should be sufficient to provide
for the punctual performance of the service in its utmost probable ordinary extent

;

and m objecting to the present latitude of system in the maintenance of supermirae-
ranes and the allowances for extra duty, we desire only to provide permanently
suen a sufficient establishment, and to preclude, as far as it may be precluded, a
discretional extraordinary expenditure upon occasions of daily occurrence. We

should
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should therefore abolish alto;'ether the ill deliiiec! class of “ superninneraries,”

leavin'’’ k'n"'th of service to constitute the only distinction amongst the letter-

carriers I’enerally, and to regulate the scale of increase of their fixed renuiiieratioii

;

considering seniority as giving a claim to employment in the more responsible and

better paid situations of charge-takers.

Wc neither see reason, nor would it be consistent with the plan we have submitted

for identifying the duties of the present distinct classes of letter-carriers, to propose

for them rates of remuneration differing otherwise than in the manner above

mentioned
;
and if the principle of a lixed scale be adhered to, it should admit only

of such gradual increase as suggested in our Eighteenth Report. Eightaenth Report,

It may be observed here that an equal apportionment of duty would, generally

speaking, put it out of the power of any letter-carriers but those of superior dili-

gence and activity to earn additional pay by duty, according to the plan that

IS now permitted, which deviates from the principle of considering the fixed pay-

ment au equivalent for all the service the ofliccr is capable of performing. In

looking at the mode of payment, and the nieaus of making such diligence and

activity available with advantage to the public, the question occurs, whether it

mio-ht be expedient to afford these persons an option of receiving payment according

to the number of the deliveries effected by them, at a certain rate for each delivery,

in preference to the fixed weekly stipend. This rule of remuneration might give

encouragement to exertion, move fully, perhaps, than the opportunity now allowed

to a poition of the letter-carriers of increasing their receipts by “ extra duty,” and

be free from some of the objections to that system.

Mr. Musgrave states that the established rule of superannuation for the letter-

carriers of this department is to allow io.s. a week, after twenty-five years’ service,

with the sanction of your Lordships
;
and vve find fourteen are in the receipt of

supcramniatiou allowances at this rate, and two at the lower rates of 8 s. and 7 s.

per week. Besides these, Mr. Musgrave states that (as has been before observed)

there are twenty-five applicants who have been recommended for the allowance.

In the mean time, these persons have been receiving, without doing any effectual

service, 1 1 s. a week under the titfeof sick money,” whilst the duty is performed

by supernumeraries. It seems desirable, as a measure of economy, that those

entitled to the allowance as siiperanuiiated letter-carriers shoidd cease to be classed

amongst the receivers of wages, and under this head, to be allowed pay exceeding

the superannuation allowance.

The number of effective letter-carriers necessary to be retained, must depend so

entirely on the changes which wc hope to sec adopted in comh.ning the general

arranoLicnts for the circulation of letters in the metropolis, tliot we neither venture

to prescribe an adequate establishment for that purpose under all circumstances,

nor tliiiili it expedient to propose any new distinct establishment for the separate

service of the Twopenny-post department in London, that is, m the town deliveiies,

with respect to which we have nothing move to suggest.

Some observations it seems necessary to add upon the class of persons employed

under the denomination of Country letter-carrieis.

The superintendence exercised over the country districts of the Twopenny-post

department has not been such as to enable any officer m London to attoi cl us satis-

factory grounds forjudging of the actual state of the establishments t e

town deliveries
;
of die sufficiency or excess of the number of lejter-carnei^s

service
j
or of their actual state of discipline, Mr. Musgrave states that it cons sts

in occasionally visiting the sorting-offices in the countiy divisions, a "uty ot the

Comptroller, but one which, from the multifarious business of the office,

unable to attend to 5
consequently, as before observed, Ins

times such duty to perform. It would seem that the interference

or his chief clerk had been occasioned principally by complaints, ratheitlm^

suance of any systematic plan of control. It is stated m the evi en
hv the

taker at Rikraond that the sorting-office there has been visited ^e
^

the

Comptroller in the last seven years
;
and that it has not been visi e y y

officer. The sorting-office at Hackney has been visited -01100 witlnn last t

years by the present Comptroller, for the purpose of

would seem, from the evidence of the charge-taker there, that the a p

visits were more frequent and regular. VVe have not thought it neces y^

94. E 4
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ouv inquiries on this point. Mr, l\fusgrave states tliere is. a president who is now
occasionally employed, under his direetionSj to go to the various sorting-oftices,

and to vi.sit tliem for tlie purposes of general inspection. This is not a periodical

inspection, but he adds, is now more frequent, and will be as frequent as the

necessity for supporting tlie discipline of the office may require. From the further

evidence of Mr. Musgrave, it would seem that this additional vigilance had been

recently employed in order to enforce a more early delivery of letters in the

country districts, to meet the expectations of the public.

Under the system which has prevailed, and still subject to the further occasional

inspection which is intended, there is no officer of this department in the country

districts superior to the charge-taking letter-carrier of each sorting-office, who is

described by Mr. Musgrave as having “ no other responsibility attached to him
“ than that which is connected with the transmission of the amount of postage to

“ the office ” in London. This person is at tlio same time a delivering letter-

carrier, and gives the common security of all Ictter-carriei's, namely, two sureties in

a joint bond for £. 50.

The amount of revenue accounted for annually, in the three last years, through

these sorting-officers (or charge-takers), independent of the collection of unpaid

letters sent to London, has been as follows

;

£. s. d.

i8ti8 83,609 2 5

1829

84,537 12 4

1830

80,747 18 9

This your Lordships will observe is equal to more than two thirds of the whole
collection.

In corroboration of our remarks upon the voluminous minuteness of the accounts,

we may here incidentally refer your Lordshijis to a letter of Mr. Musgrave’s in the

Appendix, stating the impediments on the ground of labour, and necessary delay in

consequence, to tlio preparation of an Account, which we luul called for with a view
of ascertaining particuhn-ly the e.xteiit of the various sub-collections that arc com-
prized in this revenue accounted for by the country charge-takers.

The insufficiency of the plan of superintendence in tlie country may be inferred

from the representation of Mr. Musgrave, that if he finds any letter-cari'ier of
whose regularity of conduct ho does not entertain a favourable opinion, he sometimes
brings him to London, that he may be more immediately under the superintendence
of the president. It will be seen from tbe evidence of two of the country cliarge-

takers already referred to, that no means are adopted to ascertain even the attendance
of the country letter-carriers. One of them state.s, that lie has never had any
instructions to wliom he should report on occasion of the absence of letter-carriers

j

that lie I'cports either to the Comptroller or the president on duty when a super-
mimcrary is required; that the letter-carrier absenting himself gives notice to him,
but there is no person whose particular duty it is to see that the man is necessarily

absent.

It appears tons that a more suitable provision for the regulation of the business
transacted in the sorting-office of each country division (resembling, as we have
already observed, the duties of a country post-office) than can be calculated upon
while the entire ordinary conduct of it is left in the hands of letter-carriers, is to

be desired.

The proposed occasional visits of a president of the Sorting-office, will be neither
sufficient, nor is this a duty which in ouv opinion can be eligibly imposed upon
such an officer, whose avocations in his own department must demand constant
attention.

The want of supeiintendence in these districts may be in some degree attributed
to tbe plan of maintaining distinct establishments and different modes of managing,
similar services, which is so observable in the departments of the Post-office. But
for such distinctions, under which one station is considered a General-post country
office, and another a Twopenny-post country office, both perhaps at equal distances
from the General Post-office, and other'wise situated alike, the duty of the officers
of the General-post establishment, styled Riding-surveyors, would have extended

to
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to the country offices of the Twopenny-post department. Two ofthese officers have

their appointed stations in London, and their services should be made applicable for

the purposes of inspection to all oflices concerned in the circulation of correspond-

ence within their district. "With a view to place these country divisions of the Two-
penny-post department upon a more ascertained and satisfactory footing, should it

be deemed expedient still to provide differently for the collection and distribution of

letters ill those divisions than in other similar situations, or to extend this plan of

circulation upon equal principles to other parts, we recommend, as a preliminary

measure, that the officers alluded to should be required to make a survey of each

division, and to report upon the existing arrangements, particular attention being

paid to the adjustment of tlie districts, divisions and walks, the number of receiving-

houses and sorting-offices in each division, and the comparative apportionment of

the letter-carriers for the performance of the services of each respectively. On
general grounds, we have before stated, we see no reason for different modes of

management where the services are the same. "We should, therefore, consistently

view the present country establishments of the Twopenny-post department in con-

nection with those of the General-post employed for the same purposes, the only

differences being in the more frequent deliveries effected by one than the other

(generally), and in the maintenance of a numerous corps of letter-carriers.

Whilst this plan of providing for the distrihution and collection of correspondence

in the neighbourliood of the metropolis shall continue to be acted upon, it appears

to us desirable that more responsible persons than ordinary letter-carriers should be

constantly employed as inspectors, who should report periodically and frequently

upon all necessary points affecting the discipline and conduct of the letter-carriers,

riders, receivers, and others concerned in the management of the service. Such

persons should have known fixed stations, and be acce.ssible for the purpose of

promptly satisfying inquiries and complaints on the part of the public, as well as

responsible to the superior official authorities for the representation of all irregu-

larities otherwise fulling within their cognizance.

From such information as we have been enabled to collect, we are inclined to

think the services of the country lettei'-carriers are less laborious than those of the

town letter-carriers, and that a diminution of the number of the former, measured

according to the results of the survey we have recommended, and in conformity

with such other arrangements as may he eventually established in those country

parts which are now considered as within the circulation of the Twopenny-post

department, will be found practicable.

RIDES.

Under this denomination are comprized the country districts of the Twopenny-

post department, which consist of four divisions, each of which has its separate

rides. In three of the resi)ective divisions there are two rides, in one three
;
making

in the whole nine rides. The extent of these rides in different directions has been

already adverted to, and may be more pai'ticularly seen on referring to the Map in

the Appendix.

Each country division has its receiving-houses, and a portion of these in each

ride are sorting-offices, to and from which the letters collected in London, destined

for delivery in the division to which the rides are respectively annexed, and vice

versa, the letters collected in that division for transmission to London, are conveyed

by riders on horseback.

The service is performed under contract, by the terms of which the contractor is

bound to “ convey safely on horseback His Majesty’s mails of letters^ from London

“ to the several towns and places within tbe districts of the 1 wopeiiny-jjost,

denominated by the following Rides, viz. the Finchley Ride, Edmonton Hide,

“ Woodford Ride, Woolwich Ride, Sydenham Rule, Wadden Rule, Richmond

“ Ride, Brentford Ride, and Harrow Ride, twice on every day of the week (Sun-

“ days excepted) : and in likemanner “ to convey His Majesty’s mails or letters

twice on every day in the week (Sundays excepted) from tbe sevend towms and

“ places denominated by the several before-mentioned Rides into the General Fost-

“ office in London, or to the Westminster Twopenny Post-office, m Gcrrard-

“ street.”

Appendix,
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He is in like manner bound to convey letters six times a clay (Sundays excepted)

to and from the respective offices at the General Post-office and in Gorrard-street.

The contract leaves it at the option of the Postmaster-General “ to make such

“ alterations in any of the aforesaid Rides, either by extending or shortening, or

“ wholly relinquishing the same, or by increasing the number of times that any of

“ such Rides shall daily be to be performed, and also to appoint any new Ride or

Rides, as he in his absolute discretion may deem expedient,” and binds the con-

tractor to the performance of the rides so added to or altered.

On the form of this contract we would observe that no provision appears to be

made on the part of the public for the due performance of the service luidcrtakeu

by the coutractoi-, beyond what arises from his signature of tlie iiistmraent, whicli

is in the slnipe of a simple agreement, without any special penal or obligatory

clause. In a case in which a failure by tlie contractor might be attended with such

extensive Injury and inconvenience, we think that the public should have the addi-

tional protekion, cither of a covenant in the instrument for due performance of the

contract under a penalty to be recovered in the shape of liquidated damages, or of

a bond in a sufficient penalty to accompany each contract, as in the judgment of the

solicitor may he considered most effectual.

The rate of mileage is 8 for the double mile, and the speed eight miles an
hour including stoppages.

Under this contract there has been paid annually in the last five years, ended the

5th January,

1826

1827
1828

1829
1830

£. 2,406 3 9
3.272 10 2

2.272 10 3

2,379 T5 4
2,272 10 2

The other expenees incident to this service have been annually in the same
period as follows :

—

1
826'

1827
1828
1829
1830

£. 254 16 7
208 \g 1

225 4 8

161 3 4
141 1 2

The total average charge of the Riding establishment, that is, of conveying the

correspondence between the offices from which it is to be distributed, may therefore

be'stated, upon an average of tlic above period, at £. 2,498, 18 s. 10 d. per annum.

The considerations whicli arise upon this branch of the service relate, first, to the
accommodation afforded, or which might be afforded, to the public resident within

these districts
;
and secondly, to the mode of effecting the service most cheaply, so as

to secure that accommodation.

Of the nine rides, seven are annexed to the Lombard-street division, and two to

the Westminster division. On each route there is a despatch by a rider twice

a day from the chief office of the division to which it belongs, to the appointed
sorting-office at the extremity of the ride

;
and from thence to the chief office;

bags being left at intermediate sorting-offices, orpoints of despatch, in the respective

divisions. In like manner there is a despatch twice a day by idders on the several

routes to the respective chief offices.

The Return contained in the Appendix, showing the “ fixed period of the depar-
“ ture and arrival of the Country Rides, ” states that of the morning despatch

of the rides attached to the Lombard-street division, to be fifty minutes past

nine o’clock
;
that of the rides from Gerrard-street, three minutes past ten o’clock.

The fixed periods of the morning despatch from the country to London vary, at the
different stations, between six minutes past nine o’clock, and thirty six-minutes past

nine o clock. 'I he afternoon despatch from Loudon takes place uniformly at four
o’clock ; that from the country varies from six minutes to thirty-six minutes past

four o’clock. These periods of despatch are computed from the extreme points of the
rides, going and returning

j those from the intermediate points vary according to

distances.

Besides
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Besides the despatches by riders as above described, a great mimber of bags

(56) are made up and forwarded, some on each route, by mail-coachcs from

London every evening.

In order to measure the extent of the accommodation, that is, the frequency of

communication provided for by such means, wc may take for ex.imple Hackney,

where the first sorting-office upon the Edmonton ride is situated, from which

letters are distributed and despatched within that district.

The opportunity of sending a letter to Hackney occurs three times a day, and

there are three deliveries
;
from it twice, with two deliveries. To a letter forwarded

to Hackney by the morning despatch at fifty minutes past nine a, m., an answer

could not be received till after six p. M. ;
that is, an interval of eiglit or nine hours.

A letter addressed to Hackney, put into a Twopenny-post receiving-house at ten

A. M., would not be forwarded till four o’clock p. M., and would be delivered probably

about five o’clock, tliat is, in about seven bours. The next despatch from Hackney

after the arrival of this letter there, would be at about lialf past ten o’clock on the

following morning
;
the fixed period of arrival in London for this despatch is forty-

five minutes past ten o’clock, and a letter sent by it would fall into the twelve

o’clock delivery, and be received probably about one o’clock p. m. TJius, in this

case, twenty-seven hours would elapse before the receipt of an ans^ver, through

the Twopenny-post department, to a letter conveyed a distance of about three miles

(from the General Post-office). The opportunity of communicating (by letter and

answer) with Hackney, through the Twopenny Post-office, is aftbrded only once in

twenty-four hours, and eight hours are required for this interchange of correspond-

ence. This statement refers to letters sent from and addressed witliin the town

delivery of the Twopenny-post department

Tlie course of circulation through this department may be further exemplified by

tracing the progress of a letter from one country division into another : for instance,

aletter despatched from Chelsea to Hackney, ifput in before ten o’clock a. m., would

be delivered at Hackney between five and seven o’clock p. m., that is, in about eight

hours ;
an answer to this letter mtfgt wait for the next morning’s despatch, and would

be delivered at Chelsea between five and seven o’clock p. m. of that day.

A letter put into tbe receiving-house at Chelsea between ten a. m. and five p. jr.

would be received at the Westminster Sorting-ofiice at about half past five o'clock

p. M., and despatched thence (by the evening mail) to Hackney, where it would be

delivered het-ween eight and nine o’clock the next morning. An answer to this

letter, if put in before half past ten a. m. at Hackney (which Mr. Musgrar'e states

might be effected in some instances), would be delivered at Chelsea (as in the pre-

ceding instance) between five and seven o’clock p. m.j but if after half past ten

o’clock, it would not be delivered till between eight and nine o’clock the following

morning.

Thus tbe least possible time required for the interchange of letters between

Chelsea and Hackney may be stated at about twenty-six Hours. In the case last

stated, the interval would be at least thirty-eight hours, the distance being about six

miles.

Parallel cases might bo stated, with’jittle variation, with respect to various other

parts contiguous to tbe boundary of the town delivery of the Twopenny-post, which

are included in the country rides, though not so distant from the London Sorting-

offices as other parts that fall within that boundary.

The possibility of extending further accommodation to the country divisions of

this department, by a different employment of the means now used, is next to be

considered.

There are at present three despatches to most of the country divisions, and only

two from them
3
the mail-coaches being made use of only to cany bags from

London.

Mr. IVIusgrave, on its being suggested to him, appears to consider it “ not

“ impracticable” to employ the same means of bringing up letters as of carrying

them down ; and that some additional facilities might be thus afforded by the

mail coaches.

With pr’opcr arrangements for the receiving and collecting letters to as late an

hour in tbe evening as might be consistent with convenience, the mails imghc bring

-04. F 2 to
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to town the <^rcat majority of the letters which now form the morning ilespatcli from

the country °and they would thus be ready for delivery with the General-post letters

in londontvvo or three hours earlier than they are now received. A vide

despatched from London after a sufficient interval, for example at twelve o’clock,

would carry answers to these letters. A ride despatched at the same time fiom the

country would carry answers to the letters conveyed there by mail in like manner

;

and these rides despatched again with a sufficient interval, for example, at four

r M would carry answers to the letters conveyed by them. By these means,

subiect to any more convenient adjustment of the periods of despatch, a double

interchant^e of letters, instead of one as at present, would be provided for m the

country within about twenty-four hours, and in London within about twenty-seven

hours without additional expense
;
and of the practicability of such an arrangement,

without those additional means hereafter adverted to, which we are of opinion might

bo advantageously employed, we have no doubt.

It must be observed that the same time is requisite for procuring an answer from

the nearest and most remote part of each vide. This is an unavoidable consequence

of employing (that is, waiting for the return of) the same conveyance between the

points of reefprocal despatdi at the extremities of the rides
;
and it is not peculiar to

the Twopenny-post department. From an adherence to this plan in the General-

post establishment it happens that an answer is received in London as speedily from

Hereford us from Hounslow
;
from a distance of 140 miles as from a distance of

10 miles; and that the shortest period within which a reply can be obtained to

a letter sent through the General-post is thirty-six hours. This statement it must

be observed refers only to places on the direct routes of the raail-cpaches
;

—

to cross posts
j
with which the period of intercourse is necessarily in ma

more protracted.

The effects of this principle of circulation, as it tends to limit the revenue as well

as the convenience afforded to the public, and the alterations in the established

system wliich those effects may justify us in suggesting, we shall not omit to bring

under your Lordships’ consideration, in treating of the existing arrangements for the

conveyance of the general corrcspoudciicc of the country.

From the operation of this plan within the circuit of the country deliveries of the

Twopenny-post department, to which our suggestions are here confined, considerable

relief will be found in tbe equal extension which we contemplate of the town

delivery in the manner hereafter stated.

M’ith respect to the present mode of conveyance by riders we have to observe

that, although under the contract the stipulated speed js “eight miles an hour

“ including stops,” a comparison of the fixed periods of despatch and arrival, as

shown in the Return before alluded to, with the extent of the respective routes or

rides, does not indicate an adherence to this rate of speed in the performance of the

duty. The following Table, prepared from that Return, shows the time allowed for

each despatch on each ride, with tlie distance.

and not

many cases

TIME ALLOWED :

— Miles. 1st Dispatch. Uii Dispatch. Sd Dispatch. 4tli Dispatch.

U. m. k. m. h. m. h. m.

Finchley 10 h \ 20 1 23 1 44
1

1 23

Edmonton 8 J 1 6 1 9 1 26 1 9

Woodford 1 2 I 25 t 25 1 35 1 25

Woolwich i 14 1 17 1 39 1 17

Sydenham 8 1 2 l 2 1 25 1 *

Wadden 12 1 3*3 1 36 2 1 I 36

Richmond 12 1 36 1 36 2 1 35

Brentford 9 1 6 1 6 1 33 l 6

Harrow 12 i 36 1 44 1 35 1 44

Th.
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The distances here stated are not the distances on the direct routes to the places

named, but, according to the terms of the contract, “ tlie ascertained, settled and

agreed” distances, for which the contractor was entitled to claim payment on each

route.

Different periods are allowed for different despatches on ihe same ride : tliiis on

the Finchley ride, the distance of which was settled at lo | miles, the time allowed

for the morning despatch (one hour and twenty minutes) differs from the time

allowed for the evening despatch one hour and forty-four minutes) by twenty-four

minutes On the Edmonton ride, settled at 8 i miles, there is a similar difference

of nineteen minutes. The Woodford, Wadden, Richmond and Harrow rides, are

all settled at 12 miles distance : between the shortest and the longest tune (one hour

and twenty-five minutes, and two hours and one minute) allowed for a despatch on

these rides, there is a difference of thirty-six minutes, or more than a third of the

whole time that should be allowed under the contract for the performance of the

distance.

In various instances the rate of speed, " including stops” according to the contract,

calculated upon the whole distance, falls very short of the stipulated rate of eight

miles per hour: for example, the afternoon despatch from Wadden and from

llichmond does not exceed six miles an hour
;

on the Woolwich, Sydenham,

Wadden llichmond and Harrow rides, the time allowed for each despatch exceeds

more or less the proper limit. Those apparent deviations from the contract h^e

been by no means satisfactorily explained in the evideiicc of Mr. Musgrave. He

stated his impression “ that the principle of acceleration has been imscalculated

;

“ that it should have been stated, 7iot including stoppages,” notwithstanding that

the contract is expressly “ stops included a fact ofwhicli Mr. Musgrave on being

questioned expressed his “ belief;” admitting upon the whole that ho hacl not

observed “ whether the contract was accurately performed or not, but had adhered

to arranf^eraents which he represents as having been established before he succeeded

to the office of Comptroller. It must be observed, however, that m the pecuniary

terms of the contract there has been a change by a reduefion of one halfpenny per

mile .as Mr. Musgrave states, since he came into office. The condition as to speed

is as iias been already stated, in the renewed contract. Mr. Musgrave’s subsequent

explanation on this subject will be found in a letter annexed to his evidence, from

which it would seem that the excess of time is in some degree, and m certain

instances, accounted for by the want of a more accurate regulation and adjustment

of the periods of collection and despatch.

The duty of checking the punctual performance of the rides according to the

time allowed rests with the charge-taking letter-carriers in the first distance, it

being their duty to note upon the way bill the time of arrival and despatch. These

wav bills are examined by the presidents of the Sorting-offices, and subsequently, as

it anuears, in the Comptroller’s office, where tliey are copied, besides^ being pre-

served for the purpose of recording the execution of the duty. In this case, as m
others before adverted to, the essential control lies with the inferior officers, ami

the steps taken in the Comptroller’s office are superfluous.

The apportionment of the divisions to the respective branches of the department,

that is the Head-office and the Wcstminster-office, require to be adverted to in

lookiiio-at the arrangements for expediting the correspondence vvith the country

districts. It has been already stated that two only of the country divisions, the

Brentford and the Harroiv, are assigned to the Westminster-office ;
and with respect

to the former of these, Mr. Musgrave’s evidence throws doubt upon the lletuni made

to us, as it would thence appear that this ride begins sometimes at the General

Post-office; sometimes at the Gerrard-street office. Owing to this arrangement

and the formation of the divisions, not only is the quantity of business y

allotted to the respective chief offices, but the point of despatch

district lying westward of Gerrard-street (the Westminster

at the more remote Sorting-office at the
^

source of delay; first, as the correspondence collected in

circulated within the district alluded to, is sent to Lombard-street, a’l Uhus cir^

cuitously carried on its route to its destination ;
and secondly, as

^
lengtheLd by commencing at the more distant office.

P’®.
respect to the despatch inwards ; the letters addressed within

to
division are carried through to the General Post-oBice, and thence conveyed to

Gerrard-street for circulation, jj.

: 94- ^3

''?r,

end!:/

0 , 4 .

No. 44.

Ibid.
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It seems difficult to account for the existing apportionment of the conn try

Anp.i.di», divisions, .vliich is described upon the Mop in the Appendix. Iliclnnond, Twick-

39- enham and Hampton, Hampstead, llighgate, Hendon and Finchley, lall wuhm the

Lombard-street division, together with the whole of the divisions eastward (extending

north and south) of Gerrard-street. It appears past doubt to us, that much maybe

done to prevent unnecessary labour, and to expedite the circulation, by a more equal

and consistent arrangement of the country divisions, with reference to the points of

despatch in conformity with the suggestions which will be found in our subsequent

notice of the plan of the town circulation. Such an arrangement should he the first

object of the survey which we have before recommended should be formed of the

whole of the country divisions by the riding surveyors

Havino- offered such remarks as occur to us upon the present arrangements

forcondu'ctiim- the riding service, with a view to expedition in the communication as

well as to economy, we cannot omit to observe, llmt tlirougliout tlie greater part of

the country divisions of the Twopenny-post department the means of frequent and

regular conveyance by established coaches are supplied. It appears to be advanced

as a maxim in the administration of the Post-office, that the correspondence cannot

be entrusted to private (or as they are considered irresponsible) persons; and Mr.

Miisgrave, your Lord.sbips will see, objects to the employment of carriages not tho

property of the Crown, for the use of this department. It is scarcely necessary to

observe that this principle is departed from practically in different bi'anchcs of the

establishment
;
and we are of opinion that much advantage may bp gained to the

public service, and some encouragement afforded to private enterprize, by making

that enterprize available towards the services of the department of the Iwopenny

Post-office. Exemption from tolls whilst so employed would probably be an ade-

quate inducement to the proprietors of “ short stages, ’ as they are called, to enter

into sufficient undertakings for the purposes of regularity and security in_ the con-

veyance of mail bags. Ry these means wc conceive the greater part, if not the

whole, of the expense of the Twopenny-post rides may be saved, and the frequency

of connminicatioii greatly facilitated, to tlie advantage of tlie revenue.

On tlie e.xpeiiditurc for riding work, as it is now rcgiilated, it is necessary to add

some few observations.

From returns in our possession of the various contracts entered into for the per-

formance of the riding work in the General-post establishment the mileage appears

to differ in various instances to an extent scarcely reconcilable witli any imaginable

difference in the actual service. For example, tlie highest rate for a daily post is

stated at £. 1 4. 1 8 5. 11 d., the lowest at £. 3. 6 8 d.

Eighteenth Ecpoit, Sir Francis Freeling has supplied us with an estimate of the average rate of the

Appendix,ix,;p.294. general mileage, which Is stated at £. 7. 3 7 d. per annum. Calculations, how-

ever, founded on the returns referred to would show that the general expense of

mileage in the year 1S26 (ending 5th January 1827) exceeded by upwards of

£, 2,000 the total charge calculated by tlie above-mentioned estimated rate. The

expenditure in the General-post establishment for this service, averaging £. 30,000

a year, will call for further examination on several grounds; it is here adverted to

for the purpose of comparison. The rate of mileage for daily posts (Sundays

excepted), calculated from the returns alluded to, would be £.6. )2 ^. 2d. per mile

per annum. On comparing this rate with the computed rate of the annual mileage

for the same service in the Twopenny-post department, we find the latter exceeds

it by £.4. 95. 6 id. per mile per annum, the annual mileage in this department being

at the rate of £. 1 1 . \ s- Sid. per mile. On the other hand, this rate is considerably

lower than the highest rates of General-post daily rides, which are stated at

£.14. i8 ^ . 1 1 if. and £.13. 8 s. 'jd.

Appendix, Mr. Musgrave states that in fixing the terms of the existing contract, which was

No. 44. made under his superintendence, the rates of mileage in the General-post establish-

ment were not adverted to ;
that the contract was open to competition, and that the

Ibid. rate of mileage that was adopted had reference to the foimer contract. He states also

that the wear and tear is very great, and that the Twopenny-post riders convey greater

weights than the General-post riders. Making allowance for some excess of price in

tho contract in London, on the grounds urged by Mr. Musgrave, we still are of

opinion that it might have admitted of reduction, so as to approach more nearly to

the average rate of charge for such service throughout the establishment, considering

that the contract has been held for several years by one sole contractor, without any

variation of the terms, or opportunity for competition.
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In answer to our inquiries as to the control of this expenditure, Mr. Musgrave

observes " the expense is always the same, it requires no check
j

it is an accurate

“ calculation of the rate per mile.” The accuracy of the nuinbcr of miles allowed,

the arrangements for ascertaining and limiting the necessary extent of the rides,

and the actual performance of the duty, however, suggest themselves for obser-

vation ;
and appear to ns to be points to which the attention of the Comptroller

should have been directed.

The number of miles of the respective rides, it lias been before observed, was

“ settled and agreed ” as expressed in the contract
;
and Mr. Mii.sgrave states his

belief that this settlement was r*egulated originally by actual admeasurement, and up

to the time of the removal of the General Post-office, the payment of the contractor

has been governed by tliis settlement. Mr. Musgrave having stated that it had

recently been judged proper to revise the distances, we called for an account of the

survey of the present routes, presuming that it had extended throughout their whole

distance. It seems, however, from the explanation of Mr. Musgrave that the

survey has been extremely partial, extending only to the space between the new

General Post-office and the first sorting-office of the rides, with a view to ascertaiti

the difference occasioned by the removal of the General Post-office. How the

measurement for which payment is made between those sorting-offices and the

extremities of the rides was made, or whether it is accurate or not, Mr. Musgrave

says he “ cannot positively state.” He found the rides arranged according to their

present distances in entering upon the office, aitd has taken it as admitted that they

were correct. These distances are stated to have continued so established^ for

•upwards of thirty years. The following comparative Table exhibits the direct

distance, as it is found stated in the Road-books, and the allowed distance of each

ride in the official practice. It must be observed that the measurements of the

former are not taken from the General Post-office.

DIRECT MILES. MILES ALLOWED.

J. n>.

Finchley - -- -- -- - - - - 10 j

From Holborn-bars by Hampstead - - - 8 a

Hicks’s-hallby liighgate - - - -
7

Edmonton - - - - 8i

From Shoreditch-cliurch » -
- {^Lower

6

6 6

Woodford ------ - IS

From Shoreditch-church ----- 8 6------- - Woodford-wells -
9 3

Whitechapel-church - Woodford-bridge -
9

Woolwich - -- -- -- - - - -

From London-bridge ------ 8 4

Sydenham - -- -- -- - - 8

From Stoiies-end, Borough _ - _ - 6 4
- 12

Not in Carey’s Road-book.

Richmond - -- -- -- - . 12

From Hyde-park corner by Putney - _ -
9------- Kew - 8 7

Brentford - -- -- -- - - 9

From Hyde-park corner ----- 7 1

Harrow - -- -- -- -- 12

From Tyburn-turnpike -----
1

9 6

Although Mr. Musgrave states that no alteration of the routes prescribed for

official purposes has occurred to vary the distances, it is impossible to suppose that

the changes in the lines of the roads and other improvements have left the actual

distances necessary to be travelled unvaried for a period of thirty years
;
and we

cannot but observe that a total disregard of such changes is inconsistent with

a vigilant attention to the duty of controlling this expenditure. With a view to

ascertain the actual distances performed, and to make the contract conformable to

such distances, we recommend an actual survey of the route_ taken on each ride.

This, however, should be accompanied' by a review of the divisional arrangements,

94-
“

Appendix,
No. 41 .

No. 44 .

No. 43-

No 44 .

Ibid.
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as a means of limiting the riiles, so as to avoid umiecessary circuitousness in the

routes respectively.

Upon the distance to wliich the rides extend from London, the inequality of that

extent in different instances, and tlie exceptions of places within con-esponding

distances of the metropolis, we do not purpose here to add any observation. The
questions which may be for consideration, and have been already suggested, with

regard to the mode of conveyance, and tlic grounds for making peculiar provision

for the circulation of correspondence within the limits of the present rides, and in

other pai'ts beyond the future boundary of the town delivery, will be influenced by

the determination that may be taken with regard to the enlargement of that'

boundary ;
and imist connect themselves with the consideration of any arrangement

wliicli it may be found expedient to recommend, affecting what is now distinguished

from the country correspondence of this department, under the denomination of

General-post correspondence, destined for circulation within equal distances from

the metroj)oIis and under similar circumstances
;
and with the further consideration

of the additional distinction regarding correspondence in the country, which arises-

out of the provision of the Act called the Fifth Clause Act, under which a class of

offices, or receiving-houses, has been established iqion a footing different from the

offices in post towns, and different also from the country receiving-houses of tlie

Twopenny-post department; with a view to the establishment of some general prin-

ciple to regulate the circulation of correspondence in the country. But we must

advei-t to the distribution of the existing country divisions between the two chief

offices, which haslmeii noticed as unfavourable in a considerable extent to expedition,

as a cause also of some increased expense in prolonging the rides, and of course

augmenting the mileage.

The practice described by Mr. Musgvave regarding the Brentford ride alluded

to before, according to which it is calculated alternately from the General Post-

office and from Gevrard-street, shows that the rule of proximity has been capri-

ciously disregarded in fixing the points of commencement for each ride with

reference to its ultimate destination.

With regard to the actual performance of the duty /or wliich payment is allowed

according to the terms of the contract, Mi’. Musgvave considers that sudicient

Appendix, checks arc established. We are of opinion, however, that the settlement with the
No. 43. contractor should he differently transacted. At present he is not required to prefer

his claim, nor is he at all responsible for the accuracy of the account upon which the

settlement takes place, which is officially prepared, together with a warrant, in the

Comptroller’s office. To this method of exempting those who have claims upon the

estahlislinieiit from an avowed responsibility for the justice and accuracy of their

receijits out of the revenue, we have before had occasion to object, in observing, in

our Eighteenth Report, upon the similar practice in the settlement of similar claims

Eighteenth Report, of much greater magnitude through the office of the superintendent of mail-coaches;

P- and we have to recommend that the mode there suggested should be adopted in the

future adju.stment of the mileage accounts in this, as in all otlier branches of the

establishment where such expense may continue to he incurred.

Appendix,
No, 8.

SUPERANNUATIONS.

A Return will he found in the Appendix, showing the amount of superannuation

allowances in this department to be £. 971 per annum.

In each particular case, with the exception of the letter-carriers, it is stated that

your Lordships’ authority has been obtained. In each, the length of service has

been considerable, the least being fifteen years, the greatest forty-one years, with the

additional ground of claim of alleged bodily infirmity. Upon these cases we have

therefore no observations to offer.

Witli regard to the letter-carriers (before alluded to), it would appear that

a general authoi’ity of the Board of Treasury, dated in 1 797, has been con.sidered to

admit of the grant of superannuated allowances to these persons by the Postmaster-

General, without a specific sanction of your Lordships in each instance. This we
are of opinion should not be dispensed with hereafter on any occasion.

Having closed our observations upon the Establishment and Expenditure of the
Twopenny-post Department, it remains for us to submit some suggestions for con-

sideration
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skleration, with a view to a more exteiulcd and combined [plan of delivery and col-

lection, embracing letters of all descriptions, which in their progress for distribution

passthrough the respective departments of the Post-oftice establishments in Loudon.

CIRCULATION.

In attempting to regulate the circulation of correspondence in the metropolis and

parts contiguous or adjacent to it, upon impartial and consistent principles, having

regard to comparative'accommodation and comparative charge under circumstances

of^equal claim and equal expediency, as affecting the public convenience on the one

hand, and the fair interests of the revenue on the other, it is impossible to adopt

as any criterion, or guide, the established limits of either of the three differently

defined deliveries of the General-post, the Foreign-post, or the Twopenny-post. But

on a review of the latter, for the proposed purpose, reference must be had unavoidably

to the former ;
since, as your Lordships will have learnt from the preliminary

statement of this Report, and from subsequent explanations of the practice, the rule

of taxation, and in some respects the rule of management in this department, is

prescribed by, or made dependent upon, the extent and definition of the General-

post delivery. Upon this, therefore, it is necessary to offer some obsen-ations ; and

m order to facilitate an understanding of this part of this subject, vve have placed hi

the Appendix a Map whereon the respective boundaries of these several deliveries

are distinctly traced.

Your Lordships will remark how very small a portion of the populous precincts

of London, Southwark or Westminster, is comprehended within the space of the

General-post delivery, and the singularly capricious
_

and irregular liue wliich

describes its boundary. The whole circumference of this space may be estimated at

about 20 miles, Its extreme breadth from north to south is not half of its length

from east to west
;
the former being less than three miles, the latter about seven

miles : Blackwall and the India Docks are included in it ^
Islington, Paddington,

Knightsbridge, Kennington, are excluded. A circle having for its centre the site

of the General Post-office, and touching the eastern extremity of the boundary of

General-post delivery, your Lordships v?ill see, on referring to the Map, would

embrace all these places, extending to Crouch End on the north, beyond Stepney and

Limehouse on the east, nearly touching Clapham and Dulwich on the south, and

including Knightsbridge and Brompton westward, covering an additional population

of probably 500,000 inhabitants.

We are unable to offer a reasonable solution of the causes which have continued

to circumscribe the actual delivery of the General-post, or a satisfactory explanation

of the advantage, both in lesser expense and greater expedition, which has been

afforded partially in situations equally distant from the centre of this circulation

with others to which it has not been extended. We are indeed aware that m pro-

portion as the limits of the General-po.st delivery may be contracted, and the Ivvo-

peiiny-post department made auxiliary to the circulation of General-post letters

beyond those limits, upon the plan now sanctioned, the revenue from such letters

may be siiimosetl to be enlamccd
;
but tve are not disposed to ascribe to the Post-

master-General, in whose discretion it lies to extend those limits, as a ground for

not exercising this power, a calculation which, if practically sustained, we conceive,

whilst it operated not impartially, would be at yariaiice with the "lore libeval

principles which should influence a judicious administration of this establishment.

Your Lordships are aware that tiiroughont the circuit ofthe General-post delivery,

the delivery of the Twopenny-post is eo-extensive. Beyond that circuit there is

a continuation of wl.at is called the Tivopeiiiiy-post town delivery (or a de ivery on

the boundaries), which your Lordships will find also traced on the Map, by a line

separating this portion of the Twopenny deliveries from the country divisions, as

they arc termed.

The delineation of the boundary of the town delivery of the Tivopcimy-posUlcpart-

inent, your Lordships will remark, is irregular, like that of the General-post dclivciy.

Tiic greatest breadth of the former exceeds that of the Gcueral-post delivery by

about a mile. In its extreme points from east to west it measures about an cqna

distance
;
and whilst the boundary of the Twopenny-post delivery varie.suide y m i s

greater portion from that of the General-post, in some parts of their circumtereucc

they are precisely or nearly the same.

Appendix,
No. 37.

No. 38.
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The Foi-ein-u delivery, it will be seen on referring to the Map, is bounded by

a line viiryin” from that of the' General post, as well as from that of the town

delivery of the Twopenny-post ;
and is comprized within still more irregular, but

much narrower limits, than either. It seems needless to add any particular obser-

-vations upon this third apportionment of the letter-carriers’ deliveries in town, but

such as will occur in noticing its elfect upon the system of circulation.

Tlie irregularity which pervades the boundaries of the several town deliveries,

prevails also in the limits of the country divisions of the Twopenny-post depart-

ment.

Measured from the same centre as the above estimated extent of the General-

post delivery, tiie greatest extent of the country deliveries of the Twopenny-

post department is upwards of fifteen miles
;
the least about half of that distance.

The objectionable results of the existing distinctions and limitations of the

respective ddiveciea to wbich we have endeavoured to direct your Lordships’

attention arc principally these

:

1st. That they cause increased oificial labour, expense and delay, attended with

a complication of accounts ivhich is unfavourable to a prompt and certain system of

control.

2d. That they are attended with an unfair inequality of charge upon the

public ;
and,

3d. That the scope and plan of circulation are imperfect and inadequate to the

public wants and convenience.

Upon each of these points wc shall offer a few remarks.

It appears to us to be almost superfluous to attempt to enforce the opinion ori-

ginally expressed in our Eighteenth Report that an incorporation of the tlu-cc

separate classes of letter-carriers, for the common purpose of delivering .ill letters,

must be attended witli a diminution of labour, .and of the whole necessary number

of persons eni])loyed, and with a proportionate reduction of expense.

The three several classes arc at certain periods simultaneously employed in the

services of collecting, or delivering, separately, and within certain limits in the

same space differently divided, letters classed under different official distinctions,

which distinctions it is useless to observe in the delivery, whilst in the collection

they might be preserved to any necessary extent as well liy one class of collectors

as by three.

The uncertainty of the arrival of foreign mails, and the maintenance of a distinct

class of letter-carriers for the circulation of foreign letters exclusively, must leave

these ])crsons frequently unemployed witliin tbe ordinary and too limited period

when the deliveries of such letters are made by them
;
whilst their number may be

insullicient for the prompt delivery of an accumulated correspondence. Roth these

objections would be obviated by generalizing the duties of all the letter-carriers, and

making their services applicable alike to this and every portion of the corres-

pondence.

It may be observed, too, that each class of letter-carriers has attached to it certain

supernumeraries, to provide for its own peculiar casualties
;
and that the system of

extra duty performed by regular letter-carriers does not admit of a general inter-

mixture of the separate classes, whence the assistance of many unemployed men of

one class may be lost, whilst their co-operation with another might be very useful.

The total number of supernumerary letter-carriers is ninety.

In explanation of the increase of official labour, and its complication, we cannot

avoid bringing under your Lordships’ further notice some examples of the practical

absurdity and mconveuience of tbe subsisting distinctions. Two letters brought to

the Head-office, one by a mail-coach, the other by a rider, or deposited in the letter-

box, within the same period (that is, between the evening despatch of the Two-

penny and the delivery of the General-post on the following morning), to be

delivered at the same place, pass into the hands of different letter-carriei-s, and

through all tlic detailed forms of distinct accounts. The object and effect of this

arran'^ement are to distinguish the amount of postage of letters rated at 2d. and
“ 3d. from
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3 c/. from tliut of letters beaviog tlie higher charge of 4^/. and upwards, a distiuctiou

which, as it seems to us, is altogether useless.

If the first of the two letters above alluded to were addressed beyond the

boundary of the General-post delivery, and' within that of the eastern division of

tlie Twopemiy-post department, a more complicated dilferenco of treatment would

occur : such a letter would be transferred from one branch of the Head-office to

another under the same roof, and give occasion, as your Lordships have seen, for an
intermediate account between these offices

5
the delivery of the letter and the col-

lection of the postage, under a twofold taxation, would devolve from the Inland-

office upon the letter-carriers’ department of the Twopenny-post, and the total of

the postage received on sucii a letter would be accounted for in separate portions,

through separate accounts and by means of separate Accountants. Notwithstanding

this separation of the revenue and the accounts, in this latter case your Lordships

will find an explanatory instance of that combination of the deliveries which, in.

theory, wc have found several oftbe officers opposed to •, whilst it exists in practice,

clogged with useless official labour bestowed on superfluous forms and accounts,

and without that simplicity and uniform extension of system which we have recom-

mended, and again beg to recommend as deserving your Lordships’ consideration.

The experience of very many persons must prove that, but for a difference of

a few minutes, the same letter-carrier might liave been frequently the bearer of

a General-post letter and a Foreign letter, and a Twopenny-post letter, to the same

spot.

It was stated in our Eighteenth Report that there is an exact coincidence of the Ei

ordinary first delivery of the Foreign letter-carriers and the second delivery of the

Twopenny-post department, both commencing at ten o’clock. The despatch of

two sets of letter-carriers from the same place at the same time, upon routes made
different only by arbitrary limitations, appears to us to be a very ill digested

arrangement. Already, since the date of our Eighteenth Report, there has been
some a])proximation of the commencement of the first deliveries of the departments

of the Getieral-post and the Twopenny-post ; and we remain of opinion that in that

Report the means have been suggested of effecting a combination of tlie deliveries

with great advantage on tlie grounds of expedition in the circulation, economy,
directness of control, and a simplification of the system of accounts.

The next point to be adverted to is the inequality of the charge for postage con-

sequent upon the different limitations of the deliveries, and the practice founded on
that difference.

Under the statutable provision every General-post lettei' (that is, every letter

conveyed in the first instance by the General-post) coming to London, addressed

beyond the boundary of the GeiieraI-po.st delivery, and transferred for delivery to

the Twopenny-post department, is chargeable with 2 d. in addition to the General-

post rate. The unequal operation of the scale of postage with regard to such letters

may be exemplified in several ways ; first, the same addition of 2 d, is made to the

lowest rate of the scale of the General-post charges, namely, 4 d., and to the highest,

which upon a single letter may be \ s. ^d. or more. In one case the increase of

the tax is 50 per cent, in the other about 12. The difference in the extent of

the whole service performed in the two cases varies from this diftei-ence in the

impost only in proportion as the scale of the General postage is unequal with

reference to the respective distances to which it might apply in these cases. For it

may be observed, next, that the additional impost upon a General-post letter is the

same, whatever be the extent of the service performed through the Twopenny-post

department ; for example, the conveyance of such a letter from the Head-office to the

City-road, a distance of one mile, or on the Harrow ride, a distance of twelve miles,

creates equally a charge of 2 d. These observations apply vice versa to letters

passed through the Twopenny-post department for circulation by the Geireral-post

establishment.

With respect to Foreign letters circulated through the Twopenny-post department,

the application of the additional rate has been (with reference to distance) more

severe, inasmuch as this addition w'as made to commence at the more limited

confines of the Foreign delivery
j
but this practice having beerr complained of, it has

been remedied by corrtinuing to transfer to the Twopenny-post department for

delivery all letters addressed beyond those confines, but exempting from charge all

49. G 2
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such letters so delivered in the intermediate space between the boundaries of the

Foreign and General-post deliveries.

The re.siilt of this arrangeraent, thus recently modiHed (which your Lordships

may remark involves a wider co-operation of the Twopenny-post department with the

Foreit^n than with the Inland-office, and practically corroborates our suggestion that

the ddferent deliveries should be combined,) has been to place Inland and Foreign

letters on the same footing in point of additional charge
;
but from this practice tins

inconsistency arises, that of two letters conveyed by the Twopenny-post to the same

place one incurs a charge of 2 d., the other none
;

that is, the service transferred

from ’the Foreign to the Twopenny-post letter-carriers, is performed for nothing m
the cases ahov'c stated.

The instances that have been adduced (with one exception) occur upon corves-

nondcnco that is not Twopenny-post correspondence. Upon a portion of the

correspondence referred to no Twopenny-post revenue arises, and upon none of it

is the receipt confined to that revenue.

The inequality of taxation upon what may be more properly called Twopenny-

post letters, though including tliosc subject to the rate of 3 d., that is, such as

ori'dnate and complete their circulation within the limits of the Twopenny-post

delTvcry, is occasioned, first, by the unequal extent of the
_

boundary of the

General-post in different directions, and secondly, by similar inequalities in the

bomidary of its own delivery ;
the charge of 3 rf. being incurred on every letter

delivered beyond the first-mentioned boundary, and not being increased within the

circumference of the latter, whilst this embraces at different points very unequal

distances. Tims a charge of 3 d. is levied alike for a letter delivered bj a letter-

carrier on foot within a mile, and for a letter conveyed by a ride at a distance of

fifteen miles, from the Head-offi.ee.

A->-ain, letters carried equal distances from the Head-office hecome subject to

difibrent’ rates, according as tlie place of destination is, or is not, included in the

irrecmlarly described circuit of the Twopenny-post delivery
;
or according as the

letters maybe classed with General-post letters or with Twopenny-post letters

:

for example, a letter going to Kingston, which is separated from the fwo-

penny-post establishment, would be charged 4f/., as being a General-post letter ;

whilst a letter sent to the adjacent village of Hampton, or to_^ Harrow, would

be char<Ted 3 d. The disadvantage of local position, which is attended with

an increase of charge (from 2 rf, to 3 d.), is aggravated in some situations by the

limitation of the number of deliveries, which at any place beyond the line of

the town delivery, where the higher rate of charge is incurred, whatever bp its

distance from the point of despatch, never exceeds three
;

whilst to other situa-

tions more remote from that point, the benefit of six daily deliveries is extended.

A still more objectionable anomaly than that which lias been noticed above, may be

observed in the case of Croydon, to whicli place lettei's arc conveyed both by

the General-post and Twopenny-post establishments, and difteiciitly rated with

the charge of 4 d. or 3 d,, according to the channel of conveyance.

These variances in the rate of charge arc not sanctioned by the rule of distance,

j Geo. 1 c.
which is the basis of the scale of postage in the General-post establishment, and winch

' formerly limited the circulation of the Twopenny-post department, nor are they such

as must be properly recognized and tolerated as incident to a system of distribu-

tion defined upon uniform .and equitable general principles: they arise, and it

must be admitted in some instances vexatioiisly, from want of common rule, consis-

tency and comprehensiveness in the existing arrangements. Upon the means ot

remedying these defects we shall venture to submit some suggestions in our con-

cluding remarks upon the actual scope and plan of circulation.

Appendix, An inspection of the Map already referred to, a reference to the observations

No. 38. which have been pointed to it, and the explanation which has been given of the

effect of the distinctions there described upon the official arrangements connected

with the distribution of the eoiTespondence, and upon the scale of taxation, will, we

think, sufficiently indicate the imperfection and narrowness of what is called the

General-post delivery, and the convenience of comprehending all letters destined

for delivery in London, and parts contiguous to it, within a given circumference,

under the same system, as regards their circulation and the collection, of the

revenue

;
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•revenue ; and to this system should he adapted a scale of charge exempt from fiue-

tuatioiis irrecoucileable with any fair or common principle.

The consideration that should limit the circumference within wliich such a London
town delivery should be provided for, is, we think, simple, and included in the
question -icithin tvhat distance, ejiial in all partsfrom a centreJia'ed xcith refercjicc

to the point of despatch (by which xcc would be understood to mean the point at

which the letters are placed in the hands ofthe delivering letter-carriers), the delivery
can be effected zeilhin a convenient space of time,fixed by calculation of the time
ordinarily requisitefor completing the delivery wWiin the prescribed limits ?

It is not within our province to sift this question with accuracy or mimitmiess

:

nor could it be determined without a previous decision wliich should fix the point of
despatch. And here it becomes necessary again to bring your Lordships’ attention
to the difference observed upon in our Eighteenth Report, between the existing E
separate systems of the circulation by the General-post establishment and by the
Twopenny-post department

;
the former having hut one, whilst the latter has izco

points of despatch (or Sorting-offices). Notwithstanding the opinions of some of
the practical officers of the General Post-office establishinent, the superior conve-
nience of the latter arrangement seems to have been proved by exqiericncc in the

department of the Twopenny-post
;
and to stand admitted even hi the practice of

the General-post establishment
; inasmuch as the assistance of the Twopeimy-post

department is resorted to for the completion of the delivery of Inland and Poveigu
letters; and we find it impossible to understand why different modes of distribution

should be employed for letters, with respect to wliicli the only difference lies in the

mode of their conveyance to the same point whence all (that is, General-post letters,

Foreign letters, and Twopenny-post letters) are to be distributed.

We adhere, therefore, to the opinion expressed in our Eighteenth Report, that £
a plan of a combined delivery should be carried into effect, according to the esta-

blished and approved practice of the Twopenny-post establishinent, that is, facilitated

by including different points ofdespatch.

\our Lordships will see that the sphere of accommodation to the public would
be extended by applying to two (or more) points of despatch the rule we have
suggested as that which should define the extent of the London or town delivery.

But, in prescribing the limits of the whole Loudon or town delivery by the applica-

tion of this rule to different points of despatch, regard must still be had to the

fundamental principle of affording equal accommodation on equal terms to all parts,

being equally distant from a fixed centre, to which it should be found expedient to

extend this delivery.

This extension in its several parts must therefore be limited by a calculation of

the whole space that would be included in such a circumference. This may be

exemplified by a circle drawn round and toueliing the most distant extremities of

the town deliveries (from the east and western points of despatch) of the Twopenny-
post department.

Supposing these two points of despatch to be judiciously selected for the diffusion

of correspondence in Loudon and parts contiguous to it, tlie consideration according

to the rule proposed would be, whether the delivery could be effected within

a convenient period throughout the circle so defined, and its contraction or enlarge-

ment would ensue in proportion as its extent should be found to exceed or Tall

short of the possible means of effecting such a delivery. It is indifferent for the

purpose of illustration whether the point taken above, lying at an equal distance

from the eastern and western extremities of the town deliveries of the Twopenny-
post department, or any other, be selected as the centre of the proposed circulation

;

and, ill endeavouring to explain our intention by an example founded on the

subsisting arrangements, it lias not been our design either to limit the number, or to

prescribe the situations, of the points of despatch wliich it might be found convenient

to establish for the purposes of a general London or town delivery
;
but merely to

suggest a principle and mode of forming an outline of .such a delivery, the site

and scope of which should be determined by decisions on both those points, and by

calculations of the facilities afforded thereby.

These decisions can be safely formed only from experience, and subject to the

preliminary determination of the number and positions of the points of despatch or

Sorting-offices. As to the fonner it may be observed that the system of inanage-
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roent that is found suitable for conducting the circulation tlirongh two Sortiiiw-.

offices might be adapted equally to a greater number of Sorting-offices
;
and we

foresee no difficulty that would attend an increase of the number.

The choice of situation for sucli offices must he very material towards facilitating

the delivery. For the sake of illustration it will be desii-able liere to observe upon
tiie actual position of the present Sorting-offices (or points of despatcii)

;
and in

so doing, it becomes necessary to bring more particularly under your Lordships’

view the general plan of the divisions that are comprised within the limits of the

present town delivery of the Twopenny-post department.

It has been stated that there are two grand divisions, hitherto known under the

names of the Lombard-street division and tlie Westminster division, one having its

principal (or Sorting) office at the General Post-office, the other in Gerrard-street

;

each of these has its sub-divisions (wherein tliere are various receiving-houses), and
those are again divided into walks (or districts), within which the several letter-

carriens effect the respective collections and deliveries.

On a superficial view there is a great apparent disparity between the two grand
Appendix, divisions. Tlie Lonibard-strcet division, on referring to the Map, will be found to

38. extend from east to west about five miles, and in its greatest breadth from north to

soiitJi about three miles.

The Westminster division has not an extent from east to west of two miles and
a half, and from north to south, at the most distant points, it measures about three

miles.

We are aware that these references to comparative distances will not afford an

accurate estimate of the whole space lying within the irregular boundaries of the

I'espective divisions
5
nor is it Uy such a calculation alone that these divisions should

be regulated. The object being to facilitate the official management and to expedite

the delivery equally in the respective divisions, the quantity of business apportioned

to each therefore must be taken into account. This may be in some degree

measured by the 2>roportionabIc quantities of cori'espoiulence disposed of in the two

divisions, and on tliis lioad we beg to i cier your Lordships to several Returns
contained in the Ap2)ciulix.

No. ay, 28. The first of these, showing the gross number ofletters collected in the two sepa-

rate grand divisions within the same period of six days, gives the following result

Lombard-street division - - - . 73,427
Westminster division ..... 69,157.

No. 22. The second gives a similar comparative statement of the number of letters deli-

vered in the respective divisions in a like period as follows ;

—

Lombard-street division ... -

Westminster division _ . - . 80,578.

No. 23, 24. The third Return exliibits the extent of the reciprocal transfers between tlie two

divisions of the correspondence collected by each, destined for delivery within the

limits of the other, and shows the following results in an equal period :

—

From Westminster division to Lombard-street, - 25,906
From Lombard-street to Westminster, - - 40,896.

No. 22. From the fourth Return may be seen the different proportions of Inland, Foreign

and Ship letters, transferred from the General Post establishment for delivery and

delivered in the respective (own divisions of the Twopenny-post department, in

a corresponding period, namely :

—

Lombard-street division ------ 1,778

Westminster division ... ... 3,046.

The jireceding statements (supposing them to be correct) show that the collection

in the two grand divisions is pretty nearly equal, wliilst the delivery in the West-

minster division exceeds that in the Lombard-street division by about 3-1 yths. This

comparison
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comparison, it must be observed, does not extend to the mass of country correspond-
ence distributed throu<rh the respective divisions : the great inequality in extent of
the apportionment of the country divisions between the two branches, and the incon-
venience arising from that arrangement, have been adverted to under llie head of
Rides.

We now proced to notice tlie subordinate arrangements, whicli are not less

material in providing for the collection and delivery of the correspondence in the
town divisions above described. In the Lombard-street division there are con- Eighteenth Report^

tained five snh-divisions, seventy-eight receiving-houses, and twenty-eight letter- Appendix, No, 59.

carriers’ walks. In the Wesminster division, four sub-divisions, si.\ty-five receiving-

houses, and twenty-four letter-carriers’ walks.

As the wliole of the letters put into the receiving-houses of each grand division
are brought to its single Sorting-office, and arc tlience despatclied again througliout
and to the extremities of the delivery, it seems clear that it is very desirable, for
the purposes of expedition and the curtailing of laliouv, that the situation of
this point of aggregate collection as well as of dispatch should be fixed as cen-
trally as possible with reference to those extremities, and that the receivinn’- houses
(not being Sorting-offices) should be as limited, both in nuinber and in distance
from that centre as they can be, consistently with a sufficient provision for the public
accommodation.

Such considerations would suggest a different plan of arrangement from that which
exists. The Sorting-office of the Eastern or Lombard-street division is situated
within less tlian three-quarters of a mile of its western boundary, and move than
four miles from its eastern extremity. Upon a line drawn through it from south
to north, it stands nearly in the centre, but the greatest breadth of the delivery lies

eastward of that line.

Tints every letter addressed beyond a lino eastward of this Sorting-olficc, drawn
at an equal distance from it with the western boundary of the division, is placed at a
disadvantage in proportion to the excess of the distance of the place of address from
the office beyond that line, which may extend to upwards of three miles.

One of the Returns before alluded to enables us to form some estimate of the Appendix,

pi'oportiou of the correspondence tliat stands in this predicament, which we think *7*

may be stated to be a third of the whole correspondence dtlivured in this division.

A calculation similarly founded would show that the number of letters collected

in the same portion of this division was about two fifths of the whole collection

of this division.

The consequences of the comparative remoteness of the Sorting-office from
a portion of the division are to be found in the arrangements founded upon it.

Thus, it is stated, in the general printed regulations, that “ at the out-parts of the No. 42.

town five deliveries and collections only can be given, on account of their dis-
“ taricesfrom the principal ojfices ;

and for the same reason, the deliveries are later,
“ and the collections earlier, tiiau in tlie interior

;
and for the last delivery (whicli

“ commences at four o’clock) letters must be put in at the interior receiving-
“ houses by two o’clock, or the principal offices by three: ” so that, ow'ing to the
situation of “ the point of despatch,” no opportunity of communication between
what is called the interior of the division and its distant extremities is afforded

between two (or three) r. m. and eight a. m,, that is, the opportunity is confined
within six or seven of the twenty-four hours daily. This restriction, so occasioned,

cannot but be unfavourable to the revenue, as well as inconvenient to the public j

and it extends equally to a portion of the extremities of the Westminster division

as to those of the Eastern division.

Another objection lies in the proximity of the two Sorting-offices (or points of
despatch) to each other, the Gerrard-street office being situate within a mile and a

half of the chief office
;
whilst, with reference to the boundaries of the Westrainstei-

division, its situation is open in a less degree to the same remarks that have been
offered upon the position of the other Sorting-office.

The difference of the di.stance of the eastern and westei-n boundaries of the
Westminster division, in a str.aight line from the Gemard-street Sorting-office, is

about three fourths of a mile, equal to the whole distance of the office from its

94- G 4 eastern
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oastern bouncldry on that line
;
ami measured in the same way north and south, tlie

difference of distance is about half a mile.

The mutual ti'ansmission of letters from one division to the other for delivery

would bo accelerated, if the distances from whicli such letters are conveyed by the
letter-carriers on foot were shortened, and that of the more speedy conveyance on
horseback (which is the mode of transmission from one Sorting-office to the other)

increased, as would be the case were the Sorting-offices more equi-distant from the

respective boundaries of their separate divisions. The consequence of the present

ai rangeinent in this respect must he, either that tlie letters coming from tlic

extremities for transmission must fall into a later collection at the Sorting-office from
which they are to be transmitted to the other

j
or the transmission of such collection

must be postponed for the bringing up of those letters
;

delay is inseparable from
the alternative.

Tilt* ne.vt point to be adverted to is the arrangement of the suh-divisionst

including the walks (or districts,) and the establisliment of receiving-houses in each.

In the organization of the sub-divisions and of the walks the same principle of
adjustment should be observed as in the grand divisions, the business to be per-
formed in each within a given time being measured by the twofold calculation of
space (or distance) and the number of letters to be collected and delivered. Some
remarks may be offered towards ascertaining how far the actual arrangements are
conformable to this rule.

In tlie Westminster division a great inequality in distance may he observed, on
referring to the Map, between the sub-divisions N** 1 and 4, the inhabited space
contained in the latter being much greater than in the former

;
on the contrary, the

number of letters delivered in tlie former is greater than in the latter. According
to a Return made to us of the deliveries of one week, they were as follows

:

No. 1. St. James’s ------ 20,886
No. 4. Southwest i7>4.59

3>427

_

The difference in the total number of letters delivered within the two other
divisions of the Westminster branch of this department is greater than in tlie

above, viz.

;

No. 2. Mary-lc-bonc 24,72']
No. 3. East Westminster . . - . . 17,530

7A93
mahing more than a thousand letters a day. A comparison of the number of letters
delivered in the sevcrnl walks would show still greater disproportions. In one of
the walks of the Mary-Ie-boiie sub-division (Park -square) the total number of letters
delivered was 1 ,723, whilst in the St. James’s walk the number amounted to .'5,224.
It has been before observed however, that neither the luimber of letters nor tlic

extent of a walk, taken singly, can be adopted as the measure of the quantity of
labour assigned to it. The truest criterion of the consistency of the arrangements
generally for providing for the execution of this service may be found in the
periods^ within which the deliveries are completed in different walks of different
sub-divisions.

_

On comparing, by means of the Return above alluded to, the time
occupied in effecting the deliveries in the several walks of the Westminster division
in the six days included in it, w'e find many instances of a difference of an hour and
a half in the time of completing deliveries in separate walks

;
and in the Lombard-

street division the instances of such differences of from one to two hours are more
frequent.

We are aware tliat ordinary calculations may be counteracted by a casual increase
of the nvunber of letters required to be delivered in different situations. Such
casualties it would seem might be more effectually met by the emiiloyment of addi-
tional earners than they ai’e under the present practice

;
and though different

considerations are to be attended to in the general adjustment of the plan of
deliveries, and some ski]] may be requisite so to arrange it as to produce that luii-
foimity which is desirable with a view to other parts of the system, we are inclined

to
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to think t)i,at by calculations fouiulecl on expei-icnce (iiiul which with experience and
a knowledge of local cii-cuinstances need not be difliciilt), and attention to the
suggestions we have submitted as to the use and position of Sortiiig-oflices, means
might be devised ot facilitating the distribution of con-espondence tlirou<Thout the

pres'ent”^

‘Itdivery more equally, and in various parts more frequently* than .at

The effect of the uniformity which we have alluded to as desirable in the
arrangements for the distribution of the whole correspondence concerns not alone
the producing a coincidence of time in the delivery of the letters included in each
(lespate 1, with a view to an equality of accommodation to the public in this respect.
After the delivery is completed in each walk the collection for the succeedin'^
delivery coinmences. Ihe assistance of the letter-carriers of the Twopenny-post
department m this service is different from that which is given hy the General-
post etter-carriers in the collection of General-post letters

j and appears to us nre-
fenihle to the practice objected to in oiu- Eighteenth Report of emplovin.^ the
letter-carriers after the rcceivnig-houses are closed, in many situations at an ^11110- P-'cessanly early liour, to make collections iiidiviclually liy what is called “ riii'^incr

”

The Twopenny-post receiving.boxes are never closed
; but there is a time fixed for

the receipt of letters to be mcliided in each despatch; ami the respective Jettor-
caiTiers, after finishing tlic deliveries, collect the letters whicli have been deposited
at the several receiving-houses in their separate walks, and convey them to the
borting-ofhce. V hatever retards comparatively tlie delivery of a walk must
retard also the subsequent collection in that walk, if performed accordin'^ to rule bv
the carrier who has that delivery. It is the time of the arrival of each letter at the
bortmg-oftice that governs the time of its despatch and delivery

; and tiiis it is tliat
creates the importance of the management of the collection at the rcceivino--houses
and the conveyance of the correspondence thence to the point of despatch orSortino-.
othce. Ihe principle to be obsei-ved here is the same that we have sun-crested ni

pondenfe
with reference to the collection of the General-post eorres- e

The time required for the process of final preparation for despatch beiim- ascev-
tamed, the arrangements for collection at, and conveyance from, the varioiis*receiv
ing-houses, should be regulated by calculations of distance from the point ofdespatch
wlicrc that final process is effected

; and the time of receipt for each despateli at eaeli
receiving-house should be limited by the time necessary for transmittinir the eorres-
pondence thence to the Sorting-ofllce or point of despatch.

The rule of the iiractice at present is at variance nith this principle, and, as it
appears to us, inihtatcs against expedition to a great extent. Each letter is retniirej
to be deposited at a rcceivmg-Itouse (that is, each collection is closed)] two hours
before the time of despatch

;
or at either ofthe principal offices oue hour. So far asooncerns the receiving-hoiises the indiscriminate application of this i-ule seems very

unreasonable
; for its operation in inimy instances is to close the collection an hour

before it is transmitted to the Sorting-office. The same time is allowed for the con-
veyance onetters a few furlongs, and several miles. A letter put into a reeeivinrr.
house in Newgate-street or Cheapside at five minutes past eight a. m. would not
reach the borting-oflice (at the Head-office) before eleven o’clock

; wliilst a letter put
in at Eimeliousc at five minutes before eight would reach the Sorting-office before ten
o clock. Ihe actual disadvantage of local distance in one case is officially extended
to all, and the opportunity of rapid communication is infinitely abridged by disre-
garding the consideration of proximity to the point of despatch in regulatiin^ the
periods of receipt, that is, of closing each collection, at the respective appomted
stations. As, under the present system, the letters undergo no preparatory process
for the despatch at the receiving-houses, the interval between closing the collection'
and Its being called for by the letter-carriers, with the exception of the brief period
that should be allowed for making out the required account, is so much lost time in
disposing of the coiTespondeiiee deposited at each receiving-house.

Though your Lordships will find Mr. Musgrave opposed to any alteration of this
practice, which he represents as being attended with great advantage, we cannot
concur m li^ opinion. The principle of fixing different times for the receipt of
letters m different situations has been always acted upon in the Twopenny-post, as
well as in the General-post establishment, though heretofore the difference in favour
ot the public has been confined to the Head offices. Since the publication of our

H Eighteenth

igliteenth Report,

7-f-

igliteeath Report
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EiMiteenth Report the practicchas been introduced in receiving-houses of the General-

port establishment, though not to the extent of our recommendation, there being now
three receiving-houses, called Sub-oftices, at which General-post letters are taken in

two hours later than at the other receiving-houses. There are reasons for urging the

adoption of that recommendation in the Twopenny-post department, which do not

apply so strongly to the General-post establishment (where however, we are inclined

to think, experience of its advantages may force a more extended application of it),

inasmuch as whatever expedites must in all probability multiply the interchange of

tl is correspondence, and increase of revenue may be expected from increase of

•accommodation to the public.

No change of external arrangements would be necessary for such an adjustment

of the j)criods of closing the several collections at the respective receiving-houses,

nor need it involve any uncertainty. A proper notice published at each receiving-

house would faniiliarlae those who use it with the establishment of any rule calculated

for their convenience, and obviate the insufficient objection which Mr. Musgrave

offers to it.

One remark upon the different ai'rangeinents of the two branches, that is, the

General-post and the Twopenny-post departments, suggests itself
;

namely, that in

the limited circuit of collection and delivery of the General-post facilities have been

always resorted to, and recently much increased, in the employment of mail-carts or

carriages, which, in the more extended range of the town divisions of the Two-
penny-post, have been comparatively neglected or dispensed with. The carriages

now in use in the former might be equally available for the service of both, and the

increased expense attending an addition to their number would, we think, be

compensated by a saving of labour, by expedition, and by other considerations.

In concluding our review of the arrangements, present or necessary, connected

with the actual or future scope and plan of the town circulation, wc have now
only to add some few observations upon the localities and number of the receiving-

houses.

The rule which in our opinion should prescribe their situation has been already

stated, ami sup])orted, as we conceive, by a sufficient explanation of the routine of the

collections to which they are subservient; it is, that they shoLild be as equally distant

at the extreme points from the point of aggregate collection, divisional or general,

whether a Sorting-office or not, as a sufficient attention to the convenience of the

public will allow : and in our remarks upon the actual position of the present points

of despatch, we have endeavoured to exemplify, the dependence of the success of all

the subordinate arrangements upon the skilful selection of those points. From those

remarks, and an inspection of the Map in the Appendix, whereon the site of each

receiving-house of tiie General-post department is distinguished, as well as of the

Twopenny-post department, your Lordships will learn how (unavoidably) remote,

comparatively, some of the latter are from those points; whilst, as between them-

selves, no rule of proximity appears to have governed their distribution. In many
instances they are to be found at intervals of less than a furlong, in others at a

distance from each other of half and three-quarters of a mile. The same irregu-

larity may be remarked in the number of receiving-houses to be found within equal

circles : a circumference of a quarter of a mile round the Head-office would con-

tain seven receiving-houses, besides the General Sorting-office, placed at ditlerent

distances from that office : an equal circumference round the office at Gerrard-

street would take in five, exclusive of that office, and unequally distant from it : a

corresponding space in the West City division would include only two receiving-

houses, and in other situations a circle of the same extent will be found wholly

unprovided.

The multiplication of receiving-houses so near to the Sorting-offices, where already

the neighbouring residents have at hand the advantage of having their letters

received an hour later (for each collection) than elsewhere, seems not consistent

with an equal measure of accommodation to the public generally, whilst it is con-

trary to official convenience to increase unnecessarily the number of points of

collection, as it adds to the labour of that service, and tends to diminish the quantity

of letters conveyed by the public to the point of despatch (or Sorting-office) where
they are immediately put in progress of preparation for delivery.

The
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fmm is not al variimce with the inference to be ilrawn Appendix,from an examination o( the i)o,iitioii anti number of the receiving-houses, that neither H»- 4«-

Ue "'“'“"'I.
P'-ifciple, nor varied according to circumstances.He sta es that the lospoiisibility lies with himself in the first instance to nrovide for Ibid,

the public accoinmotlation by recommending that receiving-houses should be
established where they may bo rejiiired, but it would appear to have been rather
his habit to wait for applications from the public than to anticipate them. His
reasons for so waiting he says, arc because it gives an opportunity of making a iiull-

Tsol f*'"'™’ ™d because at the same time it is the clearest indication of theabsolute want of necessary accommodation, but he adverts to instances of receiving-houses estalihshcd upon the .apparent exigency without .application from tlie public.

The plan upon which we should recommend that the establlshinent of receiving-
be hereafter regulated, in point of numbers and situation, should

cmuhinc the twofold considerations of public accommodation and oIBcial convciiiciicc,

Iho orowt
“ T"'

° "lanigcraeiits. Official experience ofhe giowtl, or decrease of correspondence in different quarters, and attention to
local cl anges must alw.ays qualify the head of the department to decide, imle-
ponduitly of the suggestions of interested parties, upon the provision that may he
requisite ami consistent with botli.

i • i 1 my oe

Thougli the recommendation submitted in our Eighteenth Report, tluit tilemamtonance of separate cstabiishmcnls of receiving-houses in Loudon, for the r-73-
^ ’

receipt of letters classed under the two distinctions of General-post and Twopemiy-

rh“:.«:S?o.r"'- not hesitate toW-t

Tile -Map before referred to brings iindor view the General-post receiving-houses,
as well as those appropriated to the Twopenny-post correspondence, and shows both
their frequent contiguity and the unreasonable multiplication of their number within
certain limits, m consequence of the exclusive principle upon which they are

SC e
““=®“b-division of the Twopenny-post department

(tile Ea t M estinnister) there appear to be no less than tliirty-foiir receivi.ig-hooses
;m another {the Samt James) thirty-three. The same situation must be equalliconvement to the public for depositing letters of botl. descriptions, and the neoes-

'1‘fibrent bfflees for the purpose of forwarding two letters (diftcrentiv
Classed othcially) is an obvious mcoiivenience to the public.

The risk of hitermixture from inattention on the part of persons puttin<r in letters
miglit be obviated, as it seems to us, by official arrangements and regulations of
sufficient publicity, so as to preclude the probability of official inconvenience in anv
consiclerab c degree from such cause. In this suggestion we arc fortified by the
tact that the receiving-houses in the country divisions are made to answer for
correspondence of every description. The union (at the same points) of the two
collections, that is, of General-post and Twopenny-post letters in London, would
fcilitate an arrangement which we may suggest here in support of our proposition,
though it more particularly relates to the General -post correspondence. This your
Lordships are aware is separately collected from the General-post receiving-houses
seventy-one in number, after five o’clock, when the receiving-houses close and
conveyed m different ways to the Head-office. The last collection in the Twopenny-
post department, closes at the same time, and the letters are subsequently conveyed
from the several receivmg-housesof this department to the Sorting-offices at the Head-
office and m Gerrard-street, from which latter office that portion of this correspond-^ce winch is to be delivered in the Lombard-street division is transmitted to the
Mead-office. Under the arrangement we have proposed this double separate collec-
tion_ inight cease, and the same method might be employed of convcyiim from
receiving-houses common to each both classes of the correspondence in separate
bags (as IS now done with Foreign letters and General-post letters) at the same
time. Ihis siigg^tion might perhaps be usefully extended, by taking advanta-re of
the opportunity afforded, according to the established practice, of effectin(» in the
same way a transmission of General-post letters collected at an earlier period of the
day, by which means the pressure of business at the Head-office, at the moment of
despatch, miglit be diminished.

On the various grounds that have been suggested we recommend that a munber
01 receivmg-houses, at least equal to those now established exclusively for the

H 2 Guneral-

Appendix,
No. 38-
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General-post, be discontinued
;

tliat those which shall be establisliccl under a new
local disposition, regulated according to our suggestions, shall be open for the
receipt of General-post and TVopenny-post letters. To the public the same
aeconmiodation may be thus afforded, so fur as relates to tlie Twopenny-post
correspondence ; with respect- to the General-post correspondence it uiay^ be
doubled

j
and we have no doubt. that by tlic official arrangements which would bo

thus facilitated, whatever trivial objections may present themselves, the service will
upon the whole derive no inconsiderable benefft.

Your Lordships will observe, that in the preceding Report it is proposed to eou-
solidttte the system of financial control, by dispensing ’vith tliosc intermediate offices
of the Twopenny-post depai'tnicnt through wliicli tlic separate accounts of its

receipt and expenditure have circuitously passed, and liringiiig these more directly
under the raarragement of those branches of the establishment to which the care and
conduct of the accounts generally belong, subject to a regularly established ami
efficient superintendence on the part of the Board.

It may bo therefore proper to remind your Lordships that the offices upon wliich
these duties, modified as respects the Twopcmiy-post department, would devolve,
namely, those of the Accountant-general and Receiver-general, arc induded in
those departments of the General-post establishment which remain to be reported
upon. Upon the same principle of combination it has been proposed to transfer
duties arising m the Twopenny-post department to other offices of the General-post
establishment, where duties of a corresponding nature are now performed, and which
liavc not yet been brought under your Lord.ships’ consideration : these arc the
Dead-letter office, the Letter-bill office, and the Bye-letter office. For this con-
soljdation of duties, as well as on other groimds, a revision of the existiim regu-

arrangements, and of the establishment of each of the above-mentioned
offices, will wc conceive be found indispensable.

WALLACE. (L. s.)

W« J^'o LUSIIINGTON. (l. s.)

HENRY EERENS. (l.s.)

T. P. DICKENSON. (l. s.)

Office of Revenue Inquiry, \
24th Febiimiy 1830. J
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SCHEDULE.

PRESENT AND PROPOSED ESTABLISHMENT -

PRESENT ESTABLISHMENT.

DESCRIPTION OF OFFICE. SALARY.
OTHER

EMOLUMENTS.

TOTAL S.aARY

EMOLUMENTS.

COMPTROLLER

Clerk

First Assistant Clerk

Second Assistant Clerk - . . _ .

£. s. d.

500 - -

200 - -

86 18 -

80 - -

£. S. d.

353 6 8

15 - -

£. d.

853 <* 8

215 - -

86 18 -

80 - ,

ACCOUNTANT .

First Clerk

Second Clerk

400 - -

140 - -

100 - -

- - -

0

"o

000

1

1

1

1

1

1

COLLF.CTOR

Three Sub-Collectors :

220 - - - - - 220 - -

One at -

One at -

One at

170 - -

130 - -

100 - -

25 - -
195 “ -

130 - -

100 - -

SORTING-OFFICE

;

Principal Clerk

First Senior Clerk

Second Senior Clerk -

First Assistant Clerk

Second Ditto

Third Ditto

Fourth Ditto - - . . ...
Fifth Ditto

Sixth Ditto

Seventh Ditto

Fourteen Sorters :

300 - -

S40 - -

200 - -

• 177 12 -

’74 3 -

346 18 -

140 - -

140 - -

140 - -

148 12 6

- 10 6

1 8 9

24 10 6

2 18 9

39 6 -

1 10 -

1 10 ~

300 30 6

HI 8 9

200 - -

202 2 6

>77 > 9

186 4 -

141 30 -

141 30 -

141 1 -

148 X2 6

Scale of increase,

Under 7 years - - - £.90
7 to 14 - _ . . _

Above - - - _ .

First at- -

Second - -

116 18 -

1 10 - -
X 1 - 117 19

no - -
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SCHEDULE.

OF THE TWOPENNY POST-OFFICE.

PROPOSED ESTABLISHMENT.

DESCRIPriON OF OFFICE.

t To be abolished.

To be abolished.

) To be abolished.

The Establishment of this

Office must depend upon,

and be made commensurate
S with the quantity of business

which may be apportioned to

it under the recommenda-
tions proposed for adoption
in the Report.

nXED

SALARY.

Scale of Increase from lengtli of Service :

H 4
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64 TWENTY-FIRST REPORT OF COMMISSIONERS

Schedule.

—

Present and Proposed Establishment of Ofiices, iiic.—coiithiuecl

P R E S E N’ T E S TAB L I S H M E N T.

OTHER
DESCniPTION OF OFFTCE. SAI.ARV.

Sorting-OlHce

—

coiiliiiued.

Third Sorter at -

Fourth

Fifth

Sixth

Seventh

Eighth

Ninth

Tenth

Eleventh -

Twelfth

Thirteenth

Fourteenth

Seven Junior Sorters ;

Scale of increase,

Under 3 years

Above - _ .

Four at 80/. each - - .

Three at 70?. each - - -

Three Cheque-Clerks at 60/. each

Nine Sub-Sorters

:

Scale of increase.

Under 7 years

Above - - - .

Three at 80 /. each - - -

Six at 70 1. each ...
First Stamper

Second Ditto

Third Ditto

Fourth Ditto

Fifth Ditto

Sixth Ditto

Seventh Ditto

Ei;;hth Ditto

144 17 -

134 10 -

96 18 -

go - -

7 iS - 77 16

7 iG - 77 16

7 16 - 77 16

35 2 - 105 2

7 16 — 67 16

7 16 - 67 16

- - 60 -

60 -
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or REVENUE INQUIRY.

PROPOSED ESTABLISHMENT.

DESCRIPl-ION OK OKKlfiE.
FIXED

SALARY,
1

Scale ot Increase from Length of Service

Umler

^ Vi'prs,

Alter

5 Years.

1

1

! Auer 1

1 10 Yean. 1 1

The Establishment of this

Office must depend upon
and bo made commensurate
with the quantity of business

‘ which may be apportioned to

it under the recommenda-
tions proposed for adoption
in the Report.

\

94 I
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Schedule.—Present and proposed Establishment of Offices, 8co.— coni/wued.

PRESENT ESTABLISHMENT.

OTHER
TOTAL SALARY

DESCRIPTION OF OFFICE. SALARY.
EMOLUMENTS.

id

EMOLUMENTS.

LETTEB-CAJIRIKHS—Four hundred and thirteen : £. J. d. £. s. d. £. s. d.

8o and as charge-takers, at 23s. per week each - 4,784 - - - - -
4.784 - -

269, at 20s. per week each----- 13.988 - - - 13 j988 -

40 Supernumeraries at los. per week each - 1,040 - - - - 1,040 - -

24 extra Assistants at from 3s. 6d. to 16 s. perweek"!

each------- - -J

- - - - - - - - -

Christmas Gratuities:

1 Letter-carrier - » - -£.40--- - 40 - - 40 - -

1 Ditto - - - -30--- - 30 - - 30 - -

1 Ditto - - - - -20--- - 20 - - 20 - -

65 Ditto - - - - -10 - each - _ - 550 - - 550 _ -

16 Ditto----- 7 - ditto - 112 - - 112 - -

24 Ditto----- 5 - ditto - 120 - - 120 - _

44 Ditto . - - - - 4 - ditto - - . 176 ~ - 176 - -

68 Ditto----- 3 - ditto . 204 - - 204 - -

24 Ditto----- 2 io«. ditto - 60 - - 60 - -

47 Ditto - - - - 2 - ditto - . 94 - 94 - -

46 Ditto 1 - ditto - 46 - - 46 _ _

12 Ditto------ lOi. ditto - 6 - - 6 - -

I
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PIIOPOSKD ESTABLISHMENT.

DliSCniPTION’ OF OFFICE.
FI.VF.D

SALARY.

Scale of Increase from length of Service :

Under

5 Years.

After After

5 Years.
i lO Years.

After

The reduction of Letter-car-
riers of this department con-
sequent upon the proposed
incorporation of the several

\ distinct classes of Letter-

I

carriers (namely, Inland, Fo-
reign and Twopenny) may be
probably estimated at one
third.

)

1

I 2
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Appendix

N* 1.—SUMMARY of Duties performed in the several Departments of tlie Post-Office, and

a Statemcntsliowiiig the total expense of eucli Office, the salaries and incidental expenses,

and a detailed account of such incidental expenses, for the year ended 5th January i8»3,

so far as relates to the Twopcuny*post Office • - - - - - - p, 71

2.—Letter from the Secretary to the Post-Office, dated 4th June 1 824, inclosing instructions

to Comptroller of Twopenny-post Department, in reference to contemplated arrange-

ments in liiat Department - -- -- -- -- - p. 73

N“ 3.—Letter from the Comptroller of the Twopenny -post, relative to the cause of delay in

furnishing account of amount of revenue accounted for by tlie chargo-tahing Country
Lettcr-ciirricrs, dated 2ist J.anuary 1S30 ibid.

N° 4,—Copy of Riding-work Contract -

ESTABLISHMENTS, &c.

N* 5.—RETURN, for tlie year ended /5th January 1827, of all persons holding offices and receiv-

ing annual salaries in die Departments of the General and Twopenny-post Offices,

London, so far as relates to the Twopenny-post - - - - - - p. 76

N° G Return of all fees, emoluments, gratuities, perquisites or advantages (exclusive of salary),

whether pecuniary or of any other kind, that have been claimed, allowed or received, as
appertaining to, or in consequence of any office or situation hold under the nomination of
the Postmaster-General or in the Department of the Post-Office

; showing the several
rates, and tlie total amounts of all such pecuniary claims, .allowances or receipts, and the
value or quantity (or hotli) of all such perquisites or advantages not being pecuniary,
with tile names of the respective officers, agents or persons, by whom or on whose behalf
the same have been claimed or received, and tlie authority for the same, for tlic seven
years respectively ended the .5th January 1827, so far as regards the Twopenny-post
Office p. 80

N“ 7.—Return showing the amount paid to Letter-carriers weekly in the three last months, to
1st January 1830 --p. 85

N“ 8.—Return of superannuation allovv.mces granted to Officers and Letter-carriers, formerly in
the Twopenny-post Office, on the 51I1 January 1830 .... p. 8G

ACCOUNTS.
N* 9—Account showing the gross receipt, charge of collection, and net income of the Two-

penny-post Office, in each of the three years ended sdi January 1830 - - ibid.

N“ 10.—Account showing the amount of the Inland and Foreign charge, and the total amount
thereof, for the same period - - --p. 87

N° 11.—Account of the amount of postage on Byc-letters, for the same period - - ibid.

N® 12.—Account showing the amount of Twopenny-post revenue annually accoimted for through
the Inland Office to the Twopeuny-post Department, in the years ending stli January
1 827, 8, 9, 30 ibid.

N® 13.—Account showing the amount of paid postage ch.argod in the Accountant’s monthly state-
ment to each town receiver, in the three several months, September, October and
November 1829; Chief Office - ,p. 88

N“ 14.—Ditto - - ditto
;
Westminster Office • - - . . . -p. go

N® 15—
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N® 15.—Gross amount of revenue accounted for by the charge-taking Letter-carriers in tho

country districts of the Twopenny-post Department, in the years ended 5th January

1828, 1829 and 1830 - -- -- -
P'

92-

N® 16.—Return showing the amount of revenue accounted for by the charge-taking Letter-carriers

in the country districts of the Twopenny-post Department, for the year ended the 5th

January 1830 ibid.

17. Amount charged to Country Charge-takers for the postage of paid letters put in at Country
Receiving-houses, for three months, to the 6th of November 1829 - - - p. 94.

N® 18.—Rctum showing the number of unpaid letters received at the Head OHice, from the Sub-

odices at Chaving-Cross, Vero-strect, and Lombard-street respectively, daily, between

the 6th and 13th of December 1829; and the amount of Inland Postage collected at

each Office within the same period - -
P- 9^

N® 19.—Return showing the amount of Foreign Postage received at the Head Office from the above

Sub-olliccs, within the same period ibid.

N®20. Return showing the amount of property contained in Dead-letters, which have been

transferred to the Dead-letter Office of the General-post Establishment, or otherwise

accounted for by the Twopenny-post Department annually, within the last five years,

ended 5th January 1830 - - -- - - - -p. 97

N®21 Account showing the smuiber of applications of Missing Letters containing Property, made
at tlie Twopenny-post Office, iiv the years 1827, 1828 :md 1829 - - - p. g8

N® 22.—Abstract of the number of letters delivered in each walk of the Gerrard-streot and Lombard-
street Divisions of the Twopenny-post ollice, by the Letter-carriers, in the week ended +th

April 1829 ;
also, a Return showing the number of General-post, Foreign and Ship Letters,

delivered in the Lombard-street Division, and in the Westminster Division, respectively, in

six days, to igtli December 1829, distinguishing Town and Country - - P - 99

N®23.—Number of letters sent from the Lombard-street Twopenny-post Office to the Gcrrnrd-

street Office, for delivery, for one week, ended 4th April 1829 - -
P- ^ 0 ^

N® 24.—A similar account of letters sent frOm Gerrard-street to Lombard-street, in tlie same

period - ibid.

>I»25. Number of General-post, Foreign and Ship Letters received in Gerrard-street from

Lorabnrd-street, for delivery in tlie Westminster Division of the Twopenny-post

Department, daily, in tile week ended 1 ith April 1829 . . - . - p.102

jijooG.—Similar account of letters transmitted from Gerrard-street to Lombard-street, in tbe same

period - ibid.

N“27.—Return of the number of letters collected from each Town receiving-house in each

District (or Division of the Lombard-street or Eastern Division) of tbe Twojienny-post

Department; the total number collected in each District (or Division)
;
and the gross

number collected in the Lombard-street or Eastern Division of the Tivoj>enny-post

Department, for the week ended 19th December 1829 - - - > ~ p. 103

N®28.— Similar Return of letters collected in the Gerrard-street or Westminster Division, for tho

same period --p. 105

N® 29. Classification of the Receiving-houses attached to the Chief Twopenny-post Office,

St. Martins-le-Grand .....p. 107

N“3o.—

D

itto - - ditto, Gerrard-street 108

N*31.—Return showing the distance of each Ride by which the mileage allowance lias been

calculated for the last ten years, and the distance of each Ride according to the latest

\ survey - - * -p. 109

N® 32.—Return of the Amount of Mileage paid annually for Rides, in the last five years, to the

5th of January 1830 - ibid.

N® 33.—Account of tbe charges for riding work, jackets, hats, horse duty, Stc. for one year, to

5th January 1829 p. no

N®34.'—Return showing the Divisions, Hides, Sorting Offices, Walks, and number of Receiving-

houses - - ibid.

N* 35.—-Return showing the fixed period of the departure and arrival of the Country Riders of the

Twopenny-Post - -----p. m
N* 36.-—Return of all places to which letters are despatched by Mail-coaches from the Twopenny

post Department - - - * -p.iia

1 3
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gy, MAf’ showing the general boundary of the General-post delivery; the'i

goiienii boundary of the Foreign delivery
;
the boundary of the Town

delivery of the Twopenny-post Department
;
and the boundary of the

|

Country deliveries

I Placed at

N" 38. MAI’ showing the boundary of the General, Foreign, and Twopenny- ) the end of

post Deliveries; the divisions of the Twupenny-post
;
and the number the Afjpaidix.

and situation of General niul Tvvo-penny-post receiviiig-houhes -

N" 39.— MAI' showing the several Walks in the country districts of the Two-
penny-post, with the Rides to which they are attached - - -J

EXAMINATIONS.

N” 40.

—

T. M. Musgrave, esq., Comptroller . - - dated 20 July 1829 - p. 113

N« 41 D" - - - - d* - - - - — 24 Nov. — -p. 115

N* 42 D” - - - - d“ - - - - —
_

2t) — — - p, 128

N“ 43.— D”----d'’----— 7 Jan. 1830 - p. 135

N” 44.— - — i Feb. — - p, 140

N* 45.—Mr. Thomas Bridges, Comptroller’s OHice - - — 10 April 1829 - p. 148

N* 46.— D" - - - - d“ - - - — 1 Dec. — - p. 159

N® 47. Mr. Alexander Baillie, Accountant - - - - — 6 April — - p. 167

N" 48 D” - - - - d° - . - - — G Nov. — - p, 170

N” 49.—Mr. Jiio. William Ferguson, Collector ... — l April — - p. 174

N" 50.— D“ - - - - d" - - - - — 5 Nov. — - p. 178

N* 51.— IP - - d“ - - - — 6 — _ - p. 184

N” 52.—Mr. C/iiirfcs Bclor, Sub-Collector ... - — G April — • p, igo

N® 53.

—

Mr. irU/iai)' Mayuaril -d"--- - — — — P- ly*

N® 54.—Mr. Thomas Himijitcr, Sorting Office - - - — 1 — — -p- tys

N® 55.—Mr. Ruherl Smith .-d°--- - — — — -P- 19®

N“ 56.— D® - - - - d" ----- 26 Nov. — - p. 204

N® 57 Mr. Thomas Reid .. d" ----- l Dec. — - p. 207

N° 58.—Mr. Clifton Bate --d®--- - — 2G Nov. — - p. 213

N® 59.—Mr. George Pooky -d®--- - — — — -p. 21G

N" Go.—Mr. KTtoam DiwjKtT, Letter-Carrier, Richmond - — 21 Jan. 1830 - p. 218

N® Gi.—Mr. George Goodes - d“ - Hackney • — — — - p- 223

N" G2—Mr. Fm/w/i7.- 7u7/v, Sorter, Sub-Office Charing Cross — 23 Feb. — - p. 227

N® 63.—Danie/

S

7on>, esq., Superintendiug-President, Inland Office — a Feb. 1850 - p. 231
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Revenue, England.] COMMISSIONERS OF REVENUE INQUIRY.

APPENDIX

TO THE TWENTY-FIRST REPORT.

REPORTS, PAPERS, &c.

Appendix, No. i.

SUMMARY of Duties performed in the several Departments of the Post-Office; and

a Statement showing the total expense of each Office, the salaries and incidental

expenses, and a detailed account of such incidental expenses, for the Year ended

5th January iS-ig;—so far as relates to the Twopenny Post-Office.

Reports,

Papers, &e.

No. 1.

Summary of

Duties of the
Twopenny Post.

TWOPENNY POST-OFFICE.

The Comptroller has the entire management of the depHrunent under the Postmaster-

General, to whom he reports upon all necessary questions. He attends to the corres-

pondence of the office, and the applications of the public; superintends the operationsof the

two principal offices, and inspects ilie sorting offices and receiving-houses in the country,

checks and controls the expenditure, uiid signs all accounts of receipt and expenditure.

In liis office, all salary-bills and warrants for payment of mouies and statements of

revenue, are drawn up, as far as relates to the Twopenny-post
;
and all the charges against

the receivers in town and country, made out and sent for payment. The performance of

the rides is also checked here.

Sorting Department.—There are two principal offices: one in Lombard-street, and

the other in Gerrard-street. The duties of each arc the same; they commence at seven in

the morning, and cud between nine and ten at night.

They consist of checking the mimher and amount of letlers as they are received from the

paid window, and the receiving-houses
;
and after they are stamped, sorting them for the

town delivery, or inland or foreign mails, <lisiiiiguisliiiig the amount of each. The letters

for country letter-carriers are sorted into ho.xes, the amount of each box entered in a gene-

ral account, and also a letter-bill, with which they are enclosed in the proper hag, and

dispatched twice a day by ride, and once by mail coaches, where it is practicable to do so.

The town letters when stamped, are sorted into divisions, and then given to the letter-

carriers for delivery on the respeclive walks, there being six deliveries per diem. Letters

received at the office in Lombard-street, for the delivery of the Gerrard-street office, and

vice versd, are transmiited six times a day on horseback to and from each of those offices.

Paid letters ai'e received throughout the day at the paid windows, where they are

properly stamped, and given to the sorters from time to time, accompanied by a letter-bill

of their amount.

In addition to these duties, the dead letters are inspected and returned, in all practicable

cases to the writers. The letter-bills are cast, and entered and checked, with the daily

abstracts from which the charges are formed in the comptrollers office, against the town

and country receiving-houses.

The sorting offices are under the immediate inspection of four Presidents, selected from

the senior clerks, who attend alternately one at each office.

Accountant.—The duties performed in this office, are so similar to those executed in

the Accountant General’s office, that it appears needless to detail them. The only differ-

ence is, that he furnishes the Accountant General with a return of the gross and net produce

and charges of management or other payments in the Twopenny post-office, to be

incorpwated in the general accounts of the Post-office, which are annually laid before

Parliament.

Coi-LECTOR.—The collector receives the whole of the revenue from the Twopenny Post,

and the general and foreign postage of letters passing through that department, which he

pays daily to the Receiver Gener.nl. He examines and checks the accounts of the sub-

collectors, and makes out a weekly statement tor the accountant, of all receipts and dis-

bursements. He pays the officers salaries, tradesmen’s bills, and also the salaries of upwards

of 300 letter-receivers
;
and prepares a detailed annual account for the auditors, and such

others as may be required.

94. I 4 The
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APPENDIX TO TWENTY-FIRST REPORT OF [Post-Office

Reports, Papers,

6iC.

No. I.

Summary of

Duties of the

Twopenny Post.

72

T'he duties of ilte sub-collectors are, to receive llie postage collected by the letter-carriers,

which is paid to the collector 011 the following days, to report those leucr-carriers who are

in arrear, to receive the amount of paid letters taken in at the town receiving-houses, and

to pay tlie weekly wages to siipernmrerary letter-carriers, stampers, Scc. &c.

Total Expense . . _ £.37,447. 10. 7.

Salauies
Allowances - - -

Tenths to Town Receivers

WijEKLY 'Wages
Incidental Expenses*

£. s. (I.

8,210 - -
140 - -

2>239 19 5
19,109 16 -

7,747 15 2

* riz.

E.’Ctra duty to officers and letter-carriers

To three country letter-caiTiers for horses

Mary Earl, servant

T. Pickering, checking candles - -- -- -- -

Comproller, surveying expenses --------
Cherry and Rider, for conveying Twopenny-post mails (£.Ct. 16s. 6d.\

taxes included) - -- -- -- --
-J

H. Paynter, mending mail-bags - -- -- -- -

James Collins, straps, buckles, &c. to ditto ------
Martha Humt, for bags - -- -- -- --
Messrs. Dickey tie Co. uniform jackets - ------
Wagner, Gale 8c Co. hats - -- -- -- --
Thomas Hale, carpenter’s work - -- -- -- -

Thomas Green, glazier’s ditto - -- -- -- -

Kent 8c Luck, iipholterer’s ditto --------
F. W. Barrow, ironmongery - -- -- -- -

Povnder 8c Son, bricklayer’s work

Tiiomas Palmer, plasterer’s ditto--------
Matthew Beecher, painter’s ditto--------
John Ilolroyd 8c Son, plumber’s ditto -------
Pichnrd Wilford, mason’s ditto - -- -- -- -

Mfiry Bond, locksmith’s ditto - -- -- -- -

Elizabeth Thurlby &. Son, candles -------
Ann Peisley, coals and brushwood -------
Elizabeth Smith, lamplighting and tinware ------
James Cremcr, Stamps -

Mrs. Do Grave 8c Son, scales - -- -- -- -

William Long, turnery wave - -- -- -- -

Dutton 8c Son, repairing clocks --------
R. Scott, turnery ware

Francis Sliibbs, rent of office, Lisle-street ------
William Compton, rent of ollice, Gerrard-street, and premium for'\

insurance - -- -- -- - ~ ~j

Stationery and printing - -- -- -- --
Postage -

Mr. Thomas Butts, pension---------
Mr. John Hill - ditto - -- -

A. Jones - - - ditto - -- -- -- --
Sixteen letter-carriers, ditto - - - ' "

J. W. Ferguson, collector; petty inetdents, stamps and fees, on attesttng

annual accounts, coach-hire, &c. - - - - - -

W C. Wild and C. Beloe, sub-collectors, petty incidents, stamping-mk,i
|

cleaning offices, tolls, taxes, water-rates, inspecting and sorting copper,

coach-hire, 8cc. - - - ' - "

W. Walton and \V. Berry; risk and expenses in removing and disposingl

•- of surplus copper coin, at 2 2 per cent - - - -J

Mr. Thomas Bridges, refreshment to officers and letter-carriers on|

'iilpntine’s-dav - -- -- -- -- -JValentine’s-day

Mrs. Thomas Bridges, stamps on letter-carnei ; renewed security bonds

£. s. d.

1,380 5 10

145 12

70 12 -

ro — —
102 18 -

2,233 5 3

3 3 -
10 11 9
68 38 10

35 7
-

14 2 —

164 13 -

72 — -

5^ 7 10
3‘ 4 3
18 ^9 8

25 2 6
5 4 9
8 4 6
4 15 8

4 9 —

388 10 3
245 6 3
72 7 10

174 7
—

18 7 6
17 25 6

3 3 ~
8 9 8

95 - -

127 - -

862 8 4
95 4 9
119 10 -
lOO _ _
67 30 -
460 4 -

77 5 3

209 14 6

104 9 -

29 10 6

15 15 -

18 June 1823.

FRANCIS FREELING,
Secretary.
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